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We would like to thank you for choosing our platform to be
foundation of your expanding business. At the same time, we are
certain that the innovative solutions introduced by our application will
contribute to the expansion of the range of services offered by your
company, reduction of running costs and an increase in the safety
and comfort of your business.

Attention: Due to the constant and dynamic evoultion of this
product, some features of the application may differ insignificantly
from the description contained herein.
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1 Introduction

Kronos NET is a comprehensive IT system intended for modern security agencies and other

companies managing premises under permanent surveillance.

To begin with we would like to thank you for choosing our platform as the basis for the

development of your business. At the same time we are sure that the innovative solutions

used in our applications will serve to broaden the range of services you are able to offer your

clients, as well as reducing costs and improving the comfort and safety of your employees.

Due to continual product development, some aspects of the

applications may differ slightly from the description given in

the instructions below. If you have any queries, please

contact your distributor or the product developer.

1.1 Product overview

Kronos NET is an IT system designed principally to provide support for the managing of

monitoring stations. The system consists of three elements:

monitoring services,

servicing of monitoring devices,

calculating the value of services provided.

The emphasis on stability, ergonomics and performance during product development allow

for the monitoring of up to 50 thousand objects at one workstation, and the processing of well

over 100 signals per second with full signal analysis. In addition, thanks to the program’s built-

in multi station facility, this amount can easily be increased.

The monitoring module is used to integrate the monitoring of buildings, vehicles, people,
closed-circuit television, the environment (measurements of temperature, humidity, etc.),
vending machines, security guards, as well as access control and recording of working
hours. The range of services covered by the application is also expanding day by day.

Thanks to our excellent cooperation with equipment manufacturers, we directly serve more
than 50 base stations and on-site transmitters. Communication is maintained via radio link,
telephone, GSM / GPRS or IT networks. A high degree of automation relieves the operator of
many tasks, especially those related to various means of contacting clients, employees and
subcontractors.
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The Service Module organizes all the work of the service department in one environment, that
is servicing, maintenance, installation, modernization and removal of alarm and
measurement systems. The module also allows for ongoing monitoring of tasks completed
by service work crews. Through close integration with the Monitoring Module, authorized
persons have an overview of the operation of the equipment installed in premises. This is
also possible from mobile PDA devices.

The Accounting Module permits the gathering of all events associated with a customer in one

place, and generates invoices on the basis of this information. Invoices can then be printed

directly from the program or exported to an external accounting system. The whole is based

on a highly flexible price mechanism and discount calendars.

1.2 System architecture

The Kronos NET system is a fully networked solution, built on the basis of three-layer
modular architecture. This structure provides:

  high system reliability,

  the possibility of coverage over a wide area,

  data security,

  selection of system functionality according to actual needs.

A diagram of the architecture is shown in the illustration below.
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All the modules can be installed on one computer, but this
solution is not recommended by the manufacturer for security
and performance reasons.
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Individual modules communicate with each other via a network based on TCP/IP protocols,
on the assumption that only the main module (Kernel) requires a permanent IP address.

 

 Concepts

Module - any console system, Kernel, drivers, or utilities
programs that are components of the Kronos NET2 system.
Kernel - the central system module responsible for
processing signals, providing data from the database, and
controlling the work of the remaining modules.
Console - a family of modules designed for system users
to conduct, for example, monitoring and accounting, as well
as servicing of premises and data entry.
Driver - a family of modules responsible for communication
between external devices and the Kronos NET system.
Remote Receiver - a family of specialized terminals for
individual clients, fire services or the police.
Database Manager - a program for managing the
database.
Utilities programs - programs for both system and
database management, configuration and diagnostics.
HASP key - a device containing KronosNET system license
information.
MSSQL - a high performance Microsoft database server,
either free or commercial version.

 Consoles

Monitoring Console

This module is for alarm servicing, data viewing and

generating reports. It is the basic operator's working module.

Data Edit Console

This module is used to enter data on premises, clients and

definitions required for monitoring of locations by the system.
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It allows control of the parameters for monitoring,

maintenance, billing and management of contracts with

customers. 

Service Console

The Service Console enables the issuing of service,

maintenance, installation, modernization and removal

documentation, as well as the viewing of archived

documents. From this level you can also browse the

selected data to generate payment for the premises, or

create a variety of reports.

Video Console

This module serves to view cameras from multiple

premises, with the possibility of recording camera images in

the system, as well as viewing basic premises data.

Billing Console

This console is used for billing customers, including manual

or automatic preparation and review of invoices on the basis

of data received from other modules. It also enables

collaboration with external systems through invoice export

and payment import mechanisms.

  Drivers

In PSTN Driver A family  of  drivers  receiving  signals  via

telephone.

In Radio Driver A family  of  drivers  receiving  signals  via

radio.
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In GSM/GPRS
Driver

A family of drivers receiving signals  via a

GSM network.

In WAN Driver A family of drivers receiving signals via IT
networks.

Out Palmtop/
Client  Driver

Drivers  that  provide  data  on  PDAs  and

applications  for  external  clients  such as

fire  services,  the  police  or  individual

customers.

Out GSMGate/
MailGate Driver

Drivers  that  send  information  via  text

message (SMS) and e-mail as a result of

an alarm event or user query. This  driver

is  also able to send  reports  at  specified

times.

1.3 Security

The system architecture is one of the safest on the market, both in terms of prevention of
unauthorized access from outside, as well as  system stability. The manufacturer has made
every effort to ensure that the database containing customer data is not directly available,
even on a local network. This became possible through the use of three-tier architecture.
With the exception of service tools, the only unit that has access to the database is Kernel.
This in turn requires authorization of each module and user, controls access and continually
monitors user activity. In addition, the entire transmission is done using a special propietary
protocol that uses VMPC encryption, frames packing and retransmission only of changes.

The issue of stability also requires explanation. The modular system design and the spread of
the program over multiple computers provide exceptional resistance even in the event of a
hardware failure. Damage to one of the computers switches off only part of the system
functionality. Additionally, due to automatic reserve module management, we can rely on
immediate activation of back up copies.
It must also be emphasized that thanks to unique disc buffer technology, the system retains
its current state, not only in RAM memory, but also on the hard disc. Turning off the computer
does not therefore cause any loss of data.
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Due to the plague of viruses and hacker attacks, the

manufacturer recommends the use of an additional firewall

and anti-virus software. However, please note the need for

proper configuration of such a program, as it may have an

impact on the functioning of the Kronos NET system.

The program has mechanisms for performing backup of both
the database and configuration. It is strongly recommended
that you carry out backup regularly and store the copies in a
safe place. The manufacturer assumes no responsibility for
any loss of data.

1.4 Backup Centers

The system allows for the creation of backup centers that run automatically in the event of a
failure. There are two ways to prepare a backup center:

an additional center, run automatically in the event of failure of the main center,

a dispersal system in the event of failure of the main center.

The first solution is to prepare a server with the data and Kernel, working in a separate
location, which in the absence of connection to the main center, automatically switches
modules. This is the most commonly used solution. It requires a network connection between
the main and reserve centers.

The second solution is innovative and allows you to build multiple unmanned local stations
transmitting data to the main center. In the event of communication problems, dispersal is
activated and unmanned stations switch into manual mode.

Below is an example of a system layout with backup computers.
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If you decide not to build a backup center, you should have at

least one spare workstation with the program installed and

the current database, so that in case of failure this can

substitute the defective system until the problem is fixed.

System installation, with additional backup center, that runs automatically in the event of

failure should consist:

Kernels: main and backup (details in Backup Kernels  configuration)

Database: each Kernel should have access to the same database or its current copy.

When using two independent database engines its compliance can be ensured by MS SQL

380
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engine mechanisms, such as replication (details in Replication  chapter)

Configured module access to both Kernels, in case of failure (list of Kernels in General

configuration)

1.5 Retrasmission and cooperation

One unique feature of the program is the great potential for retransmission of alarms and
signals. The recipients can be either other IT systems, specific individuals, or even partner
security agencies.
The Kronos NET platform allows for connection between systems belonging to different
companies, and can transmit alarms signals to them from premises under surveillance. All
data about these locations is then made available during the period of the alarm, while at the
same time remaining available to the client agency. Information about action taken is also
transmitted in the opposite direction.

In addition, there is a simplified terminal which can be installed in the fire service or the police.
It does not use a local database, and therefore does not require maintenance and is operated
remotely. This terminal receives alarm events and basic premises data from the main
system via a computer network.

Below is a diagram of example communication between systems of different types.

448

368
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1.6 Hardware license

The program is protected from unauthorized use and copying by Alladin Hasp keys. These
keys are specially prepared for the manufacturer and can not be substituted with others. The
key is required for the program to function correctly, and must be connected to the computer
where Kernel is installed. A Remote HASP driver can also be used which will send license
data to Kernel from a HASP key connected to another computer with a USB port.
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A detailed description of the configuration, updating, and use of the key is contained in the
HASP Key chapter .

.

1.7 Requirements

The software developer has gone to every effort to make the Kronos NET system highly
efficient, while maintaining minimum hardware requirements for the computers it is running
on. Nevertheless, the choice of a particular PC configuration is difficult and depends largely
on the monitoring channels used and the number of sites under surveillance. Before you
purchase the system, please contact the manufacturer or distributor in order to agree on the
appropriate hardware platform.

It is assumed that to monitor 500 locations by PSTN line with an average of 15 signals from
each per day, it is only necessary to have a computer with:

  A Celeron 2 GHz processor,

  1 GB of RAM memory,

  An 80 GB hard drive,

  A network interface card (required for operation of the system even at only one station),

  Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7 and MSDE or MSSQL Express 2005/2008,

  An appropriate amount of serial ports.

Monitoring 1000 locations via PSTN  and radio / GSM, assuming an average of 100 signals
daily from each
location requires a PC with:

A DualCore 2 GHz processor,

2 GB of RAM memory,

An 80 GB hard drive,

A network interface card (required for operation of the system even at only one station),

Windows Server 2000/2003/2008 and MsSQL Server 2000/2005/2008,

An appropriate amount of serial ports.

The manufacturer recommends using a minimum of two

computers: one as a data and signal server, the second as a

workstation.

510
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2 Terms

Alarm The Monitoring Console signals the
location status after receiving an alarm
signal.

Camera
library

A module used by the console to control
cameras from a specific manufacturer.

Locks Ignoring alarms and signals from a
selected premises.

Service
document

A document relating to an order for
facility maintenance, including  service,
maintenance, modernization, installation
or removal.

Device
definition

An example of equipment together with
the interpreted signals and functions
useful for defining a location.

Time
function

Automatic surveillance of a location
generating an alarm status depending on
time and/or a signal.

State
function

Checking in a defined time frame the
specific status of a group of signals from
a location (e.g. to determine whether the
object is closed at night).

Route
function

An area guarded by security personnel,
in which reference tag points are located.

Task
function

Reminder of the need to complete a
task.
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Alarm The Monitoring Console signals the
location status after receiving an alarm
signal.

Range
function

Monitoring of a signal within specific time
limits and according to a defined cycle of
repetition.

Periodic
function

Checking whether a signal has been
sent at defined intervals.

Port The base unit port number from where a
signal originated (several port numbers
can be specified after the comma).

Account
group

A set of accounts for which data is
available to a given console.

Signal
group

A set of signals which may define, for
example, the account status.

Channel Information about which channel the
featured signal is arriving by.

Kernel The central system module responsible
for processing signals, providing data
from the database and controlling the
work of the other modules.

Client A person or company that owns the
account or accounts. A client is a party
who is billed for services rendered.

Console A family of modules designed to allow
system users to work with the system,
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Alarm The Monitoring Console signals the
location status after receiving an alarm
signal.

for example monitoring, accounting,
servicing facilities and data entry.

Connectio
n testing

A test whether any signal, including a
test signal, is being received from the
equipment.

HASP Key A device containing Kronos NET system
license information.

Code
(signal)

A unique value that allows the
interpretation of an incoming signal from
the device.

Signal list A list of events described in the system
that can be received from the device.

Module Any console system, Kernel, drivers, and
tools programs that are components of
the Kronos NET2 system.

Hardware
number

An account device identification number.

Account A guarded building, vehicle or person,
including security guards and vending
machines that are connected to the
system. One account can contain
several different transmitters.
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Alarm The Monitoring Console signals the
location status after receiving an alarm
signal.

Subsystem
(partition)

Division of the alarm system into
independent zones, which can be treated
as separate alarm systems.

Payment A fixed amount generated by the system
or by a user. Based on the  payments
generated the system may generate
customer invoices.

Port The number of the active driver
configuration port from which the signal
came.

Tools
programs

Programs for system and database
management, configuration and
diagnostics.

Signal
extensions
1-5 

Additional, optional information related to
the signal received.

Service An account operation mode determined
for a limited time period, in which alarms
are treated as ordinary signals.

Database
engine
(MS SQL)

A high performance Microsoft database
server, free or commercial version.

Driver A family of modules responsible for
communication between external
devices and the Kronos NET system.
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Alarm The Monitoring Console signals the
location status after receiving an alarm
signal.

Zone (line) Connecting devices (sensors) to the
alarm system for the detection of
changes in physical state.

Signal
(from
account)

Information received by the Kronos NET
system driver, sent by an account device
(transmitter).

Synonym A unique account identification number
used in the system.

Agreement An contract agreed and signed with a
client for the provision of services.

Device The physical representation of an
account transmitter in the Kronos NET
system.

Ordinary
device

An independent copy of the device
template at an account.

Virtual
device

A direct linking of the device template
signals with the account.

User A person with the ability to log on to any
system module (console), depending on
their access rights.

Configurat
ion plug-in

An ocx file responsible for configuration
of a console or driver.
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Alarm The Monitoring Console signals the
location status after receiving an alarm
signal.

Event (at
an
account)

Information generated by a user or the
system based on actions taken for
account maintenance.

System
event

Information generated by the Kronos
NET system relating to its operation.
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3 KronosNET2 system

3.1 General information

This chapter provides basic information about working with all Kronos NET consoles.

3.1.1 Registration

Users must log on to the system every time they begin work. This is done automatically in a
pop-up window when you switch on the program or by using the following option: Program ->
Login.

Logging in to a newly installed system is possible using the username: next, password: next.
One of the first administrative tasks should be to create new users, give them the appropriate
access and remove the default user (use the user panel in Tools ).

After finishing work, the user must sign out (Program -> Logout).

All relevant user activity, such as editing data and alarm handling, are stored as system
events along with the name of the registered user.

3.1.2 Knowledge base

The Knowledge Base is available in the Data Edit, Monitoring, Service and Billing consoles.
Any information that may be useful to users can be entered here. For example, information on
basic alarm panel servicing.

Knowledge Base icon

360
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3.1.3 System status indicators

The current system status is displayed in all modules by three different face icons: yellow,
red and blue.

Red  indicates  an  error.  A  window  will  appear  in  each  module

informing you that a system error has occurred.

After removing the list of errors (and in normal mode), the icon is

yellow.

This icon indicates that the unit is idle, which may be the result of

connection problems  between the console and Kernel, or due to

double console names in the system.

Error window:

When you click on the icon, a list of errors appears.
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The  error  list  can be  refreshed  using  the  "refresh"  button, while  the  "clear  errors"  button

removes all errors from the list.

3.1.4 Filters

The filter is used to specify a query. This will search all data in the system for items that do,
or do not, contain the given phrase.

The "+" represents a logical or, and adding it in front of a given phrase means that the
phrase must appear in items on the list,
The sign "-" is negation, excluding items containing the given phrase,

The "*" refers to a common area,

The space character " " is synonymous with "+".

Example 1:
The query "+alarm-technical" searches for all alarms except for technical alarms
(equivalent to "alarm-technical").

Example 2:
The query "alarm*technical" only searches for technical alarms.

Example 3:
The query "technical alarm" searches for all alarms as well as all technical signals.

Placing the text between quotation marks means special characters will be ignored, and the
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database will be searched for exactly the same text that has been entered.

Entering the text alarm - intruder is not synonymous with

alarm-intruder (no spaces between the text and a special

character). The first will be replaced by the system with

alarm+-+intruder (the spaces are synonymous with plus

signs), which changes the meaning of the filter.

3.1.5 Clock

At the top of the window in each module is a clock along with the date, and the percentage of
busy CPU and RAM.

It is assumed that the level of CPU usage should not reach 100% for more than 10 seconds,
and the memory occupied should not exceed 80%.

Exceeding these values may mean:
no limitation of available memory for the database,

insufficient hardware configuration,

excessive load on the computer from applications running in the background.

If measurements are done on the computer which has the database server, any overload
found may indicate incorrect database server configuration. Appropriate adjustments should
then immediately be made using the Database Manager program.

3.1.6 Chat

It is possible to communicate between consoles using the chat icon. After clicking on the
icon, a chat window will appear where you can write and read information from other system
users:

Chat icon
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Chat allows communication with specific users  of one installation, or with users of foreign
installations.

3.1.7 License

The Help->About the program menu in each module contains license details and information
such as:

The system name along with the module version,

A short version of the license,

The system owner,

Information about the key.
 
Data on a specific installation is downloaded from the key device, which protects the
program. If the license is violated, it is possible to edit account data etc. The program
continues to function, but does not allow work in any of the consoles, with the exception of the
Data Edit Console.

360
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3.2 Kronos NET2.2 System news

System news for users of the KronosNET 2.1 system.

If  you  are  upgrading  a  system  from  KronosNET2.1  to
KronosNET2.2  database  conversion  is  required  using
StepUp tool.

3.2.1 Mobile Consoles

Mobile Client Console - end customer module for Android, iOS and WindowsMobile 7
systems
Mobile Patrol Console - response team module for response teams on Android

Mobile Service Console - service and technicians module on Android

3.2.2 Changes

Geolocalization mechanism for google maps

Devices and signals:

529
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o on account recording only the differences between signals in relation with device from
definition
o work time signals type unification
o possibility of adding signals to account device from history window 
o possibility of displaying cameras under alarm assigned to signals groups added
o number of signals from device control

Names and port number in drivers

Actions
o action definitions added (actions update on accounts included)
o action for any alarm (*) added
o person choice to which the e-mail or text message can be send

Kernela  configuration option, which stores media files outside the database

Agreements and billings with customer managment changes:
o possibilitiy of adding a multi-page cagreement (rtf, pdf, jpg)
o agreement annexes and pausing
o diffrent currencies
o client tag (individual or company)
omanually edited invoices searching 
omarkers for payements descriptions

Operators work statistics on daily reports

Commune, district and provice fields for address

Technical documents by performing person searching

Names and contacts for service person on service document added

Type of maintenance dictionary

Additional description on maintenance schedule

3.2.3 Security and efficiency

Signal analysis optimalization

Improving XML processing in drivers, Data Edit, Service and Tools consoles

Reducing database deadlock error probality

Large amount of alarms removing improved

Improving signals read from hard disk after driver restart

Improving signals overwrite in drivers buffers

Improving device parameters loading by drivers

Security file structure changes

Control mechanisms for drivers work

multiple commands sending to devices fixed

3.3 Kronos NET2.1 System news

System news for users of the KronosNET 2.0 system.

370
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3.3.1 Consoles

The system features new modules:
Monitoring Touch Console  - a console for handling alarms on touch screen computers,

Video Console  - a console for viewing images from cameras and video recorders,

Work Status   - an administration console for viewing module operating status.

3.3.2 Features

Within the existing modules, there are new features:
Actions  - replacement of retransmission with an action system: defining reactions (eg.
sending text messages, retransmitting events, selecting an account for service, making
orders) in the event of a system action or sequence of actions (eg. receipt of a signal,
status change of a group of signals, generation of an alarm),
Zone Monitoring  - areas designated using polygons on a map, within which an account
must remain, or must not leave in a given time,
Client Console  and Web Client Console  - the ability to edit selected data from client
access level,
Response Team Arrival Time Control - checking of intervention time arrival based on
events in the comic book "Response team dispatched" and "Response team arrived at
destination." If the intervention arrival time is exceeded (defined in Additional 1 ) the
system will generate an alarm (as defined in Alarm event ),
Saving camera images - linking images with an account and storing manually in the
database (Monitoring Console - Cameras ), or automatically (using a defined Action ),
Allocation of different alarm types to individual Monitoring Consoles (Module groups ),

Stopping, pausing and resuming a round - manually (Routes  tab on the Monitoring
Console), or automatically (the Action  of starting, pausing and resuming routes),
Function  validity period for an account - adding a validity date for the status function, as
well as change of status,
Monitoring in time zones - determining the time zone for an account when Adding an
account , or in the General  account properties, this is relevant for conversion of the
time function for the time zone of a given account,
Displaying violations on the building Maps\breaches , and the possibility of adding
equipment to the building floorplan (Schemes ),
Direct access to video recorders via the Camera library.

3.3.3 Ergonomic changes

Transfer of data to remote access, and contacts for automatic notifications to the
individuals persons  level,
Signal filtering and events available for remote access  on client level,

New definitions of person types in the dictionaries  (response team, user to notify, user to
cancel)
Adding identifiers (dictionaries ) for persons  and clients ,

Additional data defining signals  and account events  (account address, account time,
additional extensions, type of signal),
Automatically download a list of possible device parameters  from drivers,
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Transfer of dictionaries  describing lines, zones and users to the equipment level,

The option of defining colours for groups of device signals (signals  tab),

Signal counters in device definition (signals  tab),

The option of updating the alarm type (silent, delayed, ignore service, ignore a block) on
selected accounts (Global alarms  tab),
Distinguishing different rounds function alarm types depending on the lack of registration at
a selected point (Routes  tab)
The option of downloading the account position from a displayed map (Position tab ),

Extension of calendar options for service orders (maintenance orders  tab),

Removal of retransmission tab - functionality moved to actions .

3.3.4 Visual changes

Account status in the Data Edit Console (Accounts tab: client and account management
),
Alarm Service Status in the Monitoring Console (in the alarm service status  chapter).

3.3.5 Security

Ongoing data replication between kernels (backup kernels ),

Module authorization via password saved in configuration (module passwords ),

Archive of deleted and remote accounts (deleted and remote accounts ),

Sending messages to a particular system user (chat ),

Message archive (chat history ),

Modification of time setting algorithm (general kernel  configuration).
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4 Short manual

4.1 Introduction

Kronos Net is a comprehensive computer system intended for the modern security agency or

other enterprise managing objects for permanent monitoring.

General System Structure

Kronos Net System is a fully network solution built based on trilaminar modular

architecture.

Kernel is a central module of Kronos Net System. Among others it is responsible for the

following: the signal processing, disclosing data from the database and work control of

remaining modules.

The following scheme is showing the model structure. All modules can be installed on

one computer for simple installations.
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The  producer  recommends  using  at  least  two

computers: one as the data and signal server second as

the operational station.

Hardware Requirements

The software house spared no effort to make Kronos Net System really efficient and to

at the same time keep minimal hardware requirements for a computer on which it is

started. However, choice of the specific computer configuration is a difficult process and

 largely depends on used channels of monitoring and the amount of accounts. Before

the purchase one should contact the producer or a distributor in order to agree on the

appropriate hardware platform.

It is assumed that for monitoring of 500 accounts by commute way and establishing 15

signals per day  from every account, such computer will be enough: 

  2 GHz Celeron processor,

 1 GB RAM memory,

 80 GB disc,

 Network card (required for system work even at one station),

 2000/XP/Vista/7/8  Windows and MSDE or MsSQL Express 2005/2008/2012,

 Appropriate amount of serial ports.

Monitoring of 1000 accounts by commute way and radio/GSM, establishing 100 signals

on average per day from every account, requires the computer such as:

2 GHz DualCore processor,

2 GB RAM memory,

80 GB disc,

Network card (required for system work even at one station),

2000/2003/2008/2012 Windows Server  and MsSQL Server 2000/2005/2008/2012,

 Appropriate amount of serial ports.
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On  account  of  the  plague  of  viruses  and  hackers'

attacks,  the  producer  recommends  applying  the

additional program such as the firewall and the anti-virus.

However, we would like to pay attention to the need of  a

correct configuration of such program as  it  can have an

influence on functioning of Kronos Net System. 

The  program  has  mechanisms  enabling  to  make  the

backup of  both the database and the configuration. It  is

definitely recommended to carry them out systematically

and to store them in safe places. The producer does not

take the responsibility for the possible data loss.

License Control

The program is safeguarded against the test on the illegal copying. It uses Alladin brand

of Hasp key. These keys are specially prepared  for the program producer and cannot

be replaced  by others. The key is demanded for the correct work of the program and

must be connected to the computer on which the Kernel service is. It is also possible to

use the RemoteHASP driver which will be sending to the Kernel license data from the

HASP key, connected to  another computer equipped with the USB port.

The duty of the key update  in case of the licence version

lies with the system user. 

Violating  the  restrictions  concerning  the  amount  of

monitored accounts  and the product life cycle included

in  the  key  results  in  immediate  system  stop  and  is

treated  by  the  producer  as  violating  his  copyright  and

property.
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The  program  works  without  the  key  at  implementing

maximum  5  objects,  however  this  option  is  used

exclusively for tests and the working program under this

procedure cannot be used for commercial purposes.

The licensor and his distributors provide software in its

current condition - "AS IT IS". The producer does not take

responsibility for meeting the expectations concerning the

functionality of the system and possible system defects and

losses associated with them.

4.2 Quick Start

The following teach yourself manual allows for fast acquaintance with the KronosNET

system. Instructions in next chapters are on purpose concise so that it is possible to start

quickly using the program and its functions. The purpose of this instruction is not learning

every detail, but getting acquainted with fundamentals and the modus operandi of the system.

In order to obtain specific information about functions described in the teach yourself manual

we ask to read chapters about specific functions and modules, in which it is possible to find

more useful information and the advanced  functions concerning the KronosNET system.

4.2.1 System installation

This chapter is intended to guide the user in the simplest possible way through the installation

and the configuration of the program and to acquaint the user with types and elements of the

installation.

To download a current installation version of the system,

please contact the producer or the local distributor of

KronosNET2 system.  

 Terms

Module  - components  of  KronosNET2 system such as  any  system

control panel, Kernel, drivers or software tools.
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Kernel - central system module responsible for the signal processing,

sharing data from the database and controlling work of other modules.

Control panel - a set  of modules intended for the user of the system,

allows for work with the system i.e. monitoring, accounting, service of

objects and data input.

Drivers  -  a  set  of  modules  helping  in the  communication  between

outside devices and the KronosNET system.

Software  tools  -  programs  for  management,  configuration  and

diagnostics of the system and the database.

HASP key - a device containing data of KronosNET system licence.

MSSQL - cost-efficient  database server of  the Microsoft  company in

the free or commercial version.

 Control Panels

Monitoring Console

Module for alerts service, data preview and

generating balance sheets. Basic module for

operator work.

DataEdit Console

The module is used for a data input of objects,

customers and definitions essential for the object 

service  in the monitoring system. It allows for the

monitoring parameters control, servicing,

accounting and contract management with

customers.

Service Console

The Service Control Panel (Console)  enables to

issue documents such as service requests,

maintenance, installation, modernization and

disassembly as well as to go archival documents

through. From this level it is also possible to go

through chosen object data, to generate the
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payment for the object and to form different

statements.

Video Console

The module for camera monitoring from many

objects, with the possibility of recording the  image

from cameras to the system and the preview of

primary object data.

Billing Console

The Control Panel (Console) is used to keep

settlements with customers such as manual or

automatic preparation and review of invoices

based on data taken from other modules. Thanks

to mechanisms of the export of invoices and the

import of receivables it also enables a cooperation

with outside systems.

Server Installation and System Start-up

To install Kronos NET 2.2  system it is necessary to do the following:

1. To  start  the  installer  from  the  Setup.exe  file  and  to  act  according  to  installation

instructions.

2. To read and to accept license agreement and to choose a default  catalogue for the

installation.

3. To choose a "Server" type installation, which will install the following:

Kernel, 

Consoles, 

Software tools,

Elements of HASP key ,

Engine of database MS SQL 2005 Express;

To choose own elements of the installation (e.g. drivers)

one should choose a custom installation.
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4. To click Further, and then Install and to wait until the installer will finish the work. After

the completion the installer will offer to restart the system what is essential to start up

the system service.

5. To start the system control panel from start menu or shortcut on the desktop. Every

shortcut has a name suitable for control panel applying.

6. To log into the system as:user next password next.

Client Installation

This chapter describes the installations of client modules (control panels) and their

configurations for the communication with the main module - Kernel.

To install Kronos NET 2.2  system control panels it is necessary to do the following:

1.To start the installer from the Setup.exe file and to act according to installation

instructions.

2. To read and to accept license agreement and to choose a default catalogue for the

installation.

3. To choose a "Client" type installation, which will install the following:

Consoles:

o DataEdit Console

oMonitoring Console

o Service Console

o Billing Console

o Touch Monitoring Console

o Video Control Panel

Configuration Tool
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To choose own elements of the installation (e.g. drivers)

one should choose a custom installation.

4. To click Further, and then Install and to wait until the installer will finish the work. After

the completion the installer will offer to restart the system what is  essential to start  up

the system service.

5. To start Kronos Software Tool, to choose the general configuration, to add the name

to the list (free description), the IP address and the port of available Kernel.

After starting any module, it will be trying to connect with

the first configured Kernel from the list

6. To start the system control panel form start menu or shortcut on the desktop. Every

shortcut has a name suitable for control panel applying.

7. To log into the system as:user next password next.
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4.2.2 New Account

This chapter describes the basic steps to create the first object.

 Terms

Account  -  a  protected  building,  a  vehicle,  a  person,  a  guard  or  a

vending machine connected to the system. One object can classify a

few different transmitters.

Synonym - unique object identifier in the system.

Definitions - lists, templates, dictionaries and models for the objects.

Alarm - object state signalled in the Monitoring Control Panel (Console)

after getting the alarm signal back.

Signal -  information received by the KronosNET system driver, sent

by the object device (transmitter).

System Event - information generated by the KronosNET system.

Device  -  reproduction  of  the  physical  object  transmitter  in  the

KronosNET system.

Equipment number - physical identifier of the device at the object

Object data and definitions associated with it have been created from the level of the DataEdit

Console. The shortcut to the module can be found on the desktop or in the start menu:

The access to the console is possible for the user with granted laws, such entitlements by

default has the user: next with the password: next
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Default Definitions

Before adding the new object necessary data from the definitions tab in the DataEdit

Console should be supplemented:

Alarms - list of alarms which can be generated by the system;

Alarm Events - connections between the chosen system events and the defined

alarm;

Cities - dictionary of cities for the object; 

Types of Persons - types of persons that can be connected with the object; 

Device Templates  - definitions of devices along with the list of interpreted signals,

Maps - added maps for showing the position of objects.

Currencies - possible currencies for billings with customers

 

Starting work with the system for the first time, please add default values suggested by

the NEXT! company such as :

default alarms;

default alarm events;

default types of persons; 

demo object - a model new object; 

default templates of signals and devices - list of signals of the most popular formats of

alarm systems.

It is possible to add default data from the Help menu.

Model Object Adding

 It is possible to add the model object with data proposed by the NEXT company from

the Help menu from the function Add Demo Object. 

When it is chosen the synonym for the demo object should be given:
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The demo object has entered model basic data:

General Data

General - synonym and object name

Additional 1 - object address

Contacts - direct contacts to the object

Position - geographic coordinates of the object

Detailed Data

Persons - list of persons related to the object, along with the contact information

and assigned passwords

Remarks - list of remarks at the object

Devices - list of devices definitions related to the object, essential for correct

assigning the received signal with the object

Signals - list of interpreted signals from the device

Parameters of the device and the contact control - rules for alarm generating, in

case of the lack of collecting signals from the device

New Object Adding

To add a new account after clicking the plus icon from the  account tab 

1. To fill the synonym and the object name
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To supplement General Data for the object

1. Additional 1 - to fill object address (street, number and city).

Before choosing the city of the object,  the dictionary of

cities in definitions of the DataEdit Control Panel (Console)

should be completed.

2. Contacts - to add direct contacts for the object (phone number, mobile, fax

or pager).

3. Position - to give or to take geographic coordinates of the object from the

map.

Before choosing the map, available maps for objects in

definitions of the DataEdit Control Panel (Console) should

be defined.

To supplement Detailed Data

1. To add persons related to the object or companies along with contacts in the
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person tab. It is necessary to fill: the name of the person, the type of the

person, priority (the lower person is the higher he/she is on the list of

notification), the password and the contact to the person.

 Before choosing the type of the person, the dictionary of

types of the persons in the DataEdit Control Panel

(Console) should be filled. 

2. To add the remarks related to the the object in the remark tab, it is necessary

to fill the name and the remark description. 
To add Device

1. To choose add next to lists of devices from the device tab.

2. As source choose Device patterns

3. To give device data:

o Device template - template from definitions.

o Equipment number - depending on solution proposed by the device producer

it can be: the programmed number of the transmitter, a serial number, a

telephone number of the GSM network or the IMEI number.

o Device type  - ordinary device.

   

To approve given data.

4.2.3 Alarm Handling

This chapter describes how to create and operate a new alarm.

 Terms

Signal - information received by the KronosNET2 system driver and

sent by the object device (transmitter).

Alarm - object  state signalled in the Monitoring Console  after  getting

the alarm signal back.

Event - information generated by the user or the system based on the

performed activities associated with the object service.
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Alarms have been serviced from the level of the Monitoring Console, which can be started on

the desktop shortcut or in the start menu:

Registration

Registration proceeds as similarly as in the DataEdit Console. The login name: next and

the password: next should be given. In the case that the registration window will not

appear automatically one should click on the Program- > Registration and act similarly.

New Manual Alarm

1. To click on an icon add in Alarm tab.

2. To write down the object synonym or to seek it out in the search engine "...".
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3. To mark the option automatically take over the alarm or after the confirmation to take

over the alarm manually by double click on the alarm from the list of new alarms.

4. After taking over the alarm automatically its basic data will be displayed.

5. In order to display basic data of other alarm, the alarm from the list of active alarms

should be double clicked.
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6. Basic data of the object contain information concerning the object taken over, so as the

address, contacts to the object and persons related with the object along with contacts.

The tab also shows a list of signals and events at the object from the beginning of the

alarm.

Activities during Alarm Service

To add a new event to the object connected with the alarm service one should use the

option of the alarm comic book during th alarm service.

.There are possible the following events:

After clicking a list containing persons assigned to notifications will appear. After

choosing the person a window will appear, where we are able to correct the entry

and to write in information. Closing a window by the OK button causes recording

of the event.

Alarm has been called off by a customer.

Alarm has been confirmed.

Notifying and sending the response team to the object. From the menu opened by

clicking, the group to send should be chosen.

Cancelling the response team sent earlier to the object. As aforementioned, the

appropriate group should be chosen from the menu.
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After clicking a list containing persons assigned to notifications will appear. After

choosing the person a window will appear, where we are able to correct the entry

and to write in information. Closing a window by the OK button causes recording

of the event.

Activity performed, when the response team will report arriving at the object. As

aforementioned, one should choose the group which reached in place.

Justified alarm.

False alarm.

The end of alarm.

List of additional events defined in the configuration of the Monitoring Control

Panel (Console).

Report

In order to complete the alarm service it is necessary to do the following:

1. To remove and finish all alerts from the given object,    should be chosen during the

alarm service.

2. To choose the type of the report from the list and to make its own description.

3. To approve data by , it will cause removing the alarm from the service and writing

down the closed report in the database.
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4.The list  of  reports  from the alarm service is  available  in the  Monitoring  Control  Panel

(Console) by compilation of reports 

It is not possible to edit data in already closed report in the

system.
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4.2.4 Devices

This chapter describes how to add and to configure the new device at the account.

 Terms

Device - copying the physical account transmitter in the KronosNET

system.

Device Template - model of the device, along with interpreted signals

and functions.

Equipment number - physical identifier of the device at the account.

Driver  -  a  set  of  modules  helping  in  the  communication  between

outside devices and the KronosNET system.

Port - ordinal number of the active port from configuration of the driver

from which the signal came.

Section - number of  the  point  in the  base  station where  the  signal

came from (it is possible to write down numbers of a few points  after

the comma).

Signal -  information received by the KronosNET system driver, sent

by the object device (transmitter).

List  of  Signals -  list  of  events  described in the system possible to

collect from the device.

Channel - information which channel should come the signal.

Signal Code - unique value which allows to interpret a signal from the

device.

Extension 1-5  -  optional,  additional  information associated  with the

received signal.

Alarm - account state signalled in the Monitoring Console after getting

the alarm signal back.

Device data are created from the level of the DataEdit Console which can be started on the

desktop shortcut or in the start menu:

The access to the Console is possible for the user with granted laws, such entitlements by

default has the user: next with the password: next.

Import of the Signal List to the Device Template
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All account devices with its signals are directly related to

given device template.

Therefore modification on signal definitions also changes

the signals on the accounts to which it's added.

The only exception are signals already changed (added,

edtited or deleted) directly on account.

To add the new device to the definition it is necessary to do the following:

Choose Device Definitions on the bookmark Definitions.

Add a new device to the definition.

1. Add a new device template from the icon at the list of devices

2. Give the name of the device template and choose from the list the driver

collecting  the signals.
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Choosing the symbol '*'  in  driver  area  will  cause  comparing

signals from any driver with the list of device signals codes at

the account.

However, in case of choosing specific driver from the list it will

allow  to  make  configurations  of  additional  functions  (e.g.  of

initial lines and parameters), if the driver allows.

Import the list of signals from the *csv file from the level of the Import button at

the device list.

The  system  producer  prepared  the  templates  for  the  most

popular  devices.  In  order  to  get  them  please  contact  the

distributor.

Adding Device from the Template to the Account

In order to connect the device template to the account it is necessary to do the following:

Go to the bookmark Account and for the chosen account choose Devices.

Add a new device.

1. As the source of the new device choose Definitions of devices.

2. Give the following device data:

o pattern - defined device definition

o equipment number - depending on the producer's solution it can be: the

programmed number of the transmitter, a serial number, a telephone number

of the GSM network or the IMEI number,

o port,

o section,

o type of the device - ordinary.
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Edition of Signals

Change of descriptions, codes and signal alarms of the account device is possible from

the list of signals. In order to edit the list of signals it is necessary to do the following:

1. Go to the account devices.

2. Choose bookmark of signals.

3. Uncheck the option 'Show changes only' - it will also display signals from

device definition
4. The edition of the signal is  possible after marking the signal and the clicking

the edition icon.
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During the modification of the signal, window with event code and extension will

open, where the following could be defined:

Type of the signal - any,

Description of the signal - description visible in the Monitoring Control Panel

(Console),

Type of the alarm, to choose from:

o Information signal - receiving such signal will not generate the alarm in the

Monitoring Control Panel (Console), 

o Alarm - receiving such signal will generate the alarm in the Monitoring Control

Panel (Console).

Alarm - in case of choosing the alarm signal, the type of the alarm should be

chosen from the definitions.

Depending on the device and the driver the additional

information associated with the received signal can come up

at extensions:

number of the partition, the zone or the user for alarm

systems,

geographic coordinates for GPS devices,

unique identifier of the point read out of route check

devices.
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If for new signal as the code or the extension we will give

the symbol "*" and a signal will be taken from this device

it will be interpreted by the system irrespective of the

value in chosen field provided remaining values add up. 

The described situation can not be carried out in the

situation if a signal described still more precisely is short

listed, that is with the smaller number of signs "*".

Communication Control

The  communication  control  allows  to  define  the  type  of  the  alarm  which  will  be

generated in the event that the chosen device does not report for the stated time.

In order to add the contact control to the device, it is necessary to the following:

1. Go to the bookmark Accounts.

2. For the chosen object choose the icon Devices.

3. Go to the sub-bookmark Device Parameters for the specific device.

Add the communication control clicking plus icon.
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It is necessary to define:

type of generated alarm,

frequency, with which any signal is supposed to appear from the

device (if no signal turns up at the set period, an alarm will be

generated),

channel (any or specific), which any signal is supposed to come.

The system producer recommends to adjust at least twice

longer waiting time than amounts the test time set up on

the device.

4.2.5 Dictionaries of Devices

The  chapter  describes  how  to  add  dictionaries  to  the  devices.  Dictionaries  are  names

connected with certain values  which are used  for  an exchange  of  special  symbols  in the

signal description for appropriate names from the dictionaries.
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 Terms 

Subsystem -  division of the alarm system into zones independent of

each other which can be treated as the distinct alarm system.

Zone  -  connecting to the alarm system devices  (such as  sensors),

detecting changes of physical states.

User - name of person which armed or disarmed the account or went

the round path.

Point - name of the read out round path point. 

Group of Signals - set of signals which can be described such as for

example the account state. 

Dictionaries of devices are added from the level of the Edition Control Panel (Console). The

shortcut to the module is on the desktop or at the start menu:

The access to the Control Panel (Console) is possible for the user with granted laws, such

entitlements by default has the user: next with the password: next

Dictionaries of Devices

In order to add dictionaries to the device it is necessary to do the following:

1. Go to the Account bookmark and choose Device icon for the chosen account.

2. Go to the Dictionaries bookmark for specific device.

 

In the description of the signal it is possible to implement special marks which

exchange the values from 1-5 extensions or from the code of the received signal
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for values from dictionaries.

In the Monitoring Control Panel (Console) such a signal will have a description

with tags changed to adequate descriptions from dictionaries.

The following types of dictionaries are possible:

Zones (lines) - we write down the name of the line which is supposed to be

used in the description of the signal (3 signs in the number).

Subsystems (partitions) -  number and zone name which is supposed to be

used in the description of the signal (2 signs in the number).

Users - we write down the number and the user's name which is supposed to

be used in the description of the signal (3 figures in the number).

Points -  we write down the number and the point name which is supposed to

be used in the description of the signal.

Groups of signals - we write down the number and the group name which is

supposed to be used in the description of the signal. This  dictionary allows  to

individualize names of signal groups in case of using virtual devices.

In the Number, however, we implement  the  value  of  line, zone, user,  point  or

group of signals, but in the Name a description on which implemented number

should be interpreted in the Monitoring Control Panel (Console).

Model window of the dictionary:

Special Symbols in the Signal Description
In the description of the signal it is possible to put special symbols which in the

Monitoring Control Table (Console) put the appropriate value in the signal description,

e.g.:

 $C - it adds to the signal description the value which is in a signal code

 $E1 - it adds to the signal description the value which is in 1 extension of signal 

 $E2 - it adds to the signal description the value which is in 2 extension of signal 

 $E3 - it adds to the signal description the value which is in 3 extension of signal 

It is also possible to replace the appropriate value with the name:

In order to add the line name to the signal description, the account dictionaries should be
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completed with number and the name of the line, simultaneously special symbols

should be placed in the signal description, e.g.:

 $E1Z - it writes down to the signal description the name of the zone written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 1 

 $E2Z - it writes down to the signal description the name of the zone written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 2

 $E3Z - it writes down to the signal description the name of the zone written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 3

In order to add the zone name to the signal description, the account dictionaries should

be completed with number and the name of the zone, simultaneously special symbols

should be placed in the signal description, e.g.:

 $E1S - it writes down to the signal description the name of the subsystem written

down in  the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 1 

 $E2S - it writes down to the signal description the name of the subsystem written

down in  the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 2

 $E3S - it writes down to the signal description the name of the subsystem written

down in  the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 3

In order to add the user's name to the signal description, the account dictionaries should

be completed with number and the name of the user, simultaneously special symbols

should be placed in the signal description, e.g.:

 $E1U - it writes down to the signal description the name of the user written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 1 

 $E2U - it writes down to the signal description the name of the user written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 2

 $E3U - it writes down to the signal description the name of the user written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 3

In order to add the name of the person authorized and assigned to the account to the

signal description, the personal data should be completed with arming and disarming

codes, simultaneously special symbols should be placed in the signal description, e.g.:

$E1P - it writes down to the signal description the name of the person written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 1 

$E2P - it writes down to the signal description the name of the person written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 2

$E3P -it writes down to the signal description the name of the person written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 3

In order to add the point name to the signal description, the account dictionaries should

be completed with number and the name of the point, simultaneously special symbols

should be placed in the signal description, e.g.:

$E1T - it writes down to the signal description the name of the tag written down in  the
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account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 1 

$E2T - it writes down to the signal description the name of the tag written down in  the

account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 2

$E3T - it writes down to the signal description the name of the tag written down in  the

account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 3

Using special symbol $V in the signal description it is also possible to show the value of

signal power sent by device.

4.2.6 Time Functions

This chapter describes how to create functions on account devices.

 Terms

Time Function - automatic check of the account generating the alarm

state depending on the time or the signal,

State  Function  -  control  of  the  determined  state  of  the  group  of

signals in the appointed time-frame,

Task Function - reminder about the need to perform a task,

Group of Signals - set of signals which can be described such as for
example the account state.

Functions are added from the level of the Edition Control Panel (Console). The shortcut to the

module is on the desktop or at the start menu:

The access to the Control Panel (Console) is possible for the user with granted laws, such

entitlements by default has the user: next with the password: next

State Function
State  Functions  are  used  to  check  the  state  of  particular  group  of  signals  (e.g.

concerning the account subsystem) in the set time. The function will react to the wrong

state of the group both about the start hour of the control, as well as at the state change.

The function is mainly used for checking the account state (disarmament/armament) in

the set time. The system can react both for arming as well as disarming of the account

in wrong hours, generating the alarm of the chosen type.
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The function defined on the level of the template will be

copied to the account during adding the template.

In order to add the function controlling the account arming in working days (Monday-

Friday) between 6 p.m.-6:59 a.m. and for the entire weekend it is necessary to do the

following:

Create group of signals:

1.Go to the Account bookmark and choose Device icon for the chosen account.

2. Go to the Signals bookmark for specific device.

3. Add group of signals.

4. Give the name of the group of signals (e.g. the name of the subsystem or the

entire system) and choose the Account State type .
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5. Add the signals associated with arming and disarming for the proper state of

group of signals. For that purpose, a particular signal should be chosen from the

signal list and dragged to the given state at groups of signals list.

Create State Function

1. Go to the Account bookmark and choose Monitoring icon for the chosen
account.

2. Go to the Functions bookmark simultaneously choosing the state function.
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3. Add new state functions.

For function controlling  the account arming in working days (Monday-Friday)

between 6 p.m.-6:59 a.m. it is necessary to supplement the following:

Group of signals  - created group with signals of the account state

Alarm - wrong state

Required state - armed

Type of calendar - Monday - Friday

Start time, Completion time of control - control time: 6 p.m. to 6.59 a.m.

After the approval the following function will be created:

For function controlling the account arming during weekend it is necessary to

supplement the following:

Group of signals  - created group with signals of the account state

Alarm - wrong state

Required state - armed

Type of calendar - Saturday - Sunday

Start time, Completion time of control - control time: 00:00 a.m. to 11.59 p.m.

After the approval the following function will be created:

In the case of wrong detecting the state of the group of signals in the given time a

generated alarm which was placed in the configuration of functions will remain.

The function defined on the level of the template will be
copied to the account during adding the template.
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State Change Function

The state change function in contrast with the state function will generate the alarm only
when the state of particular group of signals is changed in the set time. The function will
not generate the alarm if  the account at  beginning of  function in effect  is  in the wrong
state. It will only react to the state change when it is in effect.

This  function  is  applied  for  example  for  checking,  whether  somebody  already  after
closing the building came back ahead of time during the period preceding the control by
state function.
In order to add state change function it is necessary to do the following:

1. Go to the Account bookmark and choose Monitoring icon for the chosen account.

2. Go to the Functions bookmark simultaneously choosing the state function.

3. Add new state functions.

The function defined on the level of the template will be
copied to the account during adding the template.

Event Function

Event functions allow to generate a particular alarm at the given account in the specific
time or from time to time.

In order to add event functions, reminding about the response team drive, generating the

alarm every day at 8:00 a.m. it is necessary:

1. Go to the Account bookmark and choose Monitoring icon for the chosen account.

2. Go to the Functions bookmark simultaneously choosing the event function.

Add a new  event function after clicking plus icon on the right side of bookmark.

Entering the function one should give the following:
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alarm - name of generated alarm

description - Send the intervention group

Type of calendar - every day

Generating time - 09:00

4.2.7 Patrol route monitoring

This chapter deals with patrol route monitoring. 

For this functionality to work route check device driver must
be installed and configured.  

 Terms

Route check function, path  - line of a guard movement with check
points placed.  

Check point - point on the path with unique ID  . 

Route check device is configured from the level of Data Edit Console. Shortcut is available on
the desktop or Start menu.  

These devices are monitored in Monitoring Console.Shortcut is available on the desktop or
Start menu. 

Access  to  this  Console  is  available  only  to  users  with appropriate  rights. User  next  with
password next has such rights by default.  
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Adding and configuration of route check devices  

To add a new path:  

1. Add a device.  
Go to Accounts tab and for the chosen account add route check device (adding

devices has been described in chapter Devices ). 

2. Add check points.

Check points are signals of type device point registration.  

Signals can be added in two ways: 

manually - adding a signal in the Devices  ->Signal edition tab

automatically - after a check point has been checked it will be assigned to a device.  

Description of such signal will be set as its time of arrival. It can be edited in Devices

->Signal edition tab

 Automatic  adding  of  points  will  work  after  device  is  added  to  an

account and a signal not yet described is received from this device.  

To make automatic adding of points work option of adding new signals

must be set in Kernel (Tools->Configuration ->Kernel->New signals).

3. Go to Routes tab for particular device.  

66

66

66
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Route function allows to check if the points have been checked by a guard equipped

with a route check device.

To add  a  route  that  is  realized  every day,  every hour  between 17:00,  and

08:00:

1. Add new path by clicking plus icon on the "Patrol list"  

2. Provide path details: 

Name   

Alarm - name of alarm generated by breach of this path  

Path type: 

o simple - all points have to be checked within specified timeframe, sequence is

not important.  

o advanced  - both times and sequence of checks can be set.  

Calendar type  - every day  

Start & end times  - 17:00 do 08:00

Repeat every - 1:00

3. After confirmation desired point have to be dragged and dropped.  

Śimple path 
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For a simple path all points  must  be  checked  in any  order  within specified  time.

Missing even one will trigger an alarm .  

Advanced path  

For advanced path we can set required sequence and times of checks of every

single point. In case time or sequence of checks is breached, alarm will be

generated.  

By double clicking a point on point list or path list we can set time tolerance. It can

also by done with a slider.  
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Monitoring route check devices

By clicking Paths icon for a specific account we can access previously created
route paths. This option is available in Alarms, Services and Account Data tabs.
Actions that can be taken while working with paths:  

suspension  

start (after suspension)  

delay (moves route start time forward)  

4.2.8 GPS Monitoring

This chapter deals with GPS monitoring. This functionality allows:  
displaying current position  

tracing routes  

geofencing  

For  GPS  monitoring  to  be  operational  proper  GPS  device
driver must be installed and configured.  

GPS devices  are configured in Data Edit  Console. Shortcut  is  available on the  desktop or
Start menu.   

GPS devices are monitored in Monitoring Console or separate Web Modules.  
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Access  to  this  Console  is  available  only  to  users  with appropriate  rights. User  next  with
password next has such rights by default.  

Adding and configuration of a GPS device.  

To add a new GPS device: 

1.Go to Definitions and click Maps icon. 

2.Add new map.
Traced objects can be displayed on previously prepared maps. It is possible to use
bitmaps, GoogleMaps or Navigo maps.  

While adding a map provide: 
map type

priority  -  denotes order of maps on the list in Monitoring Console (important when
a few maps are in use) 
map name 

longitude and latitude  - to set the center of the map.  
1. Go to Accounts tab and add a new account.  
2. Choose account type:

vehicle - it will show up on the response team managment map only while in
alarm state.  
response team vehicle  - visible all the time on the response team managment
map.  

1.Go to Accounts tab and choose icon Devices. 

2.Add new GPS device.  

with 'position' signal type:
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Geofencing

Geofencing allows to control area of movement of a GPS device. In case this function is
triggered system will show an alarm. There can be multiple geofencing functions set per
account with various areas and times.  

To control position in an area between 6:00 and 17:59:  

1.Go to Accounts tab and choose Monitoring icon for the account.  

2.Go to sub-tab Object area.

Add new Object area.  

While adding a new function provide:  
Name - area name, used in generated alarm description

Alarm - name of generated alarm in case geofencing is breached.  

Calendar type  - every day  

Start and end times - 06:00 do 17:59

After map selection choose the area (square, circle or polygon).  

Areas can be filled in with:  
squares -  area in which presence is allowed  

stripes -  restricted area.  
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Available options for each area:

available area 

restricted area 

area editing

new polygon point  

remove polygon point  

Areas are created with right mouse button.

 

After confirmation a geofencing function is created.  

Monitoring GPS devices

Object area summary  icon will bring up look up of the created areas for a
particular account. This option is available in Alarms, Services and Account
Data tabs.

Alarm is triggered when a device leaves or enters designated area.  
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Each map can be displayed in separate window in full screen mode.  

Object position icon brings up current position or list of positions for a given time
period. This option is available in Alarms, Services and Account Data tabs. 

Current  position of  all  response  teams  and  accounts  in alarm  state  can  be
looked up by using Response team managment tool
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4.2.9 Video Monitoring

This chapter deals with hooking up cameras to Kronos NET system. 

 Terms

Camera library  - module for work with a specific brand of cameras   

Cameras  are configured from the level of  Data Edit  Console. Shortcut  is  available  on the
desktop or Start menu.  
 

Access  to  this  Console  is  available  only  to  users  with appropriate  rights. User  next  with
password next has such rights by default.  

Adding and configuration of a new camera   

System  allows  access  to  cameras  or  DVRs  through  web  browser  mechanism  or
camera library.  
Cameras are available in Monitoring Console or Video Console.  

To add a new camera:  

1. Go to Accounts tab.  

2. Go to Cameras tab.  

System can access cameras through:  

Web browser  
Provide:  

internet address  - for example: camera.next.biz.pl or IP 

port - 81

user and password.  - next
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Camera library  - camera libraries offer extended functionalities.  

Camera  libraries  are  added  locally  depending  on  chosen
components  during  system  installation  process.  They  can
also  be  added  later,  manually  from  the  Tools  level. Details
can be fount in chapter  i(Camera library)

After choosing a library provide:
Address

Port

User and password 

In order to receive full list of available camera libraries please
contact your local distributor or NEXT! directly. 
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Viewing the cameras is available from the level of:  

Monitoring Console

Video Console

Video monitoring

To access a camera in Monitoring Console choose account tab in Account data,
Alarms or Services.  
Choosing a web access to a camera may result in a prompt for user and
password. Logging to camera library is automatic.  

Video Console allows simultaneous access to many cameras. 

1. From menu choose Configuration->Object visibility. 

2. From the list choose objects from which cameras are to be available.  
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3. List of chosen objects is located on the left side of the module. To display any camera
just drag and drop it on any area marked: No assigned camera. 

PTZ availability depends on a particular camera and camera library.  

PTZ is activated by panel:  

Icon descriptions:  

zoom in, zoom out.  
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movie recording or snapshot  

focus

image archive stored in a given device

4.2.10 Service

This chapter describes managing service and issuing service documents.  

 Terms

Service  document - document connected with technical  service  of

an  account,  including  system  check-up,  repairs,  modernization  or

deinstallation.  

All service documents can be accessed form Service Console. Shortcut  is  available on the
desktop or Start menu.  

Access  to  this  Console  is  available  only  to  users  with appropriate  rights. User  next  with
password next has such rights by default.  

Modernization of alarm  systems

To create a new document for system upgrade:  
1. From Open tab choose Modernization  
2. Add new modernization document.  
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3. Find and select account for modernization.
4. After confirmation a document will be issued with New  status with items to be edited:

 
Document status  - new accepted, rejected, assigned, done, verified, closed  

Priority and progress  

Responsible person - person responsible for the task 

Start before / finish by  

Description of requirements and the end result  

Time spent - calculated or supplied task time 

Equipment  - installed equipment  

Cost and  Additional Cost  

After selecting person responsible for the task the status
will automatically change to Assigned. 

5. Confirm changes.

6. After the task is completed change the status to Done.  

Setting document status  to Done causes  the document
to vanish from the open slips list. Such document cannot
be edited.  

7. List of done slips is available in Done, Accounts or Summaries  tabs .
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Service slips can also be created by a user from the level of Monitoring Console  
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Access  to  this  Console  is  available  only  to  users  with appropriate  rights. User  next  with
password next has such rights by default.  

 New service slip for Monitoring Console  

To add a new service slip form Monitoring Console: 

1. In  Account data tab find the account fro which the slip will be created.  

2. Choose Summary of service slips  

3. Add new slip 

4. Fill in problem description and, optionally, document subtype, reporting and
responsible person. 

5. Confirm the data

Slip issued in such way will show up in Service Console
as New. Service Console user can then fill in the details 

Check-up slips can be created periodically by the system through a check-up calendar
created at the level of an account.  

Access  to  this  Console  is  available  only  to  users  with appropriate  rights. User  next  with
password next has such rights by default.  

Check-up slips  

To add a slip for check-up that has to tak place on the first of each month, every other
month: 

1. Go to Accounts tab and for the chosen account select Check-up slip.  

2. Add new task.  

3. Provide:
check-up  - at the beginning of the period,

description

months - 2,

Person - responsible person or company  
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After adding a check up system will generate a document that  will show  up at
designated time in the Service Console window.  

If check up date falls  on 31st day of  a 30 day month
check-up slip will be generated on the last  day of  the
month.  

It is possible to generate any type of service slip
automatically, based on specified conditions through actions
mechanism. 

4.2.11 Invoicing

This chapter deals with invoicing based on provided agreement data. 

 Terms

Client  - entity that  is  the owner of  protected premises  with whom  the

bills are setteled.  

Agreement - legally binding contract for providing service 

Payment  -  any  amount  due  generated  by  any  user  or  the  system.

Invoices are generated based on payments.  
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Agreements and payments are defined in the Data Edit Console.  

Access  to  this  Console  is  available  only  to  users  with appropriate  rights. User  next  with
password next has such rights by default.  

New agreement.  

To add a new agreement for a user that has following provisions on payments:  
periodic payment  - mothly fee in this case. 

per event - alarm system check-up in this case

response fee - 3 visits by response team per month are free.

1. Choose an account for which agreement will be created.  

2. Choose Agreement for the account.  

3. Ad new agreement (Agreement can be added from a previously created
template in Definitions->Agreement templates) 

4. Fill in Name and Agreement type (Types can be added in Definitions-
>Dictionaries->Agreement types)  

5. In the Payments tab and types of services add new payments.  

For  periodic payment  provide:
o Name  - monthly fee 
o choose  periodic payment
o Paymet period  - month 
o Payment generated - at the beginning of the period  
o Number of months  - 1
o Beginning of the period day - 1
o Price & Tax  - amount and tax for the payment.  

For per even payment  provide:
o Name  - system check-up 
o choose Event payment
o Event - choose from the list  System check-up document closed. 
o Price & Tax - amount and tax for the generated payment.  

For   per even payment with discount provide:
o Name  - Response team visit
o choose Event payment 
o Event - choose from list   New event from comic 
o Extension - chhose from the list  Response team arrived
o Price & Tax -  amount and tax for generated payment. 
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o Period type  - month
o Beginning of the period  - 1

o Add percentage discount  for the chosen payment
o Value - 100 %
o Discount validity period  - whole agreement period.  
o Max discount count in the period - 3

6. In the  Content tab we can prepare content of the agreement (text
agreement) or add new scan of the agreement  

7. Accept the ageement.  

8. Assign an account to a client for whom invoices will be generated by drag
and drop method.  

System will generate payments for the account according to the provisions of the
agreement.  

Based on the payments generated by the system invoices can be issued in the Billing

Console.  

Access  to  this  Console  is  available  only  to  users  with appropriate  rights. User  next  with
password next has such rights by default.  

Generating invoices 

In order to collect payments from accounts assigned to a client and issue invoice: 

From Invoices tab choose Invoice
generator 
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Select period and clients to be
invoiced:

Invoicing period  - choose last, finished
invoicing period. 
Payment type   - choose all types of
payments
Move to next step  

Select accounts and  payments
System will search all accounts
conforming to above conditions.  
Move to next step

Invoice list,
List  of invoices that will be generated.
Following items can be changed:   

Sale date

Method of payment

Credit period
Move to next step

Summary
Confirm the invoice list

Invoices for the given period are available in the  Invoices tab. After selecting a
document it can be edited, printed, sent by email or saved to a file.  

Collection of invoices can be exported to external
systems via export libraries.  
In order to receive an export library please contact your
distributor.  

4.2.12 Adding system users

This chapter describes adding new users and access rights  

 Terms

User  - person that can log into the system (or module) with a set  of
access rights. 
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Module - any system console, Kernel, drivers and tolls provided with
Kronos Net system. .

Users are added from the level of  Configuration Tools, shortcut  to which is  located on the
desktop or menu Start.  

Access  to the System->Users  tab is  possible for users  with appropriate  rights. By  default
user next with passowrd next has such rights.  

New user 

In order to add a new system user:  

1 Click the plus icon in order to provide login name and password. 

2. Add access rights manually or automatically by clickin select all icon.  

Depending on the access rights granted a user can access the whole system
or only selected parts of it.  

Removing all users or taking away admin rights from all
users will make access to the system impossible.  

3. Create a unique user password.  

1. System is case sensitive when reading passwords.
2. User data are in the Security.dat. file. Removing  this  file
and  then system  restart  will  cause  a  default  system  user
next to be restored.  

4.2.13 Account groups

This chapter is intended to present creation of account groups.  

 Terms
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Account group - accounts can be split into groups. They are utilised
among others  in Monitoring Console to  limit  the  number  of  serviced
accounts.
Modułe - any system console, Kernel, drivers and tolls provided with
Kronos Net system.  
Alarm priority   - priority or significance level of an alarm. Alarm with
lower priority number is more important. Alarms  with their priority are
defined in Data Edit Console in the Definitions tab section Alarms.  

Creation of  account  groups  and  assigning  modules  to  groups  is  done  from  the  level  of
Configuration Tools shortcut to which is located on the desktop or in menu start.

Assigning accounts to groups is done in Data Edit  Console shortcut  to which is  located on

the desktop or in menu start.

Access to the Consoles is possible for users with proper access rights. By default user next
with password next has such authorization.  

Creating account groups and assigning modules to them. 

To create a group:  

1. In Kernel configuration go to Account  Groups.

2. Add new account 

Account gropus are assignd to specific  modules  (consoles) with possibility of
selecting which alarms will be handled by which Console.  
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3. Assign Console to a group. 

Having  defined  account  groups  we  can assign them  to  chosen modules.  In
order to do so module name must be provided and a group must be chosen.  
One module can be assigned to a few groups. In such case Console will have
access to all accounts from chosen groups.  
Selecting All groups will give a module access to all accounts, including those
that are not assigned to any group. 
 
If a Console handles alarms we can assign alarm priorities that will be sent to it
by  Kernel.  Using  "*"  will  cause  all  alarms  to  be  sent  do  dthe  designated
Console.  
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1. After creating account groups  and assigning Consoles  to

them Kernel restart is necessary.  

2. It  is  highly advisible to have  one  Console  with all  groups

and alarm priorities assigned 

3. No *:*  will cause Consoles  not enumerated by  name  will

not be able to log into the system.  .

Assigning an account to a group.  

In order to assign an account to a group  following must be performed in Edition
Console:  

1. Go to Accounts tab and choose General icon.  

2. Go to General tab. 
Account can be assigned to any existing group.  .

In Monitoring Console   group names along with alarm count are visible over the
module tab. Console can see only these accounts that have been assigned to them.  

Account can be assigned to a group for other Consoles (Service,
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Billing, Video and Edit Consoles). It will make these Consoles to

display only accounts assigned to groups assigned to these modules.

 

4.2.14 Action with text message notification

It is possible through the use of the actions system to automatically genrate a predefined
reaction in response to an event or signal or their sequence. Sending a text message can be
one such action.  

Actions are added to an account in Data Edition Console, with possibility to choose
predefined action. Shortcut to console is in the menu Start or on the desktop  

Access to the Consoles is possible for the user with appropriate permissions . By default
access is granted to user next with password next 

Sending a text message  

To define an action sending a text message with info on a generated alarm:  

1. From Accounts tab choose an account  

2. For chosen account choose  Monitoring, and then Actions tab 

3. Add a new Action using Create new action

4. Add desired name for the action, choose Send text and then click Next  

5. In detail choose:
Action type - Alarm

Alarm - choose alarm type from the list for ex. Burglary

Select option Create
With the above settings an action will be generated while Burglary alarm is
triggered  

6. In the reaction details choose: 
Given contact - will allow to provide a phone number to which text will be
sent.  
GSMGate - Text message gate drive name, that will be used (GSMGate by
default)
Telephone number  - phone number receiving the message
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Check option Use data from step and choose 1: Alarm  

Checking option Use data from step 1: Alarm will allow to define message
content based on alarm data shown in hints.  

Full list of available Action events and possible reactions is
described in KronosNET manual, chapter   Actions

4.2.15 Adding a driver and driver configuration

This chapter is intended to present driver configuration and adding new drivers. 

 Terms

Driver  -  a  family  of  modules  used  for  kommunication  between

hardware devices and Kronos Net system.  

Device - image of a hardware device (transmitter)  .

Plug-in (*.ocx) -  file  responsible  for  configuration of  a  module  or  a
driver.

Driver is added from the level of  Configuration Tools  KronosNET Narzędzia konfiguracyjne
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KronosNET, shortcut to which is located on the desktop or menu Start.

Adding a driver  configuration plugin

For drivers installed during system installation process plug in will

already be installed in the  system.

In order to manually add a driver a plug-in must be chosen  

From the menue choose Configuration->Plugins

Add plug-in by clicking the plus icon.  

1.  Provide  driver  name  and  path  to  the  plug-in  from  the  default  directory
KronosNET2\plugins.

2. On the Configuration tab the name of the chosen plug-in will show up. 
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Driver configuration 

In order to configure a driver: 
1. Choose a driver from the Configuration list  

2. Fill in config data:

Module name:  system wide unique name  
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With the first driver start it is advisable to activate the logging

option, which will help to obtain more  information in case  of

problems with the driver.  

3. Add active ports  - llist of ports connected to the driver (for example COM, TCP

or UDP ports). 

One driver can service a few devices through different

ports (for example a few base receivers connected to

different RS232 ports).

Each port can be freely described by the port name,

which will  be  linked  to  each signal  received  by  the

driver

While adding a port its parameters must be provided.  
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Parameters depend on the connected device and they need to

be obtained from the device manufacturer.   

Configurations  of  drivers  can  vary  because  of  different

parameters and options of connected devices.   

Each  change  made  in  the  driver  configuration  requires  its
restart.  

Starting a driver

If a driver has been added during the system installation

process  its  system service will already be installed and

running.  

To add a driver:  

Go  to  the  Services  tab  choose  plus  icon  and  choose  a  driver  from  the  list  of
available ones.  
It is advised to keep all the drivers in the KronosNET directory  

Actions possible for each driver:  

start,

stop,

restart,

driver start mode change. In auto mode as opposed to manual driver system
service will start with start of the Windows system.  
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Driver is a Windows system service working in the background.  



Chapter

V
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5 Data Edit Console

This module is used to enter account data, clients and definitions needed to service the
account in the monitoring system. It allows you to control the parameters for monitoring,
maintenance, billing and management of customer contracts.

For data verification the console offers a variety of reports produced using a wide range of
criteria.

Configuration details can be found in the Data Edit Console Configuration  chapter.

5.1 Access to the Console

Adding and editing accounts and customers is possible after logging on to the Data Edit
Console.

For a user to access the Data Edit Console, they must be given the appropriate authorization
by the system administrator in the Tools program (Users  Chapter).

The default username with full authorisation is next , password next.

5.2 Basics operations

The Data Edit Console window has six main tabs:

Accounts  - Add, edit and delete customers and accounts,

Definitions  - Definitions of patterns and templates used in the system,

Notes  - notes entered by users,

Summaries  - a list of reports, together with chat history,

Messages  - a KronosNET internal mail system allowing for contact with customers,

Removed and remote accounts  - a list containing basic information on removed and
remote accounts (transferred from another KronosNET2 installation).

as well as the following icons and information:
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communication between KronosNET system consoles,

Knowledge base ,

(faces ) - clicking on the icon displays a list of most recent errors,

and  information about the system time, memory used and CPU
usage.

The top menu contains:
program:
o Log in,
o Log out,
o Close,

Tools - Optional plug-ins added to Data Edit Console configuration ,

Help:
o About - information about the license and module version,
o Add default alarms - adds global alarms to the example definitions,
o Add default alarm events - adds example entries to the alarm events definitions,
o Add default types of people - add example types of people to the definitions,
o Add account demo - creates an example account to the system.

The console can display and allow editing of accounts only
from selected account groups. Details about dividing
accounts into groups can be found in the Modules Groups
chapter.

38
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5.3 Definitions tab

The Definitions tab provides access to the lists, templates, patterns and dictionaries for all
accounts. This information should be completed before adding accounts to the system.

5.3.1 Persons list

In the list of people you can add, edit or delete information on all persons who may be
connected to accounts in the monitoring system. A person can also be added to the global
list of technicians.

The list contains basic information about each person. Detailed information on the person's
relation to the account can be found in the account properties, on the Detailed data tab,
under Persons .

If the list is too long, we can display only a specific group of people, either by selecting only
one type, or by using filters .

171
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After selecting a person from the list, we can preview, edit or delete their general data,
contacts, and photo, or link them to the global list of technicians or response teams. As a
result the person will be available during alarm handling or servicing for all accounts in the
system.
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On the Objects tab, you can also see the accounts a person is related to at a given moment.
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The Binding tab allows you to associate a person with a specific Kronos system user as
defined in the System Configuration Tools .

Identifiers are used for adding additional fields that describe a person (details in Dictionaries
).

The remote access tab is used for setting the remote access login and password via the
Client Console or Web Client Console. More detailed access authorization can be defined for
an account (in the Remote Access  chapter).

360
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Any change in a person's data results in this data also being
changed in the accounts they are assigned to. Each person
can also be modified, added, or deleted directly from the
account data level.

5.3.2 Device patterns

The patterns create definitions for devices together with interpreted signals and functions. 
These definitions are used when adding an account device.

This option speeds up adding a new account, freeing the user from the tedious defining of
devices and functions at an account.

5.3.2.1 Devices

On the device tab we can view and edit existing device templates. Changes to tests,
parameters, commands, and functions do not change these entries automatically for
accounts where the template has already been added, but only affect newly created
accounts. 
The exception to this are signals, which on accounts devices are associated directly with
templates.

Actions associated with a device:

Adding a new device template

Editing a template (name, driver and type)

Removing a device template

Exporting an existing template to an xml format file, together with
the time function settings and specific device configuration.

Importing an xml template

Updating account devices
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Once a template has been added, you will see a window where you need to enter a name
and select a driver from the list of those running, from which signals will be received. You can
also configure the system so that when an event code is compared to the device template, all
drivers running in the system are taken into account: to do this, enter the * symbol.

If the driver permits additional functions, selecting a specific

driver from the list allows for further configuration of 
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commands  and parameters .

5.3.2.1.1  Connection control

The Connection Control frame allows you to define the alarm type generated when the device
does not report for a specified period of time.

The rules described here refer to ANY signal: the mere
appearance of a signal indicates proper communication with
the device.

It must be specified:

the type of alarm generated,

the frequency with which any signal should be sent from the device (if in a given period no
signal appears, an alarm is generated),

The system manufacturer recommends setting the waiting

time to at least two times longer than the test time set on the

device.

the channel (specified or unspecified) via which any signal is to arrive.

the automatic alarm normalization will automatically delete the handle alarm after
connection return

123 124
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the check signals quantity per one hour - receiving less or more signals than the specified
number (min. and max.) will generate an alarm

The system expects a signal via the channel from which it received the last signal. This
means that it does not generate an alarm when a signal is not sent on one channel, if another
channel is reporting correctly. See the example below.

An example of a check based on two channels:

The device reports every 5 minutes via GPRS, and if it cannot make a connection, sends a
text message, and then sends a test text message every 6 hours until the recovery of the
GPRS connection.

The user therefore establishes two checks: GPRS every 5 min and a text message every 6
hours. While the signals are coming via GPRS the system expects further signals via this
channel. After the arrival of the first signal via text message, the system starts to expect
signals via this channel, which means that it WILL NOT generate an alarm even though the
GPRS channel signals do not appear.

Automatic alarm normalization means that when an alarm has been generated, the first
incoming signal cancels it without the operator's intervention. The automatic alarm deletion
mode is dependent on the settings in the Kernel configuration.

5.3.2.1.2  Commands

This configuration is necessary to control devices with driver additional features. Before
determining output line parameters, select a device driver to enable the control function.

Device control is possible via the Monitoring Console (Commands ) or automatically via
actions .
You must then specify the line name and select the type of line and the command given by
the driver, which will be sent to the device with the additional parameters.

258
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Driver output lines are described in the Device Parameters  chapter.

5.3.2.1.3  Parameters

Here you can specify the parameters necessary for correct communication with the device.
The parameters depend on the device type, so before defining the parameters, select the
driver that provides them. The driver parameter list is described in the Attachments =>
Device Parameters  chapter.

For configuration, select the parameter given by the driver and set its value.

5.3.2.2 Signals

Signal definitions are used to create signal templates, which are then added together with the
device to given accounts.

On the signal list, enter the signals identified by an event code together with the extension and
the channel, and then complete the description and define whether it is an alarm signal.

In addition, for the system to correctly interpret account status signals, and thus control the

519
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arming and disarming of an account, or check the frequency of certain incoming signals (eg.
only test signals), they must be linked to a group of signals.

To add or edit a signal, click the add icon on the signal list, and then fill in the details in the
window:
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Not modified object signal is directly related to the signal from the definition list.
Therefore, any editing or deletion that signal on definition list, has a direct impact on the objects associated with the template.

Channel - via which channel the signal described should arrive,

  Code - the event code of the signal described,

  Extension 1,2,3,4,5 - possible signal extension (eg for standard ContactID or section,
zone, or user number),
  Type - the type of signal in the system, from the following:
o   Any - any type of signal,
o   External - generated by a device that sends signals to the Kronos system driver,
o   Internal - generated by the Kronos system,
o   Position - represents the position (eg of GPS transmitters),
o   Register point - shows a read tags from a guard control device,
o   System - used internally in the system,
o   Access control - a signal associated with a particular person, on the basis of the

identifier in the extension , used to check working time, based on the employee entries
and exits, dependent on:

Direction:
entry
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exit

unknown

depends on work mode
work mode:

update device direction

only for analyse

update device direction and analyse
o   Setting the device user - after receiving this type of signal, all successive signals will

contain a description of this signal in the device user column,
o   Link - will launch an external application from the Monitoring Console (after clicking PPM

for the signal type and selecting Run). The application name can be found in signal's
code, and the parameters in extensions 1 to 5,

Description - any signal description which appears in the Monitoring Console. The signal
description can contain some special characters. A precise list of characters can be found
in the Special Characters  in signal description chapter. The use of special characters
greatly accelerates the preparation of template signals,
Value formula - a formula that allows conversion of a value (eg mV to ° C), here you can
use the characters here: +, -, *, /, (), sin, cos, and $V, the value of the analog signal,
Alarm type:
o   Information signal - an information signal that is not an alarm,
o   Alarm - the receiving of signal this generates an alarm (the alarm list appears below,

from which the alarm type should be selected),
o   Value exceeded alarm - after specified low or high levels are exceeded the selected

alarm is generated, otherwise the signal will be informative (the value must be entered in
the appropriate fields below),

Required during service - after selecting this option, when the account is being serviced,
the signal appears on the list of required signals sent on the Monitoring Console.

If as a code or extension you type the symbol "*" and a
signal is received from this device, it will be interpreted by
the system regardless of the value in the selected field if the
remaining values are correct, unless there is a more precise
signal description on the list (with less '*' characters).

Example: If we have a signal described as follows:

516
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and a signal arrives in the system from the correct device:
Code: E400
Extension 1: 002
Extension 2: 01
It will be interpreted as: "DISARMING using user code 002, Zone 01". In addition, if the
account dictionaries contain a description of user 002 and zone 01, the extension values will
be changed for the names from the dictionaries.

The signal list can be saved in csv format, compatible with available spreadsheets, for the
purpose of further editing. This list of signals can then be re-imported to the device. This is
done using the following icons:

Export signals - you must give a file in which the signal list will be saved

Import signals - you must select a file from which the signal list will be read

When signals are imported the current list is overwritten.
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5.3.2.2.1  Signal groups

To create a new group of signals, you must determine which type the group is, that is what
kind of signals it will include:

  alarm signals,

  account status,

  test signals,

  information signals,

  undefined.

When creating a group, you must specify the signal group name, as well as the name of the
high and low status values with colours. For certain signal groups, high and low values are
automatically proposed.

To add a signal to the group, select the signal from the signal list and drag it to a given status
in the signal group list.

You can also specify the initial counter value, and then, by editing specific signals in a group,
define specific values that may increase or decrease the counter. This allows you to count
the occurrence of signals from a given group (for example, vending machines reporting sales
using signals).
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5.3.2.3 Periodic functions

At the device template level periodic functions can be defined, used to check signals received
in a given period of time. This function can be used to verify if at a given time there is a signal
from the group. The frequency of signals is not important, what matters is only that the
waiting time has not been exceeded. The function should not be used for device testing.

The definition function on the template level is  copied to the

account when the template is added.

Function icons

Add

Edit

Remove

When adding a new period function we must define:
Signal Group - which signal group  the function refers to,

Alarm - what type of alarm the function should generate,

Another check - if in a specified period of time the system does not record signals from a
given signal group, the alarm chosen will be generated,
Calendar Type - choose from:
o Specific date - enter the date and the checking start and finish times,
o Every day - the function will be checked daily,
oWork days,
o Non-work days,
o Specific week day - give the day of the week and the checking start and finish times,
o Specific day of the month - give the day of the month and the checking start and finish

193
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times,
Days:
o Holidays - the function will be valid on holidays according to the calendar of public

holidays  in the definitions,
o Non-holidays - the function will be valid on the days specified in the type of calendar, but

that are also not holidays according to the calendar of public holidays  in the definitions.

5.3.2.4 Status functions

Status functions are used to check the status of a signal group (eg. an account subsystem)
at a given time. The function will respond to an incorrect group status both at the start of the
check, and as a result of a status change during the function duration.

This function is mainly used to check the status of an account (disarming / arming) at times
specified by the customer. The system can respond to both the arming and disarming of the
account at incorrect times, generating an alarm of the type selected.

The definition function on the template level is  copied to the

account when the template is added.

150
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 Function icons

Add

Edit

Remove

When adding a new status function you should include:
  Signal Group - a group of signals which the status function will check,

  Alarm - the alarm type the status function should generate,

  Required state - the status of a signal group that is required at the time of checking,

  Calendar type - the type of calendar for a given time function:
o   Specific date - you should give the start and finish date when the function will be

checked
o   Every day - the function will be checked daily
o   Work days,
o   Non-work days,
o   Specific week day - give the day of the week and checking start and finish time,
o   Specific day of the month - give the day of the month and checking start and finish time,

  Begin time - the group status checking start time for a given day,

  End time - the group status checking finish time for a given day,

Days:
o Holidays - the function will be valid on holidays according to the calendar of public

holidays  in the definitions,150
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o Non-holiday - the function will be valid on the days specified in the type of calendar, but
that are also not holidays according to the calendar of public holidays  in the definitions,

Another check - in the case of continuous incorrect account status, an alarm is generated
again after a specified time.

Within a single day many verification periods can be defined, taking into account, for example,
night closing times, as well as siestas during the day.

The functions are checked once a minute.

150
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5.3.2.5 Status change functions

The status change function, in contrast to the status function  generates an alarm only
when there is a status change in the signal group at a given time. This function does not
generate an alarm if an account has an incorrect status at the function start time, and
responds only to a status change during the function operating time.

This function is used, for example, to check whether someone has returned to a building that
was closed before time, during a period before a status function check.

The definition function on the template level is  copied to the

account when the template is added.

Function icons

Add

Edit

Remove

When defining a status change function you should include:
  Signal Group - a group of signals which the status change function will check,

  Alarm - the alarm type the status change function should generate,

  Required state - a status change the function should react to and generate an alarm,

  Calendar type - the type of calendar for a given function:
o   Specific date - you should give the start and finish date when the function will be

204
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checked,
o   Every day - the function will be checked daily,
o   Work days,
o   Non-work days,
o   Specific week day - give the day of the week and checking start and finish time,
o   Specific day of the month - give the day of the month and checking start and finish time,

  Start time - the group status checking start time for a given day,

  End time - the group status checking finish time for a given day,

Days:
o Holidays - the function will be valid on holidays according to the calendar of public

holidays  in the definitions,
o Non-holiday - the function will be valid on the days specified in the type of calendar, but

that are also not holidays according to the calendar of public holidays  in the definitions.

150
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5.3.2.6 Range function

The range function checks the occurrence of signals at specified time intervals from a given
signal group. If such signals are not received at a given time (with an earlier-defined incoming
signal time margin), the system generates an alarm.

The range function is used among other things to check doormen are at work when, for
example, we expect a signal to come from an employee every hour. In contrast to the period
function, the range function checks the receiving of signals in a specific time frame.

The definition function on the template level is  copied to the

account when the template is added.

 Function icons

Add

Edit

Remove

When adding a new range function you should include:
  Signal Group - a group of signals which the function will check,

  Alarm - the alarm type the function should generate,

  Calendar type - the type of calendar for a given function:
o   Specific date - you should give the start and finish date when the function will be

checked,
o   Every day - the function will be checked daily,
o   Work day,
o   non-work day,
o   Specific week day - give the day of the week and checking start and finish time,
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o   Specific day of the month - give the day of the month and checking start and finish time,

  Start time - the group status checking start time for a given day,

  End time - the group status checking finish time for a given day,

Days:
o Holidays - the function will be valid on holidays according to the calendar of public

holidays  in the definitions,
o Non-holiday - the function will be valid on the days specified in the type of calendar, but

that are also not holidays according to the calendar of public holidays  in the definitions,
Frequency - the next expected time the signal will be received from the signal group,

Accuracy before and Accuracy after - a margin of time (in both directions) for the expected
arrival of a signal.

5.3.2.7 Accounts devices update

An update is used to change device data (parameters, signals, signal groups, and time
function) at all accounts where it has been added.

After selecting update a window appears with details of the operation:
Update selected data - this will update the selected data for devices on all accounts,
o Update signals and signal groups - only updates the list of signals and signal groups on

accounts,

Updating signal groups also affects the time function assumed for a given signal group.

o Update tests,
o Keep data not belonging to the template - if you select this option, all signals changed

according to the template will be kept,
Replace the device - this will remove and re-add a device and its data (parameters, signals,

150
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and functions) on accounts.

Using this option may cause problems with the correct operation of the system, especially in terms of signal interpretation.

5.3.3 Action patterns

Action patterns are used to define templates of actions, that can be added to the accounts.
Details about action mechanism are discussed in the Actions  chapter.

From the tab it is also possible to update account actions, which was added from the
template.
After update summary of account updated is available, along which its status.

208
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Because of the relation between action and specific account data (ie. signals, group of signals) after update verification of carried changes may be required.

5.3.4 Global alarms

The definition of global alarms and assigning events to a specific alarm type.

5.3.4.1 Alarms

The Alarms tab lists alarms that the system can generate, along with their priorities (the
lower the more important), and the name of the alarm and its colour.
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The system can also be used to define alarms with negative priorities. Such alarms do not
generate an alarm event in the Monitoring Console, but automatically remove any opposite
priority alarms from service (from any alarm  tab), so "normalizing" the alarm status. This
is used to automatically delete an alarm, for example a priority 10 "power cut alarm", can be
automatically deleted by a negative priority 10 "power back" alarm. By default, the system is
configured only for normalization of delayed alarms.

When adding or editing an existing alarm, you can also specify the alarm colour display in the
Monitoring Console.

You can add alarm handling rules directly onto the account (such as whether it should be
silent, delayed, operated during a service or lock). For details, see the Account Alarms
chapter.

Update functions

With the update alarm function, handling rules can be
implemented for multiple accounts at the same time.
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5.3.4.1.1  Alarm update

Thanks to the alarm update function, we can set alarm handling exceptions for chosen
accounts.
Detailed account alarm settings are described in the Account Alarms  chapter.

The following options may be used for selecting accounts where the alarm should be
updated.

 
Select all

200
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Unselect all

Undo select

5.3.4.2 Alarm events

On the global alarm tab, the user also defines what type of alarm certain system events
should generate:

Sending text message failed,

Sending e-mail failed,

Retransmission failed,

Remote connection failed

Resetting device failed,

Manually generated alarm,

No alarm take over event,

Response team not arrive in set time,

Pressure password usage.

Manual alarm generation in the Monitoring Console requires that the type of alarm is added to the Manually generated alarm event, otherwise the system reports an error.

Using the functions from the Help menu - Add default alarms and Help - alarm events you
can add default values proposed by NEXT! to the existing data.

5.3.5 Remarks definitions

In Remark pattern we provide templates of comments which can be added to an account.

Remark definition icons
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Add

Edit

Remove

When adding a new remark template, you must give a name and description:

5.3.6 Alarm procedures

Alarm procedures are used to define procedures for alarm handling, which can then be
added to an account (detailed account data in under Procedures ).

Procedures is used more for deviations from alarm handling rather than for the procedures
themselves.

 Procedure definition icons

182
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Add

Edit

Remove

When adding a new procedure you must give a name, the next step and a short definition:

5.3.7 Agreement templates

Agreement templates are used when adding contracts to accounts.

Agreement templete icons

Add

Edit

Remove

In the agreement definition contract details can be defined:
General information ,

Payments and types of services ,

Content ,

On the basis of the account agreement and the payments specified, the system generates
an account payment:

Regular payments - payments generated periodically: daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly or
annually,
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Event payments - generated by a specific account event,

Account payments collected can be invoiced using the Invoice Wizard  in the Billing
Console.

5.3.7.1 General

The form is used for entering contract details:

Basic information:
o Name - contract name,
o Type - the type of contract, selected from the dictionary ,

Agreement period:
o Charge for agreement draw-up and tax,
o Validity period - type of period and the number of periods, on the basis of which the end of

the contract is calculated after being added to the account,
o Auto prolong - automatic extension of the contract, at the end of the validity period,

Termination of the contract:
o Charge for agreement break-up,
o The possibility of contract termination after certain periods,
o Break-up charge + tax.
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5.3.7.2 Payments and service types

Payments are a variety of events and their valuation done by the service provider. Event
prices may include one-off events (eg. an alarm unforeseen by the contract), as well as the
license fee.

Types of services are used for informational purposes to describe the contract (a list of
available types is defined in dictionaries ).

Payment definition icons

Add

Edit

Remove

154
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5.3.7.2.1  Payments

When defining a payment you must define the main properties:

Name,

Payment ID,

Bar code,

Subscription payment (a flag used in the Accounting Console invoice wizard - Select the
period and customers to be invoiced ).

A payment can be event triggered - generated for a specific account event registered in the
system, from among the following:

New alarm - an alarm generated by the system, any chosen '*' alarm or as defined in global
alarm list,
Retransmission of alarm - an alarm retransmission to another module or system to
automatically drive the output,
Entering service mode - adding an account to service mode,

Service Retransmission - retransmitting service mode to another module,

New comic event - an event added to the account during alarm handling, this can be any '*'
event or one selected from the list,
Report close - save a report in the system: information, alarm or service,

Print - Print a document from the system: open, statements, reports, documents, account
card, media,
SMS sent - a message sent from the system: open, text message, single-use password,
alarm retransmission, group status retransmission, a response to a signal command, a
response to a group status command, other,
E-mail sent: message sent from the system: open, text message, summaries, reports,
documents, media, alarm retransmission, group status retransmission,
Phone call - make a telephone call from the system,

Remote access - client access via the Client Console,

Object data  change- editing data using the Data Edit Console,

Service document close - complete a service using the Service Console,

Close a maintenance document - complete maintenance using the Service Console,

Modernization document close - complete modernization using the Service Console,

Uninstallation document close - complete uninstallation using the Service Console,

Installation document close - complete installation using the Service Console,

Occasional payment - created manually using the payment console.

Or periodical - periodically-generated account payments for set time periods:
Day - a payment is generated every day,

Week - a payment is generated once a week on a certain day of the week,

Monthly - a payment is generated once every specified number of months, on a certain day
of a selected month,
Quarter - a payment generated once every quarter on a given day of a selected month of
each quarter,
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Year - a payment generated annually on a specific day and month.

For incomplete periods payments are calculated in proportion
to the value of the full period. A full period begins on the next
appropriate date.

Payments are generated when certain events occur, according to a set price list.
Event prices may include one-off events (eg. an alarm, sending a text message), as well as
periodical payments (eg. a subscription).

In order to determine payments, you must specify:
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The price including tax,

The period type (for event payments) - determine the period that event-driven payments
apply,

For each item you can specify discounts: an amount or percentage, and the value of a given
discount.

A discount may apply for the whole payment period or only for specified periods for a selected
payment.

We can limit the number of available discounts during a payment period, or over the entire
contract:

The maximum number of discounts over a period - the number of events from the
beginning of the contract period that are to be covered by the discount,
The maximum number of available discounts - the total amount of discounts in the contract
period (eg. the first 100 text messages included in the promotion will be sent with a 100%
discount).

5.3.7.3 Content

In this field, specify the content of the agreement: the full text or multipage document in JPG
or PDF file format.
After creating a specific contract based on the template you can change or add to the
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template content.
Special characters can also be used in the agreement content, which insert selected data
once this is added to the account.

5.3.8 Knowledge base

The system expert is a knowledge base accessible from any console. Here you can include
advice, instructions and information available to system users.

 System expert icons

Add

Edit

Remove

Advice can be added to the knowledge base in text form or in jpeg format images.

5.3.9 Holidays

The Holidays defines holidays throughout the year. They are important in determining task,
status, status change and range functions, that can generate alarms taking public holidays
into consideration.

Public holiday definition icons

Add

Edit

Remove
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When adding a public holiday, you must give a specific day of the year and enter the name of
the holiday.

 Import/Export icons

Import a list of public holidays from a csv file

Export a list of public holidays to a csv file

5.3.10 Account position maps

Accounts can be displayed in the Monitoring Console on previously prepared maps. You can
represent an area on your own maps (bitmap maps in jpg format), or after buying the
appropriate license from a Google, OpenStreet or NavigoX map.

Icons for map definition

Add

Edit

Remove

Map priority determines the order of the maps on the list in the Monitoring Console (important
when several different maps are in use).
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Bitmap maps

For an account to be displayed correctly on the map, precise geographical map corner
coordinates must be given, ie:

  Latitude of the upper left corner,

  Longitude of the upper left corner,

  Latitude of the lower right corner,

  Longitude of the lower right corner.
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Google, Google with geolocation, OpenStreet and NavigoX maps

The template must include the middle of the map, the scale etc.
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Use of Google, OpenStreet or NavigoX maps requires
purchase of a separate license.

Self-supplied maps
It is also possible to use your own map servers (which make content available via http
protocol).

5.3.11 Dictionaries

The dictionaries are used to enter frequently used information about the system. They appear
when a selection is made from lists on the Consoles.

Dictionary data icons:
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Add

Edit

Remove

  Cities - a dictionary of towns, which may have an account, along with the country, district,
province and postcode,
  Identifiers - the names of additional identifiers describing:
o the account,
o the client,
o the person,

Persons type - the types of people who may be associated with an account. In addition to
the person's name, a category must be selected:
o a user requiring notification,
o a user to be called off,
o security,
o service,
o an intervention group,

Agreement types - the name of a contract type,

Service types - names of services used in the agreement, such as monitoring, personal
security,
Repository items - a list of goods and services used in the Service Console and the Billing
Console,
Control list - names of checklists assigned to the accounts,

Equipment List - an equipment name that can be used in determining account equipment
(Accounts additional 2  tab).
Currencies - the currency symbol and description, in which will be accounted customer
payments.

5.4 Account tab

The Accounts tab is divided into the following areas:

customer list - displays a list of customers in the system,

list of accounts - displays a customer's accounts, or when all accounts is selected -
displays all accounts in the system, the icons in the account service column provide
information about the account service status :

o  monitored,

o  serviced,

o  billed,

Unassigned accounts - displays a list of accounts that are not assigned to any customer,

working area - an area where we edit information on a selected client or account.

The counter above the list of accounts shows the number of active accounts in the system
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and the maximum number of active accounts allowed by the license agreement.

 Customer and account management icons

Add

Edit

Search

Copying account

5.4.1 Adding customer account

Adding a new customer icons

Add new customer

Save new customer data

Cancel create new customer

A window appears with a field for entering the customer name:

Once a customer is confirmed, their name appears on the customer list.
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After adding a customer, add a description and related data using the customer data editing
window.

5.4.2 Customer data edit

To edit customer data, double click on the name of the customer on the customer list.

In the workspace, an edit data field opens where the customer details can be entered,
including all the information necessary for billing the customer.

The data is available on the following tabs:
General ,

Correspondence address ,

Invoicing ,

Identifiers .

5.4.2.1 General

You should include:
Customer name,

Person - the name of the person authorized to receive correspondence,

Address (number, street, town),

Tax ID number,

Bank account details,

Type of payment (cash or bank transfer),

The default date for payment,

External Customer ID (optional ID for customers in an external system),

Description.

Some of the data (eg. town) must be pre-defined and entered

into the appropriate dictionary on the Definitions tab (eg. in the

dictionary Cities).

5.4.2.2 Correspondence address

If you deselect the option Correspondence address the same as the main address (on the
General  tab), you can specify the address which will be printed on the invoice:

Street,

Number,

Town.

Some of the data (eg. town) must be pre-defined and entered

into the appropriate dictionary on the Definitions tab (eg. in the
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dictionary Cities).

5.4.2.3 Invoicing

Details required for customer invoicing include:
Invoice based on gross prices - the value of customer payments are treated as gross
payments (no tax is added),
Currency - chosen from the dictionary currency for customer payments

Billing period:
o Day - the customer is billed every day,
oWeek - the customer is billed once a week (a specific day of the week),
oMonth - the customer is billed once a month (a specific day of the month),
o Quarter - the customer is billed on a quarterly basis (a specific month and day of the

quarter),
o Year - the customer is billed once a year (a specific month and day of the year).

Liabilities - customer liabilities in selected currencies

The selection of billing period is important for the generation of invoices through the wizard
and the invoicing period (see Customer and period selection for invoicing ).

5.4.2.4 Identifiers

This provides space to enter additional identifiers that facilitate later searching or filtering of an
account.

To add an ID, you must first define its name on the Definitions tab, in the dictionaries .

5.4.3 Adding account

 Add account icons

Add new account

A window will appear with a field for entering account data:

Synonym - a unique account ID in the system, most commonly the alarm panel
identification number, the '...' option is used to automatically generate synonyms (details
under General  Configuration in the Editing Console),
Name - the name of the account,

Account Group (optional) - assign an account to a particular group (details in the Account
Groups  chapter),
Time zone - assign an account to a particular time zone, the functions  will be converted
to the account's local time.
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5.4.4 Assigning accounts to a customer

Assigning accounts to a customer allows billing of monitoring services customers.

An account is linked to a customer by dragging an unallocated account with the mouse onto
the customer name. An account can only be assigned to one customer at any one time.

To change the position, drag the object to the name of the new customer. Reassignment will
remove the account from the previous customer.

By selecting a customer we can display only their accounts from the accounts list. Choosing 
Unassigned Accounts displays all accounts that have not been associated with any
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customer, and All Accounts will display all accounts in the system.

5.4.5 General data

Basic account data editing icons

Basic account data is available after selecting the
account.

5.4.5.1 General

To edit account details, double click on the name. The account data will be displayed on the 
workspace, where it can be edited.
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Field descriptions:
Synonym - a unique name in the system, the name can be changed at this level,

Name - the name of the account,

Time zone - assign an object to a particular time zone, the functions  will be converted to
the account's local time,
Creation time - the date when the account is introduced into the KronosNET system,

Account type - depending on the type of account, the program asks for other information on
the additional 1  tab, this is also presented differently in the intervention group
management module

202
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o a building, person, guard, vehicle, armoured car or vending machine - the last item is
displayed in the intervention group management module only in the event of an alarm,
o an intervention group vehicle - if the group is active, their last position is displayed in the

intervention group management module and is available to send for alarm handling,
Group (group of accounts) - accounts can be divided into groups. They are used, amongst
others in the Monitoring Console to limit the number of accounts being monitored,
License number - a unique Kronos system identifier,

Type - information fields, such as: business, flat, bank, etc.

Short description - a description of the account's basic information is displayed in the
Monitoring Console (General Operation ),
Description - a description of the account.

Some of the data (eg. town) must be pre-defined and entered into the appropriate 
dictionary on the Definitions tab (eg. in the Dictionaries=>Cities ).

5.4.5.2 Additional 1

This tab looks different depending on the type of account selected on the General tab.

for a building:
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If you select the option Control the time of arrival response team and define the response
time for a period of hours, the system will check the times on the basis of operator actions
while handling an alarm . In cases where the response time is exceeded, the system
generates an alarm defined for the corresponding alarm event .

for a vehicle, response team vehicle or CIT car:
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for a person or guard:

for a vending machine:
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Some of the data (eg, town) must be pre-defined and entered
into the appropriate dictionary on the Definitions tab (eg in the dictionary cities).

5.4.5.3 Additional 2

This provides space for additional identifiers that facilitate later searching or filtering of
accounts.

To add the ID, you must first define its name on the Definitions tab, in the dictionaries .

Checklists for the account are selected from a set of definitions on the Definitions tab in the 
dictionaries . They are used to determine the necessary steps involved in setting up an
alarm system at an account.
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5.4.5.4 Contact

On this tab, you can add contact details associated with the account, including landlines (to
the office etc.), mobile phones, fax numbers and email addresses. People authorized to be
present at the account and people to notify should not be entered here.

Contact priorities are important for the order of contacts displayed for the operator in the
Monitoring Console: the lower the priority, the higher the item appears on the contact list for a
given account.
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5.4.5.5 Position

The position tab is used for entering the geographical position of an account or downloading it
from a map, so that the system properly displays its location on the optional map in the
Monitoring Console.

If a device that sends the geographical GPS position is assigned to the account, this
information is updated automatically.

The Paste from Clipboard button allows you to quickly insert values copied previously from an
external program.

After selecting the defined map (Maps for account positions ) and indicating a position on it,
the geographic latitude and longitude are displayed.
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5.4.5.6 Locks

In the case of a lock on the account, Kernel ignores and does not interpret signals sent or
functions.

If the account is set to lock, the lock label is highlighted in red.

A few locks of different types can be added to the account, with defined:
Validity of the lock:
o Permanent,
o Temporary - active for a specified time range,

Lock kind - locking the entire device (signals, alarms, and functions), or just a function:
o Status function,
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o Status change function,
o Test function,
o Periodic function,
o Range function,
o Task function,
o Routes,

Device - lock all devices (*) or only a selected account device,

Device group - lock all signals (*) or only signals from a selected group,

Description - description of a lock.

In order to lock specific signals, they must be assigned to a

selected  signal  group,  where  the  lock  will  be  established

(permanent or temporary).

5.4.5.7 Equipment

 Equipment tab is used for entering informations about hardware, which was installed on an
object (such as a security system with all components). 
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5.4.5.8 Account service

In order for the account to be active in the system, you must use account service to enable
its operation in specific modules:

Access via text message - account available via text message,

Access via the web - account available via web applications (Client Console),

Monitored - account available in the Monitoring console ,

Serviced - account available in the Service console ,

Paid - account available in the Billing console .

The account operating conditions must also be defined:

waiting for service - if an open service request  exceeds the time entered, it will be
highlighted in red in the Service Console,
waiting for maintenance - if an open maintenance request  exceeds the time entered, it
will be highlighted in red in the Service Console,
waiting for alarm handling - after the response time is exceeded a reminder window
appears in the Monitoring Console with information about a new alarm from the account,
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5.4.6 Detailed data

 Detailed account information editing icons

Detailed information is available once an account
has been selected.

5.4.6.1 Persons

The persons tab provides a list of people associated with the account. These are individuals
or companies that need to be notified in case of an account alarm, as well as those who have
the right to be present at the account.

The list may also contain alarm installation or maintenance companies, or other external
companies providing physical security for the account.
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5.4.6.1.1  Adding new  person

To add a new person associated with the account, select add. To edit an existing person's
data, click on the person whose information will be corrected and click the Edit icon. In both
cases, an add/edit people window appears, which is explained in detail in the following
sections:

General ,

Contacts ,

Validity periods ,

Locks ,

Alarms ,

Photo ,

Partitions ,

Bindings .

If a user wants to add a person to an account who is already entered on another account,
they should type "..."  next to the person's name in the add new person window. After finding
and confirming a person, the basic information such as name, ID, address, contacts and
photo is also copied. If the new person option is not selected (that is, it will be the same
person as at the original account), any subsequent change of address or changes to that
person's contacts will change on all the accounts where they are present.

5.4.6.1.1.1  General

The General tab is used to enter basic information about people or companies associated
with the account.
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This is basic information available to the operator in the Monitoring Console.

People in the operator's console are displayed in order, based on the priorities previously
entered (the lower the priority the higher up on the list).

Here you can also enter arming and disarming codes, which in the case a disarming/arming
signal from an account, automatically links the description of the signal with the given person.
To do this, special characters should be used in the signal description - Special characters in
signal description annex

The type of person is one of the pre-defined types found in the dictionaries - Dictionaries
chapter.

Linking people with a global list of technicians and intervention groups causes a person to be
available for all accounts in the system during alarm handling or service.

5.4.6.1.1.2  Contacts

The contacts tab is used to add contact details to a person to facilitate contact with them, this
includes landlines, mobile phones, and e-mails.
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To use automatic client notification via text message or e-
mail and automatically send reports to customers, add
contact details to a person such as:

Automatic SMS - a mobile phone number to which text
messages will be sent,
Automatic e-mail - an e-mail address to which e-mails will
be sent.

Contact priorities are important for the operator contact display order in the Monitoring
Console: the lower the priority the higher the person is on the contact list.
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5.4.6.1.1.3  Validity periods

If a person is to be associated with an account at specified time intervals, the validity period
for such a person must be set.

Outside this time period the person will not appear on the list in the Monitoring Console.
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5.4.6.1.1.4  Locks

Once locked, a person will not be available on the list of people associated with an account
for the operator in the Monitoring Console.
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5.4.6.1.1.5  Alarms

A designated person can have alarms assigned to them. When an alarm is handled on the
Monitoring Console, a person is only displayed for alarms of the selected type.
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Icons for assigning alarms to people

Select all

Deselect all

Undo selection

5.4.6.1.1.6  Photo

On this tab, you can add jpg format photos of people.
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5.4.6.1.1.7  Groups - partitions

If the account is split into subsystems / signal groups, a person can be associated with a
particular subsystem or subsystems. This causes the list of authorized people to be
displayed according to the sub-division / signal group to which they belong.

To link a person to a subsystem, select Show person in groups only or Show person on main
list and in groups, and then select a group (or groups) from the list in the main window.

The list shows all "account status" signal groups defined for the account (Signals chapter 
signals  in Data Edit Console on account tab).

Group list subsystem selection icons

Select all

Deselect all
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Undo selection

For an example of people displayed in the Monitoring Console depending on selection, see
the alarm handling options in the chapter Persons .

5.4.6.1.1.8  Bindings

The bindings tab allows you to associate a person with a specific Kronos system user
defined in the system configuration Tools  program. This is important for providing access
to service documents assigned to the person from the list, when service modules are used
on PDA's, and for user access via PDA  to intervention group modules.

5.4.6.1.1.9  Identifiers

This provides space for additional identifiers that facilitate later searching or filtering of people.

To add the ID, you must first define its name in the Definitions tab, in the dictionaries .
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5.4.6.1.1.10  Remote access

The Remote access tab allows you to give authorization for Client Console  or Web Client
Console  users.

When we create a user we also give authorization for viewing individual options:

Read account information,

Read list of account people,

Read group list,

Reading account signals,

Account events,

Reading account reports,

Read account documents,

Read payments,

Read invoices,

Read multimedia information,

View cameras,

Read paths,

Read functions,
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Read locks,

as well as editing account data:
Edit contacts,

Edit people,

Edit paths,

Edit functions,

Edit locks.

Edited data should be confirmed from the Data Edit Console - account changes.

You can send a temporarily or permanently displayed message to a specific user on the
Client Console, which is displayed after they log in. The message can be in text form or a jpg
format image. These messages are sent from the Messages tab.

5.4.6.2 Procedures

Procedures contains information for the operator on what steps are to be taken when
handling a particular type of alarm - the procedures are then available in the Monitoring
Console (Procedures  sub-chapter in the Monitoring Console).

This should include exceptional procedures, and exceptions in alarm handling for some
accounts rather than standard procedures.

A procedure for handling a specific alarm can be created individually for each account,
describing the steps necessary, or you can add them from the previously created template
(alarm handling procedures  sub-chapter). A procedure created from a template can then
be locally modified. Changes made to this procedure will not affect the template.
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5.4.6.3 Remarks

In Remarks users enter information about protected accounts, and information relating to the
signed contract, as well as their own comments to help alarm handling in the  Monitoring
Console, for example, a list of possible threats to the account.
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New comments can be added using pre-defined comment templates (remarks templates
sub-chapter), or by creating your own by entering the comment name and description.

Account comments can have specified validity periods: if the current date is not included in
them, they will not be available in the Monitoring Console. Similarly, a comment can be within
a lock, and as a result will not be visible in the Monitoring Console.
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5.4.6.4 Notes

Notes are operators' notes on a given account that can be entered, edited, and removed in
the Data Edit Console as well as from the Monitoring Console (Notes  sub-chapter).

Notes are more informal than comments and may be removed at any time, even by
operators.

All notes are visible in the Data Edit Console, including those no longer valid, which are
invisible in the Monitoring Console.
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5.4.6.5 Schemes

A schemes can be any jpg format picture showing a layout map of the building or a map with
the route to the account.
Pieces of equipment  at the account can be marked on the  scheme, as well as signals
related to the alarm system, which allows for account alarm service violations to be
highlighted in the Monitoring Console (Account Maps\breaches ).
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5.4.6.6 Cameras

The system allows the viewing of cameras and digital recorders available via a web server or
through the KronosNET system camera library.
A preview is generated in the Monitoring Console, Video Console, or Client Console.
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To add a camera, specify the internet address at which it is located, and possibly the port if it
is non-standard. If the server requires a login, you must add the necessary data for the
Monitoring Console operator in the fields user and password.

You can also allow an online camera window to open in a default browser instead of in the
program window.

Linking a camera with the signal group makes possible to automatically open selected
camera in the alarm event based on the last signal assigned to the group of signals
(Additional window for handling alarm  and Cameras  in the Monitoring Console) 287 263
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Use of the library for a specific camera manufacturer's products extends the functionality of
cameras usage (details in Cameras  in the Monitoring Console).
Camera libraries are added from the Tools utility program (details in the Camera Library
chapter).

For a list of camera libraries  available, please contact  your
distributor or the KronosNET system manufacturer.

5.4.7 Periodic mantenance check-up

Account service request - available after selecting an account

5.4.7.1 Maintenance check-up

After adding maintenance, the system generates a maintenance document, which appears
on the specified date in the Service Console (Maintenance chapter).
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Maintenance can be ordered:
Definite period,

At the beginning of a period - every specified number of months, at the beginning of the
month,
At the end of a period - every specified period/number of months, at the end of the month,

After a given period - every specified period of time (months, days, hours),

Person - Maintenance operative , whose name the document will be issued,

Description - maintenance description

Skip weekends and holidays - if the document is scheduled for a public holiday, Saturday or
Sunday, it will be postponed to the nearest working day,
Generate from the date of completion of previous maintenance - the period will be counted
on completion of the previous maintenance.

After saving, the maintenance order will appear on the account maintenance list.
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5.4.8 Device

The device tab is used to add, view, and edit devices already added to the account. You can
also configure the test controls, device parameters and commands for account devices. The
correct configuration of devices has an effect on the subsequent proper interpretation of
signals.

5.4.8.1 Add device

To add a new device or edit one already existing on an account, click the add or edit icon on
the device list.

When adding a new device one of three possible options must be selected:

device definition - device data will be taken from the device template (most commonly),

account device - the device data will be copied from a device that already exists elsewhere
in the system. 
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Device patterns - adding a device from a template

The * symbol means any driver/port/slot/hardware number.

Devices can be added using a template (definitions tab - Device templates ):

  Pattern - a template from the defined device templates that will be copied to the account,

  Driver - from which driver signals will be received

  Hardware number - the number of a device which is associated with the account

  Port - the serial number of the active driver configuration port from which the signal came

  Slots - the number of the slot in the base station, from which the signal came (you can
enter a few slot numbers after the decimal point)
  Device Type:
o ordinary
o alarm console - devices serviced for alarm terminals by the Alarm Console
oMobile patrol console - devices for intervention groups (PDA's with the Mobile Patrol

Console application).

Account device - adding a new device by copying from a different account

The last way to create a device is to copy a ready definition from another object. The device
creation window looks the same as described above, only that at the beginning the user is
asked to identify (find) the account from which the device will be copied.
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If the driver name, equipment number, port, or slot settings are incorrect, the signals will be displayed in the Monitoring Console 
with question marks and will not be attributed to the account.
This may also be caused by lack of the proper code on the signal list.

5.4.8.2 Device parameters

This option enables the definition and checking of basic device parameters.

Individual parameters are described in definitions in the Devices  chapter.

5.4.8.3 Signals

On the signals tab you can add and edit the data signals for given devices, and define
account signal groups.
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Device signals are related directly to the signal pattern in
definition. Signals edition on the account will save only
difference in respect to the signal template.
However, direct change in signals template  will
automatically modifies the signals, that were not edited on
account where the template is used.

By default, the list shows only signals differences from the template. The signals differ from
the template are designated as follows:

Signal added on the account 

Signal modified on the account

124
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Signal removed on the account relative to the template

Uncheck option Show changes only will display all signals, the template and the differ on the
account.

Selecting the Signals from all devices option displays a list of signals from all devices on a
given account, not only from a given device. This allows you to connect signals from different
devices into groups.

For details on adding and editing signals and groups, refer to the definitions of device
templates in the Signals  chapter.

5.4.8.3.1  Signal history

On the signals tab you can also view signal history from a chosen
device for a selected period, including the signals that have been
received as unrecognized, but are compatible with the device (driver,
equipment number, port, slot). When you select the signal from the list,
you can add it to account device.

5.4.8.4 Patrols

The route function allows you to check a reading point registration by a guard using a guard
monitoring device that works with the KronosNet system.

The account must have a  device  with 'point  registration'

type signals.
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Patrol icons on the rounds list

Add

Edit

Remove

Patrols can follow two types of route:
simple - there is only a defined time frame (beginning and end) and a list of unique points
(represented by a unique device signals) that the guard must register at a defined time (this
may be done in any order),
advanced - you can distribute the points precisely on a timeline, which means that the
points on the round can be checked more than once, and the guard must cover the entire
route at a prescribed rate, registering the points in order according to the schedule..

On the rounds screen, we can specify certain areas:

Device - selecting the template of a device added to an account on the device  tab,

Device signal reading point - "registration point" type signals from a selected device,

Route list - defined guard routes monitored by the system, along with the following
information:

193
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o Name - route name,
o Length - time of registering all the points from the beginning of the round,
o Repetition period - the period after which a guard should repeat the same route,
o Route type - simple or advanced,
o Calendar type - the calendar selected for the round,
o from ... to - round times,
o time axis - axis with selected points and their registration time,

Route points - a list of points that must be registered on a selected round.

Adding a patrol

When editing or adding a new round we must define:

Alarm - type of alarm to be generated in the absence of point registration at a set time,
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Name - round name,

Route type - simple or advanced,

Calendar type:
o   The specific date - a specific day, when the round will be checked,
o   Daily - the round will be checked daily,
o   On working days - the round will be checked from Monday to Friday (depending on local

settings),
o   On free days - the round will be checked on Saturdays and Sundays (depending on

local settings),
o   A specific day of the week - the function will be checked on a specific day of the week,
o   A specific day of the month - the function will be checked on a specific day of the month,

The start time and end time,

Days:
o   Holidays - the function will be valid on the days specified in the selected type of

calendar, which are also defined as public holidays in the public holiday  calendar,
o   Weekdays - this function will be valid on the days specified in the selected type of

calendar, which are not defined as public holidays in the public holiday  calendar,
Repeat every - the period after which the guard has to repeat the round,

Command sent at the beginning of the route - command to the device  by the driver, eg.
sending a signal about the need to start a round,
Validity period type - setting the validity period functions,

Calculated route start times - start times for a repeat of the round calculated by the system.

To add a point to the round, drag it from the "Device point registration signals" list to the
timeline of the selected round. The system will check the point registration at the specified
time depending on the position on the axis.

To allow for a time margin for registration points, double-click on the chosen point on the
"Route points" list and enter the relevant accuracy before and after the time entered in the
round.

To change the registration point time, double-click on the chosen point on the "Route Points"
list and enter the correct value in the Route Time field. This can also be done by dragging it
with the mouse on the timeline.

You can also define a different alarm for a lack of registration at a given point.
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The accuracy of a round is checked once a minute.

5.4.8.5 Dictionaries

Dictionaries are used to expand signal descriptions (Signals ).

Depending on the code field values, extension 1, 2, or 3, the signal can download the
appropriate signal description name from the dictionaries associated with the account.

To describe the signal with the help of dictionaries, use special characters. A detailed list of
special characters is given in the Special characters in signal description annex.

Dictionaries are used especially in the case of signals received via Contact ID and SIA
protocols.

5.4.8.5.1  Zones

In the line dictionaries we must enter the zone (line) name which is to be used in the signal
description.

5.4.8.5.2  Sub-systems

In the sub-system (partitions) dictionaries we must enter the sub-system name that is to be
used in the signal description.
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5.4.8.5.3  Points

In the points dictionaries we must enter the point number and name that are to be used in the
signal description.

5.4.8.5.4  Users

In the users dictionaries we must enter the user number and name that are to be used in the
signal description.

5.4.8.5.5  Signal group

In the signal group dictionaries we must enter the group number and name that are to be
used in the signal group description. This dictionary can customize signal group names when
virtual devices are being used.

5.4.9 Monitoring

Monitoring data editing is available after an account has been selected.

5.4.9.1 Alarms

On the alarm tab you can add rules for global alarms  on a given account.139
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An alarm can be defined for an account as:
  Silent -for new alarms  the alarm does not appear in the Monitoring Console, and will be
visible only on the signals tab and included in the statistics. In the alarm retransmission
setting is selected, it will be retransmitted every time there is a signal associated with it,
and not, as in the case of normal alarms, when a new alarm is generated,
  Delayed - the alarm appears on the Monitoring Console delayed  tab, and after a
specified time is changed to a new alarm,
  Service Ignore - an alarm is generated and enters the system despite the fact that the
object is in service mode,
  Ignore lock - an alarm is generated and enters the system even though the account or
function is locked.

Global alarms, whose definitions have not been added to the account, will be handled in the
default manner.

We can also define what alarm data will be automatically opened in the Additional alarm
service window  after its arrival in the Monitoring Console. You can select from among the
following tabs:

Account data,

Signals and events,
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Comments,

People,

Schemes,

Cameras,

Multimedia,

Account position.

This data is identical with the information contained in alarm handling options.

5.4.9.2 Functions

Functions are used to automatically generate alarms for an account depending on time.

5.4.9.2.1  Task functions

Task functions allow you to generate a specified alarm for a given account at a particular time
or at specified periods.

When defining a new task function, we must provide:
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  Alarm - alarm type which the function generates,

  Description - description of the task function,

  Calendar type - the calendar type, according to which the alarm will be generated:
o   A specific date,
o   A given period,
o   Daily,
o   On weekdays,
o   On free days,
o   Once a week,
o   Once a month,
o   The first day of the month,
o   The last day of the month,
o   On days which are not public holidays,
o   On public holidays,

  Type of validity periods - the time range in which the function will apply.
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5.4.9.2.2  Periodic functions

Period functions are used to verify whether signals have been received by the system from a
particular group of signals within a specified time. Reception must be at any time the function
is in operation.

This function should not be used to check device testing. The

overall device operation test  (noting the transmission of  any

signal,  and  possibly  raising  the  alarm  in  the  absence  of

transmission)  is  set  in  the  Device>  Device  parameters

section in the Connection check table.

Adding a new period function to an account.

Options available when creating period functions are described in the chapter Periodic
functions  under device templates.

For an account function we can also define:
Validity period types - the time range within which the function will apply:
o constant,
o temporary - giving the start and end time of the function.

5.4.9.2.3  Status functions

This function is used to check the status of a signal group (eg. for an account subsystem ) at
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a specified time. The function will respond to an incorrect group status both at the start and
also at any status change during the duration of the function.

Adding a new status function to an account.

How to create a status function is described in the Status function  chapter under device
templates.

For an account function we can also define:
Validity period types - the time range within which the function will apply:
o constant,
o temporary - giving the start and end time of the function.
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5.4.9.2.4  Status change functions

The status change function, as opposed to the status function , generates an alarm only
when there is a change in signal group status at a specified time. This function does not
generate an alarm if the account at the start of the function is in an invalid state, and
responds only to a status change during the duration of the function.

Adding a new status change function to an account

The options available when creating a status change function are described in the Status
change function chapter  under device templates.

For an account function we can also define:
Validity period types - the time range within which the function will apply:
o constant,
o temporary - giving the start and end time of the function.

5.4.9.2.5  Range functions

The Range function checks the occurrence of a group of signals at fixed intervals. If such
signals are lacking at a given time (with an earlier defined incoming signal time margin), the
system generates an alarm.
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The range function is used among other things to check doormen are at work when, for
example, we expect a signal to come from an employee every hour.

In contrast to the period function, the range function checks the receiving of signals in a
specific time frame.

 Adding a new range function to an account.

The options available when creating period function are described in the Range function
chapter under device templates.

For an account function we can also define:
Validity period types - the time range within which the function will apply:
o constant,
o temporary - giving the start and end time of the function.

5.4.9.3 Processing

The processing tab contains collective monitoring information from a given account:

  Account lock - the account is locked,

  Alarm retransmission - alarms are retransmitted,

  Signal groups - signal groups have been entered,

  Group status retransmissions - groups are retransmitted,

  Alarm handling procedures.

This information is for verification purposes and cannot be changed.
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5.4.9.4 Actions

Actions allow for flexible automation of procedures related to handling accounts.

When you add a new action, select:
Create new action - will add a new independent account action

Create action from pattern - will add account action based on created action template 

The action system causes certain reaction in the system that is a response to a specific
event (simple actions ), or sequences of events (advanced actions ) for a selected
account.

Actions can be triggered by:
An alarm ,

Generation of a payment ,

Generation of a report ,

Generation of an account event ,

Signal reception ,

Agreement started ,

Service ,

Creation of a document ,

Agreement ended ,

A signal group status change .

Possible responses include:
Route control  (advanced actions),

Signal confirmation (advanced actions),

Alarm retransmission ,

Service retransmission ,

Signal retransmission ,

Event retransmission ,

Text retransmission  (advanced actions)

Execute application  (advanced actions)
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Signal group status change retransmission ,

Applying a lock (advanced actions) ,

Alarm generation ,

Document generation  (advanced actions),

Payment generation  (advanced actions),

Service generation ,

Signal generation ,

Account event generation ,

Sending a text message ,

Sending commands to the driver (advanced actions),

Sending an e-mail .

Incorrect use of the action mechanism may cause a loop.
Incorrect configuration can lead to unstable operation of the system.

5.4.9.4.1  Simple actions

Simple actions is a simplified action generator - a response is generated for one specific
event.

The first step is to choose a system response .
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The next step is to define the event which generates a response (action occurrence ).365
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The following step is to define the response chosen in the first step in more detail.
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Once confirmed, the action will be assigned to the account.

For example:
In order to automatically inform the customer about an intruder alarm at an account by text
message, you must:

select the sequence type - Sending text message,

define the Intruder alarm event that generates a response,

determine the module, the contact to whom the message will be sent, and the message
content.
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5.4.9.4.2  Advanced actions

Advanced Actions allows you to create an event sequence list for actions with a defined time
after which the next event in the sequence must occur (waiting time) or the time at which this
event can not occur (condition).

 Action event icons

Add

Remove

Move the event higher up the sequence list

Move the event lower down the sequence list

After selecting an event, you must specify the details.

Enabling the Restart sequence after receiving repeated first step option, will stop current
anticipation of other events within the action, as well as its restart on receipt of the first event
on the list.
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Completion of the whole sequence will trigger a specific response , defined as an Action
on successful completion.
After selecting a response you must specify the details.
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Interrupting the sequence (one of the conditions is not fulfilled) also causes an appropriate 
response , defined as an Action after interruption.
After selecting a response you must specify the details.
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Examples:
Receipt of a signal from an account, create service document in 5 minutes, send information
by e-mail, otherwise send a text message:

The sequence of actions:
o receipt of a defined signal,
o creation of a service - waiting time 5 minutes,

After successful completion of the action - send an e-mail to the specified contact,

Action after interruption - send a text message to the specified contact.

5.4.9.4.3  Action occurrence

A list of events that can trigger an action.
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5.4.9.4.3.1  Alarm

The creation or removal of a particular alarm triggers an action.

It should include:
Alarm - alarm type (global alarms ),

Create - alarm creation system event,

Remove - alarm removal system event.

5.4.9.4.3.2  Generation of a payment

Creation of a specific payment triggers an action.

It should include:
Payment type (payments and types of services ):
o Response to an event (event payment) - event type:

new alarm,
alarm retransmission,
switching to service mode,
service retransmission,
new event from the comic,
report closing,
printout,
send a text message,
send an e-mail,
phone call,
remote access,
account data modification,
closing service document ,
closing maintenance document,
closing modernization document, 
closing installation document,
closing uninstallation document,
additional payment document,
additional periodical payment,
occasional,
commencement of the contract,
termination of the contract,

o Periodical (regular payments) - period:
day,
week,
month,
quarter.

5.4.9.4.3.3  Generation of a report

Creation of a specific report triggers an action.
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This must include one of the following report types:
Alarm,

Service,

Information,

Daily.

5.4.9.4.3.4  Generation of an account event

The creation of a specific event for the account triggers an action.

Select the type of event:
Receive a new alarm,

Receipt of a new alarm for handling,

Exemption from service handling,

Delete an alarm,

Initiate servicing,

Extend servicing,

Add to service,

Exemption from service,

End of service,

Issue a report,

Delete a report,

End of report,

Alarm comic event,

Send notification using mobile,

Send e-mail,

Establish a voice call,

Alarm retransmission or change of signal group,

Edit data,

Control transmitters,

Failed retransmission,

Event entered manually,

Service application,

Cancel service,

Conduct service,

Issue event payment,

Retransmission of alarm events,

Sending an alarm to response team,

Alarm handling by response team,

Response team at site of alarm,

Alarm ended by response team,

Manually generated alarm,

Start of service,

Sending a response to a command,

Alarm moved to service,
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Alarm delay,

Person notified of an alarm,

Alarm canceled by a person,

Alarm validity confirmed by a person,

Response team sent,

Response team canceled,

Response team arrival,

Real alarm,

False alarm,

End of alarm handling,

Other operation,

Response team activated,

Response team deactivated,

Alarm procedure followed,

Alarm procedure not followed,

Text messages sent,

Alarm rejection by response team, 

Send a message to response team,

Message confirmed by response team,

Relieve response team,

Include response team,

Exclude response team,

Loss of connection with response team,

Other event.

5.4.9.4.3.5  Signal reception

Creation of a specific signal triggers an action.

The signal details must include:
Equipment number,

Code,

Type,

Slot or line number,

Channel,

Extension 1,2,3,4,5.

5.4.9.4.3.6  Agreement started

The start of an account contract triggers an action.

You must include:
Name - Contract name,

Execute before [time] - response time (if earlier).
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5.4.9.4.3.7  Service

Initiation, completion or time change of account service triggers an action.

5.4.9.4.3.8  Creation of a document

Creation of a specific document triggers an action.

The document type must be chosen from:
Service,

Maintenance,

Installation,

Modernization,

Uninstallation.

5.4.9.4.3.9  Agreement ended

Termination of an account contract triggers an action.

You must include:
Name - Contract name,

Execute before [time] - response time (if earlier).

5.4.9.4.3.10  A signal group status change

A signal group status change triggers an action.

You must include:
The device the signal group is from,

The signal group,

The response to the status:
o Both - change to high or low status,
o High - change only to high status,
o Low - change only to low status.

5.4.9.4.4  Action responses

A list of possible responses to an event or sequence of events.

5.4.9.4.4.1  Route control

Start, end or restart rounds function (Patrols ).

You must include:
The device the function refers to,

The name of the route (round),

Actions:
o Start,
o Pause,
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o Restart.

5.4.9.4.4.2  Signal confirmation

Send specific signal confirmation to driver (signals ).
This is used when the base station requires signal confirmation.

You must include:
Equipment number,

Code,

Channel or line number,

Extension 1,2,3,4,5.

5.4.9.4.4.3  Alarm retransmission

Sending of an alarm by the output driver (drivers ) or by an external installation.

You must include:
Module - output driver or external installation,

Confirmation time - time to confirm receipt of alarm,

Synonym after retransmission,

Additional parameters,

Removing retransmission - sending information about end of alarm,

Use the data from the step - allows you to select the event action data which will be used
for retransmission,
Alarm - Select the alarm type used for retransmission.

5.4.9.4.4.4  Service retransmission

Sending of service by the output driver (drivers ).

You must include:
Module - output driver,

Confirmation time - time to confirm receipt of alarm,

Synonym after retransmission,

Additional parameters,

Removing retransmission - sending information about end of alarm,

Use the data from the step - allows you to select the event action data which will be used
for retransmission,
Personnel - the person carrying out the service,

Duration (of the service).

5.4.9.4.4.5  Signal retransmission

Sending of a signal by the output driver (drivers ).

You must include:
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Module - output driver,

Confirmation time - time to confirm receipt of alarm,

Synonym after retransmission,

Additional parameters,

Use the data from the step - allows you to select the event action data which will be used
for retransmission,
Equipment number,

Code,

Type,

Channel,

Extension 1,2,3,4,5.

5.4.9.4.4.6  Event retransmission

Sending of an event by the output driver (drivers ).

You must include:
Module - output driver,

Confirmation time - time to confirm receipt of alarm,

Synonym after retransmission,

Additional parameters,

Use the data from the step - allows you to select the event action data which will be used
for retransmission,
Event type,

Description,

Whether it is an alarm event, and alarm type.

5.4.9.4.4.7  Signal group status change retransmission

Sending of signal group status change by the output driver (drivers ).

You must include:
Module - output driver,

Confirmation time - time to confirm receipt of alarm,

Synonym after retransmission,

Additional parameters,

Use the data from the step - allows you to select the event action data which will be used
for retransmission,
Device - the device for which a signal group is defined,

Signal group,

Status - signal group change to low or high status.

5.4.9.4.4.8  Applying a lock

Locking an account, locking an account signal group or function.
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You must include:

Lock type:
o Permanent,
o Temporary,

Duration - temporary lock,

Function:
o All - account is locked,
o Status function,
o Status change function,
o Connection check,
o Period function,
o Range function,
o Task function,
o Routes,

Device - the device which a signal group is defined for,

Group - signal group,

Description - a description of the lock.

5.4.9.4.4.9  Alarm generation

Generation of new alarm in the system:

Use data from the step - allows the selection of action event data which will be used for
retransmission,
Alarm - type of alarm generated.

5.4.9.4.4.10  Document generation

Generation of new document in the system:

Use data from the step - allows the selection of action event data which will be used for
retransmission,
Document type - service, maintenance, installation, modernization, uninstallation.

5.4.9.4.4.11  Payment generation

Generation of new payment in the system:

Use data from the step - allows the selection of action event data which will be used for
retransmission,
Payment - payment type: event payment, maintenance, remote access.

5.4.9.4.4.12  Service generation

Generation of new service in the system:
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Use data from the step - allows the selection of action event data which will be used for
retransmission,
Personnel - person carrying out the service,

Duration [min] - duration of the service.

5.4.9.4.4.13  Signal generation

Generation of new signal in the system:

Use data from the step - allows the selection of action event data which will be used for
retransmission,
Equipment number,

Code,

Type,

Slot or line number,

Channel,

Extension 1,2,3,4,5,

Value,

Description,

Alarm.

5.4.9.4.4.14  Account event generation

Generation of new event in the system:

Use data from the step - allows the selection of action event data which will be used for
retransmission,
Event type,

Description,

Whether it is an alarm event.

5.4.9.4.4.15  Sending a text message

Sending a message via a GSMGate module to a specified contact.

You should include:
Account contact - the message will be sent to the account contact persons  by
automatic text message,
Given contact - the message is sent to the phone number indicated,

GSMGate - GSMGate module name used to send messages,

Phone number - the number that the message will be sent to,

Use the data from step - allows selection of the event action data that will be used in the
body of the message, by using tags available in the message body prompts,
Content - the content of the text message.
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5.4.9.4.4.16  Sending commands to the driver

You must include

Device - the device and allocated driver that handles commands,

Commands - possible commands downloaded from the driver.

5.4.9.4.4.17  Sending an e-mail

Sending an e-mail via a MailGate module to a specified contact.

You should include:
Address from notification list - the message will be sent to the account contact persons
by automatic e-mail,
Given contact - the message is sent to the e-mail address indicated,,

MailGate - MailGate module name used to send messages,

E-mail address - the e-mail address that the message will be sent to,

Use the data from step - allows selection of the event action data that will be used in the
body of the message, by using tags available in the message body prompts,
The topic and content of the e-mail.

5.4.9.4.4.18  Execute application

Executing selected application:
application path

parameters - with application is executed

module name - which will launch a specified application

5.4.9.4.4.19  Text retransmission

Sending of a text by the output driver (drivers )

You must include:
Module - output driver,

Confirmation time - time to confirm receipt.

Synonym after retransmission,

Additional parameters,

Use the data from the step - allows you to select the event action data which will be used
for retransmission,
Text - retransmitted content

5.4.9.5 Object area

This function allows you to control the area the account may be located in, such as a car
equipped with a GPS device. In the event of a function breach the system generates an
alarm. The account can have several functions attributed to it, set in different areas
depending on the checking time.
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 Function priority icons

Move the priority function up on the priority list

Move the priority function down on the priority list

The function priority determines the validity of the area when a larger number of functions are
used.

When defining new area you should include:
 

Name - area name, which the alarm will be generated in breach event

Alarm - alarm type which the status function has to generate:

Required status:
o Account cannot be in this area,
o Account must be in this area,

Calendar type - the type of calendar for a given time function:
o A specific date - a set range of days within which the function will be checked,
o Daily - the function will be checked daily,
oMonday - Friday - the function will be checked from Monday to Friday (for the Hebrew

version Sunday - Thursday),
o Saturday - Sunday - the function will be checked on Saturday and Sunday (for the

Hebrew version Friday and Saturday),
o A specific day of the week - the function will be checked on a specific day of the week,
o A specific day of the month - the function will be checked on a specific day of the month,
o Checking start time - area check start time on a given day,
o Checking end time - area check end time on a given day,

Days:
o   Holidays - the function will be valid on holidays according to the public holiday calendar

 in the definitions,
o   Weekdays - the function will be valid on the days specified in the calendar type that are

not public holidays according to public holiday calendar  in the definitions,
Re-inspection - in the event of continuous invalid account status, an alarm is generated
again after a specified time.

After selecting Account position maps  we can define on the map the areas where
functions should be checked.

Delete areas

Full screen mode
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Draw a circle

Draw a rectangle 

Draw a polygon

The area in which object has to remain

The area in which object can not remain

Edit selected area

Add a point to the editing area

Remove a point from the editing area

5.4.10 Agreements

Contracts are available after selecting an account.

The agreements tab is for adding data about contracts relating to a given account.
Based on agreements account and associated payements with them account payments are
generated for client assigned to that account.
Details of contracts can be found in the agreement templates  chapter.

Icons are used to manage account agreements:

Add new account agreement:
New agreement - a new empty contract will be added,

Agreement from template - a contract will be copied from the Agreement templates
.

Edtion of an existing account agreement

Agreement removal (only for ended agreements)

Partial payment agreement generation

Beginning of the agreement

Pausing the agreement

Agreement can be edited by adding annex or a document:
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New agreement annex

New agreement document

Agreement termination document

A contract consists of the following information:
General information ,

Payments and type of services ,

Persons ,

Content .

When adding a contract we can define the contract signing date and the contract start date.
For contracts added from the definitions, the end date is automatically calculated on the basis
of the start date and the contract validity period.

5.4.10.1 Persons

This space is for entering details of people from both parties responsible for contracts.
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5.4.11 Change log

Change History contains information about all changes made to an account, including the
date the changes were made and the person who introduced such changes.
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It is possible to define the range of changes displayed and select a time period in which they
were made.

Remove change history.

If a user has sufficient authorization, they can delete the change history, however this
information remains in the system memory.
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5.4.11.1 Object card

A summary of the most important information about an account, formatted for printing and
archived.

5.4.11.2 Object changes

Here you will find editing changes suggested by the customer (Client Web Console , Client
Console ) that are waiting for confirmation or rejection by the Data Edit Console user.

 Changes confirmed by user

Changes rejected by user
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5.5 Notes

The Notes tab is for entering general notes into the system that are not connected to any
account. This serves as a general noticeboard.

Notes icons
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Add

Edit

Remove

Refresh list (this is useful when notes are added from
several consoles)

To enter a note, you have to enter the validity period (future notes or notes that are no longer
valid are not shown) as well as the content.
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5.6 Summaries

The Summaries tab is for creating summaries containing data that meets the criteria
specified.

Summaries can be sorted by selected column. After choosing a summary from the list, the
system displays the relevant data to the user.

Summary icons

Add

Edit

Remove

Print

Send by email

Save to file
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To create a summary, choose the data you require from the list and then:
add a column to the summary,

delete a column from the data range, select the relevant data in the data range and click on
it.

The data can also be filtered. To activate the filter, select the relevant data and click on one of
the following icons:

add column

delete column

data filter

remove data filter

Next enter the condition (equals, different to, contains) that the selected data must comply
with and the value the condition will check:
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To remove a data filter, highlight the filtered data.

5.6.1 Chat history

This tab is used to view chat  history between system users in a selected time period, with
the option to export the history to an external file.

The  chat  history  is  deleted  when  the  database  is  cleared

using the Remove daily tables function.

5.7 Messages

The Message option allows for the sending of information to all Client Console users who are
defined as remote access users (the letters sent appear on the Client Console ).

To send a letter, complete the window below:
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Users should be chosen from the list of remote access users. You must then define whether
the message is permanent, or whether it has a limited validity and will not appear on the
Client Console after the date indicated.

The message can be in text format, or can include pictures, for example a scanned
document. The Content field behaves differently depending on the message type.

5.8 Removed and remote accounts

This tab contains a list with basic information about accounts which are:
deleted (Accounts tab: customer and account management )

remote, sent to the system from an external installation (Foreign installations ).

Remote and deleted account list icons

Refresh
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Search

Remove

Print

Export
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6 Monitoring Console

The module for alarm handling, viewing data, and statement creation. The basic  operator's
work module.

Module configuration details can be found in the Monitoring Console Configuration  chapter.

6.1 Access to the Monitoring Console

Monitoring, creating statements and checking account data is possible after logging on to the
Monitoring Console.

For a user to be able to  use  the  Monitoring  Console, they  must  be  given the  appropriate
authorization by the administrator using the Tools program (Users  chapter).

The default user with full authorization is next, password next.

6.2 Basics operations

Main Monitoring Console screen, alarm tab:
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A System clock with CPU usage and RAM memory

B News bar

C Account groups entered in the Monitoring Console

D Tab providing access to individual functions

E Basic information about a selected account

F Alarm handling options

G List of current alarms in the system

H Actions during alarm handling

as well as the following icons:

communication between KronosNET system consoles,

Knowledge base ,

(faces ) - clicking on the icon displays a list of most recent errors,

dial  a  number  via  a  correctly  connected  and  configured  telephone
modem, digital telephone (TAPI enabled), or a recording device,
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switch off audio alarm signal until the next alarm event occurs

Pointing  and  clicking  in  the  top  left  corner  opens  the  Resposne  team  management
window.
Pointing and clicking in the top right corner opens the Additional alarm handling  window.
The Additional alarm handling and Intervention group management windows can be displayed
on a separate monitor.

The top menu contains:
Program:
o Registration,
o Unregister,
o Restart,

Tools - optional plug-ins added in Monitoring Console Configuration,

Help
o About - license information and module version.

The  console  only  displays  and  allows  alarm  handling  of

selected  account  groups.  After  selecting  a  given  account

group, the console displays  data only for that  group. Details

on  configuring  accounts  in  groups  can  be  found  in  the

Account group  chapter.

6.3 Keyboard shortcuts

The Monitoring Console provides the following keyboard shortcuts:

CTRL + Fx - other tabs with access to functions:
o CTRL + F1 - Status,
o CTRL + F2 - Synoptic map,
o CTRL + F3 - Alarms,
o CTRL + F4 - Services,
o CTRL + F5 - Reports,
o CTRL + F6 - Account data,
o CTRL + F7 - Statements,
o CTRL + F8 - Notes,

Ctrl + up / down arrows - switch between alarms / services,

CTRL + 1.. - Comic events:
o CTRL + 1 - notify a person,
o CTRL + 2 - cancel alarm,
o CTRL + 3 - confirm alarm,
o CTRL + 4 - sending response team,
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o CTRL + 5 - cancel response team,
o CTRL + 6 - arrival of response team,
o CTRL + 7 - real alarm,
o CTRL + 9 - false alarm,
o CTRL + 10 - end of alarm handling,
o Ctrl + 0 - other event,

CTRL + left / right arrows - switch between alarm / service options,

CTRL + ins / plus - add a new alarm / service,

CTRL + del / minus - close alarm / service handled,

CTRL + T - opens the phone call window,

CTRL + C - opens the chat window.

6.4 State tab

This  tab contains  information on the  current  and  historical  status  of  the  Kronos  system.
Individual panels show sets of signals that arrived in the system, account events, and system
events.

Signals ,

Account events ,

System events .

6.4.1 Signals

This contains a list of the 500 most recent signals received by the system.

By signal we understand every event or piece of  information sent  by  transmitters  or  base
stations that communicate with the system.

Double-clicking on a specific signal displays full details about the signal.
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You can navigate  through  the  list  using  the  keyboard  arrow  keys.  After  any  moment  of
inactivity, the program automatically returns to the most recent signal.

When you right-click on any item a context menu opens, allowing you to jump directly from
the list to an appropriate alarm, an account  description, or to the relevant service.

The direction signals are displayed (up-down), and the columns can be set  using the Tools
program.

If a signal is not recognized by the system,  "???" appears in the description field. This means
that  you should  go  to  the  Data  Edit  Console,  enter  the  correct  equipment  number,  and
properly enter the signal starting with the event code.

6.4.2 Account events

Here you will find a history of  the last  500 account events  with the time and author  of  the
event. Double-clicking on the event will provide you with more information about it.
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When you right-click on any item a context menu opens, allowing you to jump directly from
the list to an appropriate alarm, an account  description, or to the relevant service.
By account event we understand actions carried out by the operator, or automatically by the
system, that are related towards  services  provided for an account, as  opposed to a signal
that comes directly from the alarm system.

6.4.3 System events

Here you will find the history of the last 500 system events together with the time and author
of the event. Double-clicking on the event will provide you with more information about it.

A  system  event  refers,  for  example, to  a  communication error  with the  driver  or  Kernel,
receiving an alarm etc.

6.5 Synoptic map

A synoptic map displays the status of all accounts in one place in graphic form.

Accounts are highlighted in colour, with additional icons describing their status:
red means there is an alarm at the account,
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blue means that the account is being serviced,

Meanings of icons:

account partly armed

account armed

account disarmed

no set arming and disarming check

last account signal received less than 3 hrs ago

last account signal received between 3 and 6 hrs ago

last account signal received between 6 and 9 hrs ago

last account signal received between 9 and 12 hrs ago

last account signal received over 12 hrs ago

no account signals, or last account signal received more than 15 hrs
ago

account alarm

account in normal status

account in service

account locked

The synoptic map is not recommended for more than 500 accounts due to unnecessary load on the system.

6.6 Alarms

The alarm handling tab is the basic tab for working with the program.

If a new alarm appears on the new alarms list and we are on a different tab, the alarm tab
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starts flashing orange, and below the clock a news  bar appears  with information about the
synonym, the account name and the type of alarm that has occurred in the system.

If you are on the Alarms tab, the "New" bar flashes, which contains alarms not yet  handled.
Moreover, the system indicates the appearance of a new alarm with an audio signal that can
be disabled by clicking on the speaker icon.
 

Speaker icon

 The alarm signal will remain silent until a new alarm appears

in the system.

On the left side of the tab, there are four bands containing the current alarms in the system.
Right-clicking on a specific alarm opens a context menu with the following options:

  Take over (Release in Actives),

  Retransmit to,

  Move to services,

  Delay,

  Delete,

  Take over all (Release all in Actives),

  Delete all,

  Take over all of this type (Release all of this type in Actives),

  Delete all of this type (A window appears displaying the types of alarms to be removed),

  Go to the account data.

Accepting an alarm is the default action caused by double-clicking the left  mouse button on
the alarm.

All alarms are grouped so that multiple events of the same type and from the same account
do not result in separate alarms that require separate attention. Of course, individual events
can be viewed by selecting the alarm to be handled.

Remember that an alarm can only be handled at one operator

workstation. This  functionality is  guaranteed  by  the  system,

which monitors alarm assignment to workstations.
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Holding the cursor over an alarm provides a summary of information about the given alarm.

6.6.1 Manually generated alarm

The operator can manually generate an account alarm. On condition that an Internal alarm
type has been added to the account on the Data Edit Console, generating an internal alarm.

To generate an alarm, click the plus button on the Alarms tab and then
enter the account synonym.

If  an  incorrect  or  incomplete  account  synonym  is  given  on  which  an  alarm  cannot  be
generated, an account filter window opens:
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6.6.2 Alarm tabs

On the left side of the Monitoring Console window on the Alarms tab is a list of open alarms
divided into categories each on a separate tab:

New ,

Active ,

Remote ,

Delayed .

6.6.2.1 New

A list of alarms for which no action has been taken from any Console.

6.6.2.2 Active

A list of alarms currently being handled on a given console.

The alarm can be removed from handling and returned to the pool of  new  alarms. Use the
Release option available in the mouse right-click menu.

Switching off a console automatically releases  all the alarms  it  is  handling, which prevents
events being left not handled in case of workstation failure.

6.6.2.3 Remote

A list of alarms currently being handled by other operators on other Monitoring Consoles.

A remote alarm can be taken over for handling (it  will be taken from the operator currently
handling it). When we take over an alarm it  appears  on the "Active" tab on our workstation
and disappears from the screen of the user, who has been handling it so far. All events will be
retained, however, so even after the event it is possible to trace, information about who, when
and how the alarm was dealt with.

6.6.2.4 Delayed

A list  of  alarms, whose  handling  has  been  postponed.  Unless  they  are  canceled,  these
alarms are moved to the New tab after a specified period of time.

Delayed alarms can obviously be handled before the time delay runs out.

Typical alarms are e.g. a power failure or connection problems. Each alarm can be delayed
manually when it  appears  on the New tab using the Delay  option. You can also  specify  a
delay for a given alarm individually for each account using the Data Edit Console (it will then
be  triggered  automatically  depending  on  the  Kernel  configuration,  and  the  automatically
delayed alarm can also be shown on the Active or New tabs).
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1. As  a  result  it  may  therefore  be  the  case  that  an  alarm

appears  briefly in the Monitoring Console on the  Delayed

tab,  only  to  disappear  after  normalization  without  any

operator intervention (provided that  the  normalizing  alarm

has  a negative priority, contrary  to  an alarm  which is  on

the Delayed tab). Of  course, information is  placed  under

system events stating that it was the system that removed

the alarm.

2. If, during the handling of  a lower priority alarm, a delayed

alarm with a higher priority is received, it is all automatically

transferred  to  Delayed  and  vice  versa:  a  higher  priority

alarm  that  is  not  delayed  transfers  an  existing  alarm  to

Handled.

6.6.3 Alarm handling

After taking over an alarm  and  setting  it  as  active, information on the  account  and  alarm
appears  at  the  top  of  the  tab.  Selected  account  data  is  displayed  in  the  middle  of  the
workspace.

The  range  of  data  is  described  in  the  following  sub-chapters  and  is  dependent  on  the
selected option.

The accessible and visible options are dependent on the configuration, by default all options
are  visible.  In  practice,  however,  the  account  summary  option  is  enough  for  full  alarm
handling.

The bottom of the tab shows the "comic" steps that can be recorded when handling an alarm.

Information about the alarm  and  action taken are  recorded  as  an event  that  can later  be
viewed in the account event summary .

6.6.3.1 Actions while alarm handling

The following actions may be registered while handling an alarm:

Person
notified

After clicking, a list of people assigned to
notifications appears. When you select a person a
window appears in which we can modify the entry
and add information. Closing the window by clicking
OK saves the event.

Alarm called
off by

The alarm has been cancelled by the customer.
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Alarm validity
confirmed by 

The alarm has been confirmed.

Response
team
dispatched

This means that an intervention group has been
informed and sent to the account. After clicking,
select the group to be sent from the menu.

Response
team called
off

Call off the intervention group already sent to the
account. As above, select the relevant group from
the menu.

Response
team arrived
at destination

This action is completed when the intervention
group reports their arrival at the account. As above,
select the group that has arrived.

True alarm This records the event: justified alarm.

False alarm This records the event: false alarm.

Alarm
operation end

This records the event: end of alarm.

Other
This allows an event defined earlier by the
administrator in Tools to be entered.

Every event can also generate a payment.

The intervention groups that can be chosen from the comic must first be activated in the 
Response team Management  module.

6.6.3.2 Alarm handling state

Depending on the alarm handling status, the appropriate icon is displayed next to the account
on the alarm bar:

Alarm handling started,

Person associated with the account notified,

Alarm confirmed by person,

Alarm canceled by person,

Response team sent,

Arrival of response team,

Response team canceled,
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False alarm,

True alarm,

Other event,

Alarm handling complete.

6.6.3.3 Ending alarms

In order to end and remove an alarm, choose one of the following options:

selected alarm type

all alarms from given account

Ending an alarm does not remove the signals  and events  generated, it  only end the actual

handling of the alarm.

The following options are available in the report window:

automatically create report

manually create report

end alarm handling without creating a report

The list of defined report types can be found in the Tools program under Monitoring Console

settings .

Reports are official alarm handling documents and in part duplicate the information contained
in events, so their use is therefore optional.
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6.6.3.4 Alarm handling options

Once an alarm is  taken over, additional options  on the tools  bar  are  activated. During  the
whole alarm handling period, the operator can navigate between the groups  of  information
listed below. The list of options available is dependent on the settings in the configuration.

6.6.3.4.1  Account information summary

Here you can find general information about the account, its status and a list of the
signals received from the start of the alarm along with the action taken by the
operator. In most cases, it is enough to use this option for complete alarm handling.

This displays information such as:
Account synonym,

Name,

Region,

Area,

Contacts,

Type,

Account group,

Arrival time,

Agreement start date,

Description,

Remarks,

List of people associated with the account.

6.6.3.4.2  Information

This displays information such as:
  Account synonym,

  Name,

  Contacts at the account,

  Information about the client,

  Maintenance,

  Devices,

  Hardware numbers,

  Drivers,

  Identifiers,

  Account equipment.

If the account has a landline phone, mobile phone or email listed you can use the icons to:

call
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send a text message

send an email

edit the identifiers

6.6.3.4.3  Remarks

A list of comments related to an account. Select a comment to view the content.
This option should be used for entering information about possible risks, the route to
the account, response procedures and additional customer requirements.

6.6.3.4.4  Persons

A list of people/companies who can cancel an alarm or who are to be notified of an
alarm. The people can be divided into subsystems. Selecting a subsystem (a group
of signals) in the people field will display the people associated with this particular
group. The option Only people associated with the alarm displays the people to whom
the alarm has been assigned.

For such a person, you can perform the following operations:

send an e-mail

send a text message

call

People can be displayed on the main list:
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This list can also include people responsible for the service and protection of the
account.

6.6.3.4.5  Signals and events

A list of signals and account events together with the author and the time of events
associated with an account.

The list can be generated from a specified number of days prior to the alarm and a
filter can be used. Selecting 0 days before display signals and events from the
beginning of the alarm, selecting one day before displays everything from 00:00
(midnight) on the day of the alarm.

The automatically refresh option automatically refreshes the list of signals/events
approximately every 5 seconds. 

Double-clicking on any item will open a window with a detailed summary of the
signal/event.

You can select both options at the same time (Signals and Events), which will divide
the window into two lists. In the configuration you can also choose to combine the
two lists into one.

Historical data older than 7 days can be searched for on the 'Account Data' tab.
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6.6.3.4.6  Signal group state

A list of signal groups along with the name, type, status, time of the last signal, as well
as its analog value.
This option is used to inform about the status of signal groups, including the status of
account subsystems.
The group status is indicated by three colours:

Black - status unknown

Red - high status

Green - low status

Information for signal groups is available on:
The device - the name of the device which contains a signal group,

Name - the name of a signal group,

Type - signal group type (undefined, information signals, alarm signals, account
status, test signals),
Status - high or low status,

Last signal time - the time of the last signal from a signal group,

Value - the strength of the signal coming from a device (for radio equipment or
analog status equipment).
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6.6.3.4.7  Devices

A list of account devices where an alarm occurred:

Connection control ,

Devices and signals ,

Commands ,

List of dictionaries .

6.6.3.4.7.1  Connection Control

A list of devices together with:
the type of alarm the system should generate if a test is not registered,

the frequency with which the signal should be received,

the time of the last signal received.

6.6.3.4.7.2  Devices and signals

A list of all defined signals in devices assigned to an account.

6.6.3.4.7.3  Commands

A list of devices and their commands. The icon allows you to change the status of a
selected command. In this way, you can override devices controlling, for example, a
gate.

6.6.3.4.7.4  List of dictionaries

A list of defined account dictionaries.

6.6.3.4.8  Time functions

On the Monitoring Console, we have the option to view the settings related to signal
checking at a given time.

6.6.3.4.8.1  State/state change functions

Here there is a list of status functions and status changes for a particular signal group. This
option is  used  mainly  for  viewing  information  on  the  monitoring  of  account  opening  and
closing.
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In Signal group field, select the status functions/status changes for a particular signal group.
This shows the current day and three days earlier and later. You can view  the function at  a
later time by changing the date in the Date field.

The  upper  lines  represent  status  functions,  and  the  lower  lines  status  changes.  Green
represents  opening  control,  red  is  closing  control  and  the  grey  area  is  the  time  without
control.

6.6.3.4.8.2  Task functions

This option displays information about account tasks to be completed. Individual functions are
represented by yellow cards with information on the alarm that will be generated for a given
function, the calendar type and details about the task to be completed.
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6.6.3.4.8.3  Periodic functions

This option displays a diagram of periodic functions associated with the object. The length of
the bar corresponds  to the time of  the  control  signal  arrival. The  amount  that  is  coloured
green represents  the time that  has  elapsed  since  the  last  signal  was  received. If  the  bar
reaches the end, the colour changes to red and an alarm is generated.

The function field includes:

the function frequency, i.e. the period during which a signal should appear from a signal
group,
the time of the last signal,

the type of alarm that will be generated when the function is not fulfilled,

the time of the last alarm that the function triggered.
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6.6.3.4.8.4  Range functions

Here you can find the range functions for a particular signal group. In the Date field you can
view the range function for a specific period. The view always shows a specific day (default
day: today) as  well  as  three  days  before  and  three  days  following  the  date. The  function
control period is  highlighted in green, while the control time with the assigned  accuracy  is
highlighted in red.

6.6.3.4.9  Routes

Here you can find all the routes and registration points installed at an account:

Each route contains information such as:
route name,

route length, in other words the period of time within which all points must be
registered,
route frequency, that is how often the route should be activated,

route status,

route type,

calendar type, that is on which days the route is valid.
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There are three options available for each route:

pause - which pauses the route

restart after an earlier pause

delay - which postpones the start of a route

6.6.3.4.10  Maps/breaches

A list of schemes or photos of an account with the option to mark intrusions - signals
received relating to the account scheme from the beginning of an alarm event.

To display intrusions the signals must be assigned to
an account scheme in the Data Edit Console -
account schemes .

6.6.3.4.11  Object position

Account position on maps - a map showing the account's last geographical position
and a list of positions at given times.

Maps that can be used include: NavigoX vector maps, Google maps, OpenStreet, a
normal JPEG file, or your own maps.

The position can also be relayed to an external map program using an NMEA
protocol via a serial port.

6.6.3.4.12  Object area summary

 Clicking on a given account icon will display the defined functions or area within
which a vehicle can or cannot be present at a given time. This option is available on
the Alarms, Service and Account data tabs.

A function alarm will be generated if it is not fulfilled, that is if a vehicle enters or
leaves a given area.

186
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Every map can be viewed on the full screen in a separate window.

6.6.3.4.13  Cameras

Viewing pictures from account cameras  defined in the Data Edit Console.

The option of controlling cameras depends on the device and on the camera library
, and therefore not all functions may be available.

Controlling the movement of a PTZ camera is possible using this panel:

Using the icons, a user can:

zoom in or zoom out the camera picture,

187
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record a video sequence or a single shot,

change the picture sharpness,

view pictures recorded in the device.

6.6.3.4.14  Signal strength chart

The signal strength (for radio or analog status devices) which has been received
from a given account. This can display graphs of the signal strength, temperature,
humidity or voltage current.

The Number of days option displays signals from the last few days. The Filter
generates a graph using the values sent only by selected signals.

6.6.3.4.15  Equipment

A list of devices installed at the account.

6.6.3.4.16  Agreements

It is possible to view the contents or scanned copies of contracts related to the
account.
The following information is available for each contract:

Name,

Type,

Contract signing date,

Validity period,

Contract end date,

Automatic contract extension.

Contracts can be printed or exported to a rtf file in the Monitoring Console.
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6.6.3.4.17  Locks

Here you can check if an account has been locked, or lock a given time function
assigned to an account..

For security reasons an account cannot be locked on
the Monitoring Console. The time function can only be
locked for a certain period. The Data Edit Console is
required to lock other signals.

The maximum time a lock can be applied by a Monitoring Console operator is 24
hours unless this has been changed in the configuration.

6.6.3.4.17.1  Account locks

A list of types of lock applied to an account. An account can be completely locked, or specific
devices or signal groups can be locked.

Each lock can be either permanent or temporary. Signals from a locked account are ignored.

6.6.3.4.17.2  Function locks

A list of types of time functions that have been locked together with the period the lock is valid
for, the person who applied the lock and the time it was applied. Locks that are no longer valid
are automatically removed from the list.
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To add a lock click the plus icon.

When adding a lock you must:
choose the type of lock, that is which time function it will lock,

define the lock validity period,

choose which devices and/or signal groups will be locked.

The star in the device/signal group field locks functions on all the devices/signal
groups at an account..

6.6.3.4.18  Notes

A list of notes for a given account.
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Clicking on the plus icon adds a permanent or temporary note. For notes that are
valid only for a certain period, define the validity dates and enter the note text.

6.6.3.4.19  Report summary

Earlier reports issued for an account can be displayed by defining:
the number of days earlier the list should include,

what type of report should be displayed.

Reports can be filtered using the Filter field.

Click on a report on the list to view the contents.
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6.6.3.4.20  Event retransmission

Here you can find a list modules and external installations to which an alarm can be
manually relayed.

Choose from the list and click the confirm button to relay an alarm to another module.

6.6.3.4.21  Service documments summary

This function displays a list of service orders issued, and allows the issuing of new
documents.

Lists of specific documents can be displayed:
All - a list of all document types will be generated,

Service,

Maintenance,

Installation,

Modernization,

Uninstallation.

as well as document status:
All - a list of all open and closed orders,

Open,

Closed.
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You can define a fixed period for which a list will be generated. To remove the result
filter use the system filter.

Click on an order on the list to view the contents.

Click on the plus icon to issue a new service order. This will then be visible on the
Service Console.

Selecting the option 'Print document after saving' and clicking
the confirm button will print the document.

Every service document can be:

printed

sent by email
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saved to a csv or html file by choosing the parameters that are
to be saved

To save to a csv file, use data separators (commas, semi-colons, colons, tabs or
spaces).
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6.6.3.4.22  Multimedia files summary

A list of all multimedia files (pictures, films or all) recorded at the account from the
moment the alarm was generated.
The list can be viewed by selected period, or by using the system filter.

The multimedia list can be:

printed

sent by email

saved to file

It is also possible to change the list view to:
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list

icons

Select a file using the mouse to view the contents in a separate window.

6.6.3.4.23  Payments archive

A list of payments generated for a given account.

The payments list can be:

printed

sent by email

saved to file

By clicking the payment icon on the Monitoring Console you can
generate an event payment, as long as it is associated with the
account contract.

6.6.3.5 Procedures

If an account has defined procedures, a window appears in which the operator can select the

actions already completed.

Procedures is used for exceptions in alarm handling for certain accounts rather than for

procedures themselves.
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Procedural steps taken are saved in events only once an

alarm has been handled. This is to avoid events that are

accidentally clicked being recorded.

6.7 Services

The Service tab is used for handling account servicing. In service mode alarm signals do not
generate alarms. An exception is when an alarm has been defined as one not blocked by the
service. Service handling is analogous with alarm handling.

The services tab distinguishes tools available under the icon required signals so that
the list of signals received can be compared with the signals necessary to be able to
consider the service complete in terms of successful transmission.

The  system  alerts  the  user  that  an  account  service  is  ending  shortly  with  the  following
message:
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Service completion is indicated in the following way:

When an account's service period has finished it does not disappear automatically from the
Service tab. The service must be manually removed by the operator. Even if  the  operator
does  not remove the service from the list  once the service period has  finished, any alarm
signals will generate an account alarm.

6.7.1 Service mode

Click on the icon to change an account to service mode.
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In the New service dialogue box, enter the new account synonym or select it
using three dots. Then give the name of the technician and the duration of the
service (the default service duration can be set in Tools). The duration of the
service can then be extended, by right-clicking on the given service in the
"Change end time." An account can also be chosen from the drop-down list
where you can find all accounts to which  approved ongoing service
documents have been assigned.

When a new account is added to service, the Service tab is highlighted and the New
bar displays information about services not in progress.

Double-clicking the synonym accepts the account for service. The information
available is analogous with alarm handling and the Required signal option, with the
exception of the Violations option. 

6.7.1.1 Moving alarm to services

An account that has generated an alarm in the system can be moved to service. In this case
the alarm will be removed. To do this right-click on the alarm list and choose the option Move
to service. The following window will appear:

with the name of the account that has been moved to service. The name of the person
carrying out the service and the service end date can be entered in the window.
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6.7.2 Required signals

A list of signals that must be received from the device during the service. Signals that
are required during service can be defined in the Data Edit Console. There are two
lists:

Received signals - signals which have been received from the device,

Missed signals - signals that have not yet been received from the device.

The "Refresh automatically" option automatically refreshes the list of received and
missed signals.

6.7.3 Ending services

A service  document  can  be  finished  by  clicking  the  trash  icon.  There  are  three

different report options:

automatic report

manual report

end of service with no report

In addition, when the service is  finished a window  appears  with information on how
many required signals were not received during the service:
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6.8 Reports

On the reports tab there are service, alarm, information or daily reports  pending completion

by the operator. This is a document stored in the database for end of service handling, alarm,

or end of shift.

A report which is to be closed can be opened by double-clicking the report icon.

Reports can be viewed as a list or as icons:

list view

icon view

The following options are available at the bottom:

Save - saves the report but leaves it in editing mode

Save changes and close document - closes the report, first saving it in the database.
The report can also be printed or exported to a *.htm or *.html file
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Delete document - completely deletes the report

Once a report has been closed it can no longer be edited.

In addition new reports can be created directly from this tab:

alarm
reports

if, for example, a client raises the alarm by phone, or if the operator forgot
to open an alarm closing report

service
reports

once an account service has been completed

informatio
n reports

used for drafting an official note about an account

daily
reports

used for reporting on the work of operators

6.9 Account data

Accounts can be searched for in two ways:

enter the synonym in the synonym field and click the confirm icon, or search the
database using the tools provided

search the database using the magnifying glass icon. This allows you to search for
accounts according to a given phrase.

A quick search option is also available by selecting specific search option fields.
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advanced search where we can filter data according to the principles described in
the Filters  chapter.

When an account is chosen the options available are analogous with those for alarm
handling, with the only difference that any options relating to historical data require manual
definition of the period. In addition there is a range of options for printing, exporting and
emailing certain data.

40
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6.10 Summaries

The Statements  tab allows  the  viewing  of  collective  data  about  all  accounts  or  about  the
whole system.

There are several options for each statement:

print

send email

export to *.csv file

All lists can be sorted by clicking on the head of the column.

Statements are generated by the core module as a separate process and only place minimal
load on the system. In addition they are sent in packets so that the user does not have to wait
for the results until all data has been collected. The method shown and other mechanisms
allow the preparation of statements even for periods of many months.

6.10.1 Signals summary

This window allows you to generate lists of signals for a given period or to create

graphs for these signals.

6.10.1.1 Signals list

This tab displays all signals from all accounts. The column layout is  identical to the Signals
tab and can be modified in the same way.

Lists can be generated for defined time periods.

The principles for filtering signals is analogous to other places within the system.

6.10.1.2 Measurements chart

This displays a graph of analogue signals from a given period.

Click on the graph to view  the details. To return to  the  previous  view, double-click on the
graph.
Right-clicking moves the graph to the right and left.
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6.10.2 Account events summary

Clicking on this icon opens a statement showing a list of account events. An account
event can be modification of data, adding an account, alarm handling actions etc.

6.10.3 System events summary

Clicking on the icon opens a statement showing a list of events in the system.

6.10.4 Reports summary

Clicking on the icon opens a group of reports:

You can use the window to browse the chosen type of report (alarm, service, daily, or

information) by given period using the filter.

Report groups or individual reports have a few options:

print

send by email

export to a *.csv or *.html file (single reports only to *.html)

In addition it is possible to display only certain types of reports:

6.10.5 No connections event summary

Clicking on the icon takes you to a window that displays a list of accounts with which
the system has lost connectivity.

This option has four groups:
no connection with the device -  this  displays  accounts  with devices  which have
exceeded the time without communication, as defined in the Data Edit  Console in
Device parameters ,
breach of periodic functions - this displays accounts with devices which have
breached the periodic function, as defined in the Data Edit Console in Periodic
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function ,
silent accounts - this displays accounts together with the numbers of hardware
which in the given time have not sent any signal,
violation of status functions - this displays accounts with devices on which the
status function has been violated, as defined in the Data Edit Console edition in 
Status function .

6.10.6 Alarm quantitative summary

 This statement displays a list of compounded alarms which occurred at a given time,
with a division by type.

6.10.7 Reports quantitative summary

Clicking on this icon opens a statement on total reports. This statement is similar to
the previous one, only that the actions relate to reports and not to alarms.

6.10.8 Alarm intensity summary

This option allows you to assess the intensity of alarms in a given period.  The results
are shown in a table and in a graph.

Before opening the statement, select the unit of time to be used as the basis for
counting the number of signals.

6.10.8.1 Signal groups state summary

The window displays a list of signal group status. It is possible to display all groups
that have either high or low status.
The statement provides an overview of the arming status of accounts.

6.10.9 Service documents summary

 This window is for generating statements of service orders issued.

6.10.10 Multimedia files summary

This option is for generating lists of multimedia files (pictures, films, sounds) for later

204
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viewing.

6.10.11 Work time summary

This option contains a statement of employees' working hours.

The statement can be for any chosen month.

Selecting the Daily working time limit [hrs]  displays the list, with those who have
exceeded the daily limit in red. Time in excess of the defined amount is not included in
the statement. However, selecting the option Base on source event time results in the
time being calculated according to the source signal work start and end time, instead
of on the time received.

 

6.10.12 Object position summary

This option allows the user to check the position of accounts in a given period.

The accounts and the results list can be filtered by limiting them with regards to the
speed the account was travelling (faster than ... km/h).

6.10.13 Signals and events summary

A full statement of all signals and events in the system for a given period. As for other
statements, the standard filter can be used to limit the amount of data displayed.

6.10.14 Object distance summary

This option contains information on distance covered in km for all or for a defined type of
account.

The distance covered is calculated in a straight line
between successive points.

This window enables you to view a statement of distance covered for a given time
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period, with the option of using the filter.

The statements have three options:

print

send by email

export to *.csv or *.html file

6.10.15 Routnes correctness summary

Clicking on this icon displays information on the accuracy of routes. The following
information is displayed for each route:

route name,

account synonym and name,

device hardware number,

number of correct/missing registrations.

This window enables you to view a statement of route accuracy for a given time
period, with the option of using the filter.

The statements have three options:

print

send by email

export to *.csv or *.html file

6.11 Response teams management

Clicking the button in the top left-hand corner opens  a window  with a map showing
the positions of intervention groups and accounts which are in alarm status  handled
on a given console.
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The accounts in alarm status  appear on the map according
to  the  geographical  position  as  defined  in the  Data  Edit
Console.

The available maps can be added from the Data Edit Console - Maps  for account positions
 chapter.

The module configuration can be done in the Monitoring Console  configuration.

Depending on the map used, data will be displayed using symbols:

Navigo - Accounts are marked on a Navigo map using the following symbols:
 

response team,

building,

person,

guard,

vehicle, CIT vehicle,

vending machine,

other,
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If an account (e.g. a vehicle) is moving, this is shown on the map by
an arrow next to the account icon.

    
In addition, right-clicking on an intervention group icon on a Navigo map provides Mobile Patrol
Consols options.

Google  - Accounts are marked on a google map using the following symbols:
T - response team,

B - building,

P - person,

G - guard,

V - vehicle, CIT vehicle, response team vehicle (if it has alarm status),

M - vending machine,

U - unknown.

The response team management module works with the Mobile Patrol Console, which may
be installed in vehicles. In this case accounts are marked using the following colours:

white - for all accounts with alarm status,

blue - no connection with intervention group, or error,

green - connected intervention group,

yellow - intervention group to which a message has been sent,

red - intervention group allocated to alarm handling,

grey - moving account (only Google maps).

On Google maps account positions are not refreshed automatically.

On the Response team list tab we can manage response teams. Additional functionality is
available if the group is equipped with an Mobile Patrol Console.

Here you will find information about the status of accounts such as response team vehicles,
as added in the Data Edit Console:
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active - information on whether the group has been activated,

connection status - if the module has connected to the Mobile Patrol Console driver,

activity status,

details.

Right-clicking on an intervention group on the list allows us to:
Allocate  an  alarm  -  assign  an  active  alarm  to  an  intervention  group.  This  will  cause
information about the alarm to be displayed in the Mobile Patrol Console ,
Send message - send a message to the Mobile Patrol Console ,

Release group - cancel alarm handling in the Mobile Patrol Console ,

Activate - switches on management of a given module and, if  possible, displays  it  on the
map,
Deactivate - switches off management of a given module.

During alarm handling only active intervention groups appear in the comic.

6.12 Notes

This tab displays notes about all users and serves as a noticeboard. To add a note,
click the plus button, define the start and if necessary end validity time, and enter your
message.

6.13 Additional window for handling alarm

When you click on the button in the top right-hand corner a window appears with
additional information once an alarm has been accepted for handling. The window
can be displayed on an additional monitor.
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The date available in the window depends on the type of account alarm being handled
(detailed configuration in the Data Edit Console - Alarms ).200
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7 Monitoring Touch Console

This is an alarm handling module for touchscreen computers.

Detailed module configuration can be found in the Monitoring Touch Console  Configuration
chapter.

7.1 Access to the Monitoring Touch Console

Alarm handling, servicing and checking account data is possible after logging on to the
Monitoring Touch Console.

For a user to be able to use the Monitoring Console, the system administrator must give them
the necessary authorization using the Tools program, as well as a simple password (Users

 chapter).

Users log on to the Monitoring Touch Console using only a simple password, that is a defined
template which is then compared to the users available.
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7.2 Basics operations

Monitoring Touch Console main screen.

A Bar with tabs
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New alarms (details in alarm handling )

Remote alarms (alarm handling )

New service

Account data

B Area with accounts for the selected tab

C Area of easy access accounts

D Working area for account handling

E Alarm handling options

F Actions related to account handling

Accounts are represented by icons with synonyms according to account type:

Building

Guard

CIT vehicle

Response Team Vehicle

294
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Person

Vending machine

 

The colour of the icon indicates the account status:

accounts with alarm status

accounts with service status

accounts with neither alarm nor service status

Once you grab an account three gestures are possible:

Arrow gesture - scroll through accounts on the list

Hand gesture - move account between lists

List gesture - additional functions related to account handling

The top menu contains the following functions:

Register/unregister

System status and list of recent errors
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Deactivate/activate alarm audio signal until next alarm event

About - information regarding the licence and module version

 

The roll icon is used for scrolling through data and for choosing the
time period.

The bottom roll bar is used to change the scroll speed.

The console can display and  allow  handling  only  of  alarms

from a  selected  group of  accounts. After  selecting  a  given

account  group,  the  console  displays  data  only  for  that

selected group. Details on dividing accounts into groups  can

be found in the Account groups  chapter.

7.3 Alarm handling

If the system generates an alarm, the Monitoring Touch Console indicates this with an audio
signal and the new alarm tab flashes until the alarm is handled.

In order to accept the alarm for handling, select the tab and then move the account from the 
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account area to the easy access area.

To take over an alarm that is being handled on another workstation, select the remote alarms
tab.

To generate a manual alarm, select list gesture for a given account and click on Add new
alarm.

The alarm sound can be selected in the Monitoring Touch
Console General  configuration.

7.3.1 Actions while alarm handling

After accepting an alarm and selecting an account from the easy access area, account data
is displayed with overall data about the account, including a list of people associated with the
account and the signals and events received since the beginning of the alarm.

To add an event related to handling an alarm, choose the relevant action from the list.
The list can be defined in the Monitoring Touch Console configuration (alarm event
configuration).

When alarm handling is complete, select:

 
this will remove the alarm and account from the easy access list.
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7.4 Services

The Service tab is for handling account servicing. In service mode alarm signals do not

trigger alarms.

 Exceptions  are  if  a  given  alarm  has  been  defined  as  an

alarm not blocked by the service.

7.4.1 Service mode

After accepting a service and selecting an account from the easy access area, account data

is displayed with overall data about the account, including a list of people associated with the

account and the signals and events received since the beginning of the alarm.

To add a new service choose the list gesture for a given account and then select the service

personnel and the service completion time.

The service personnel can be chosen from the general list of technicians, a list of technicians

defined for the account or can be entered manually. The service completion time cab be

changed using the roll bar or edited manually.

The default service completion time can be defined in the

Monitoring Touch Console general  configuration.

7.4.2 Actions while service handling

After generating or taking over a service and selecting an account from the easy access
area, account data is displayed with overall account information, as well as a list of people

391
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associated and signals or events received since the service began.

An account for which the service time has finished does not
disappear automatically from the Service tab. The service
must be manually removed by the operator. Even if the
operator does not remove the service from the list, once the
service time has finished alarm signals will trigger account
alarms.

The system informs the user with an appropriate message of both the approaching service
end time, and the completion of service. This message is displayed in advance, at a set time
that can be changed in the Monitoring Touch Console  general configuration.

To add an event relating to a service, choose the appropriate action from the list.
The list can be defined in the Monitoring Touch Console configuration (service events
configuration).

On completing service handling select:

this will remove the service and account from the easy access list.

7.5 Account data

Data on all accounts available on the Console are visible on the account data tab.
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Account search in the list of accounts

The account list can be scrolled through using the arrow gesture or the roll bar.

Scroll roll bar

After moving an account using the hand gesture from the account area to the easy access
area, we can view the account data.

Overall account information

Account camera viewing

Display account position on map

299
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After selecting an account we can add an event associated with the account from the event
list. The list can be defined in the Monitoring Touch Console configuration, Account events .

To remove an account from the working area, move it using a hand gesture, or click the
remove icon.

Remove icon

7.5.1 Overall account information

This tab contains basic data about a chosen account.
You can scroll through the data and time period using the roll bar.

By double-clicking on a person we can view that person's details as well as send a text
message or email to them via the Monitoring Touch Console.

To send messages the GSM gate and Mail must be
configured (details in the Monitoring Touch Console
configuration, on the communication  tab)

By double-clicking on a signal or event we can view the details related to it.

7.5.2 Account camera viewing

This tab is used for viewing cameras defined for an account (details in Data Edit Console - 
cameras ).
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The camera picture can be refreshed using the refresh icon.

Refresh icon

When there is more cameras on account, switching between them is possible using the
arrows.

7.5.3 Display account position on map

This tab allows you to view the account position.

Using the roll icon we can change the time range so as to display either the current position
or the position history for a defined number of days.
The refresh icon is used to refresh the position on the map.
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Refresh icon

Switching between defined maps (details in the Data Edit Console - maps for account
positions ) is possible using the arrow icons.151
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8 Video Console

This module is for viewing cameras from multiple accounts and provides the possibility to
record the camera picture and to view basic account data.

Details of module configuration can be found in the Video Console  chapter.

8.1 Access to the Video Console

To be able to use the Video Console, the system administrator must give a user the
appropriate authorization in the Tools program (Users  chapter).

The default user with full authorization is next, password next.

8.2 Basics operations

Video Console main screen

401
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A System clock together with percentage of CPU usage and RAM
memory.

B A list of cameras from available accounts

C Camera views

D Camera control

E camera picture area

and the following icons:

communication between KronosNET system consoles

Knowledge base

(faces ) clicking on the icon displays a list of the most recent errors

The top menu has the following options:
Program:
o Registration,
o Unregistration,
o End,

Configuration
o Visible accounts ,

Help
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o About - information about the license and module version.

The console can display and allow handling only of alarms for

selected  account  groups.  After  selecting  a  given  account

group, the console only displays  data for the chosen group.

Configuration details about dividing accounts into groups can

be found in the Account group  chapter.

8.3 Cameras views

To view a camera divide the screen using one of the options provided and then drag the
camera from the list of available accounts  to the chosen area.

There are three view options:

save

edit

remove

If an alarm is received from an account whose camera picture is currently displayed, the
camera frame will flash red. 
Double-clicking the selected image opens a window with selected account data .
It is also possible to control selected camera , depending on the device capabilities and
the camera library  in use.

8.4 Available accounts

Selected accounts with cameras are visible on the list of available accounts. To add an
account to the list, select it in the top Configuration menu and select the option Visible
accounts.

The icons can be used to:

select all accounts

unselect all accounts

undo selection
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Accounts to be selected can also be filtered .

8.5 Camera control

The possibility of controlling a camera depends on the devices being used and the camera
library , so not all functions may be available.

Controlling the movement of a PTZ camera is possible via this panel:

The icons are used to:

zoom in and zoom out a camera image

record a video sequence or an individual image

40
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change the picture sharpness

view the images saved on the device

8.6 Account data

Double-clicking on a camera opens a window with account details:

The selected account camera and whether it can be controlled

General information about the account such as the address, contact
people, notes, and people associated with the account together with
their basic data

A report of multimedia files (images, video, sounds) associated with
the account for a given time period, with the option of using the filter

The signal and event history for the account for a given time period,
with the option of using the filter .
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9 Service Console

The  Service  Console  enables  the  issuing  of  documents  related  to  service  orders,
maintenance,  installation,  modernization  and  uninstallation,  as  well  as  viewing  archived
documents. From this level, you can also browse selected account data, generate a payment
for the account and create a different kinds of statements.
The Service Console configuration is available in the Service Console  chapter.

9.1 Access to the Service Console

Access to the Service Console is possible after registering using the user account, with the
appropriate KronosNET system authorization (Users  chapter).The default user after
installation with full authorization is next, password next.

9.2 Basics operations

After successfully logging on we gain access to the Service Console, divided into the
following tabs:

Open  - create and edit orders,

Closed  - an archive of closed orders,

Accounts  - a list of accounts with selected data,

Summaries  - statements regarding the technical servicing of accounts,

Notes  - notes entered by the user.

and the icons:

communication between the KronosNET system consoles

Knowledge base

(faces ) clicking on the icon displays a list of most recent errors

Information about the system time, memory use and CPU usage
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The top menu has the following options:
Program:
o Registration,
o Unregistration,
o Print an empty service document,
o Close,

Help
o About - information about the license and the module version.

 The  console  can  display  data  and  allow  orders  only  for

selected account groups. Configuration details about dividing

accounts into groups  can be found in the Account group

chapter.
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9.3 Open

The Open tab can be used to add, edit and remove account orders.

The tab can be divided into three areas:

icons

add new

remove 

search for open orders

document list - this displays a list of open orders, grouped according to type:
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o Service - service orders generated on the Service Console or Monitoring Console (Issued
service order summary ),
oMaintenance  -  maintenance  orders  generated  either  in  the  Service  Console  or

automatically by the system according to a schedule (Maintenance Orders ),
o Installation - installation orders generated on the Service Console,
oModernization - modernization orders generated on the Service Console,
o Uninstallation - uninstallation orders generated on the Service Console, 

working area - an area used for previews and editing orders.

When editing an order we can:

save changes

cancel changes

normalize document - this will close the document and give it the
status rejected

print document

export document (to an html or xml file)

send document by email

a list of people associated with the account that the order is assigned
to

1. The  console  can display  data  and  allow  orders  only  for

selected  account  groups .  Configuration  details  about

dividing accounts into groups can be found in the Account

group chapter.

2. Details  of  people  associated  with  an  account  can  be

printed on service and maintenance documents. To do this

select  the  option  'Print  list  of  technicians'  in  the  print

profiles. This  option  is  available  in  the  Service  Console

configuration .

9.3.1 Adding order

To add an order:
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choose the type of order (Service, Maintenance, Installation,
Modernization, Uninstallation) by opening the appropriate tab on the
document list and clicking the plus button.

An order document will appear in the window. Documents differ depending on the type of
order listed below:

Service ,

Maintenance ,

Installation ,

Modernization ,

Uninstallation .

Both the accounts  and the people carrying out  the  service

must be entered earlier into the system using the Data Edit

Console.

A service order can also be generated by the operator in the

Monitoring  Console  under  Issued  service  order  summaries

. Maintenance orders  can be  automatically  generated  by

the system according to a schedule defined in the Data Edit

Console under Maintenance orders .

All  orders  can  also  be  generated  on  the  basis  of  defined

conditions via the Actions  system.

9.3.2 Service

The following fields in the service document must be completed:

Document status - choose from the following:
o new - after creating a new document,
o accepted - order accepted by the Service Console user,
o rejected -  order rejected by the Service Console user, selecting this  status  moves  the

order to closed documents,
o assigned - order has been assigned to service personnel,
o completed - order has been completed by the service personnel,
o checked - order checked by the Service Console user,
o finished - selecting this status moves the order to closed documents,

Client  and Account  -  after  typing  '...'  and  selecting  the  account  the  document  will  be
assigned to, the system automatically completes this field ,
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Priority and Progress - the priority and the status of the work in progress ,

Created by - the full user name of the person who added the new document, and the time it
was created,
Service personnel - the person carrying out the service at the account, chosen from a list of
account technicians and include in the technician dictionary  (documents  assigned to a
technician can be made available on PDA),
Reported by,

Description of fault,

Description of repair,

Completion  time  -  service  completion  time.  These  fields  can  be  filled  in  manually  or
automatically: after clicking on the icon the program automatically calculates the time from
when the document was created to the end of the last service activity,
Completed - the full name of the person who completed or rejected the service document
and the time it was carried out,
Events - events connected to a given document. By clicking the relevant icon, events  can
be added, edited and removed,
Equipment -  By clicking the relevant icon, equipment related to the service can be added,
edited and removed,
Costs -  By clicking the relevant icon, costs can be added, edited and removed. The list of
items can be defined in the Data Edit Console dictionaries  as stock items,
Additional costs,

Tax,

Total cost - on the basis of the costs an invoice can be generated in the Billing Console,

Locked - editing changes to an open order has been locked.

9.3.3 Maintenance

The following fields in the maintenance document must be completed:

Document status - choose from the following:
o new - after creating a new document,
o accepted - order accepted by the Service Console user,
o rejected -  order rejected by the Service Console user, selecting this  status  moves  the

order to closed documents,
o assigned - order has been assigned to service personnel,
o completed - order has been completed by the service personnel,
o checked - order checked by the Service Console user,
o finished - selecting this status moves the order to closed documents,

Client  and Account  -  after  typing  '...'  and  selecting  the  account  the  document  will  be
assigned to, the system automatically completes this field,
Priority and Progress - the priority and the status of the work in progress,

Created by - the full user name of the person who added the new document, and the time it
was created,
Service personnel - the person carrying out the service at the account, chosen from a list of
account technicians and include in the technician dictionary  (documents  assigned to a
technician can be made available on PDA),
Maintenance result,
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Completion time - maintenance completion time. These fields can be filled in manually or
automatically: after clicking on the icon the program automatically calculates the time from
when the document was created to the end of the last maintenance activity,
Completed  -  the  full  name  of  the  person  who  completed  or  rejected  the  maintenance
document and the time it was carried out,
Events - events connected to a given document. By clicking the relevant icon, events  can
be added, edited and removed,
Expected date  of  next  maintenance  -  the  date  the  next  maintenance  will  be  generated
according to the schedule defined in maintenance orders ,
Additional net costs of maintenance,

Tax,

Total cost - on the basis of the costs an invoice can be generated in the Billing Console,

Locked - editing changes to an open order has been locked,

This document can be created automatically by the system at
a given time defined in the Data Edit Console.

9.3.4 Installation

The following fields in the installation document must be completed:

Document status - choose from the following:
o new - after creating a new document,
o accepted - order accepted by the Service Console user,
o rejected -  order rejected by the Service Console user, selecting this  status  moves  the

order to closed documents,
o assigned - order has been assigned to service personnel,
o completed - order has been completed by the service personnel,
o checked - order checked by the Service Console user,
o finished - selecting this status moves the order to closed documents,

Client  and Account  -  after  typing  '...'  and  selecting  the  account  the  document  will  be
assigned to, the system automatically completes this field, 
Priority and Progress - the priority and the status of the work in progress, 

Created by - the full user name of the person who added the new document, and the time it
was created,
Service personnel - the person carrying out the service at the account, chosen from a list of
account technicians and include in the technician dictionary  (documents  assigned to a
technician can be made available on PDA),
Begin after,

Finish before,

Description of requirements,

Result of installation,

Completion time -  installation completion time. These  fields  can be  filled  in manually  or
automatically: after clicking on the icon the program automatically calculates the time from
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when the document was created to the end of the last activity,
Completed  -  the  full  name  of  the  person  who  completed  or  rejected  the  maintenance
document and the time it was carried out,
Events - events connected to a given document. By clicking the relevant icon, events  can
be added, edited and removed,
Equipment - By clicking the relevant icon, equipment can be added, edited and removed,

Costs -  By clicking the relevant icon, costs can be added, edited and removed. The list of
items can be defined in the Data Edit Console dictionaries  as stock items,
Additional costs,

Tax,

Total cost - on the basis of the costs an invoice can be generated in the Billing Console,

Locked - editing changes to an open order has been locked.

9.3.5 Modernization

The following fields in the alarm modernization document must be completed:

Document status - choose from the following:
o new - after creating a new document,
o accepted - order accepted by the Service Console user,
o rejected -  order rejected by the Service Console user, selecting this  status  moves  the

order to closed documents,
o assigned - order has been assigned to service personnel,
o completed - order has been completed by the service personnel,
o checked - order checked by the Service Console user,
o finished - selecting this status moves the order to closed documents,

Client  and Account  -  after  typing  '...'  and  selecting  the  account  the  document  will  be
assigned to, the system automatically completes this field,
Priority and Progress - the priority and the status of the work in progress, 

Created by - the full user name of the person who added the new document, and the time it
was created,
Service personnel - the person carrying out the service at the account, chosen from a list of
account technicians and include in the technician dictionary  (documents  assigned to a
technician can be made available on PDA),
Begin after,

Finish before,

Description of requirements,

Result of installation,

Completion time - modernization completion time. These fields can be filled in manually or
automatically: after clicking on the icon the program automatically calculates the time from
when the document was created to the end of the last activity,
Completed - the full name of the person who completed or rejected the document and the
time it was carried out,
Events - events connected to a given document. By clicking the relevant icon, events  can
be added, edited and removed,
Equipment - By clicking the relevant icon, equipment can be added, edited and removed,
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Costs -  By clicking the relevant icon, costs can be added, edited and removed. The list of
items can be defined in the Data Edit Console dictionaries  as stock items,
Additional costs,

Tax,

Total cost - on the basis of the costs an invoice can be generated in the Billing Console,

Locked - editing changes to an open order has been locked.

9.3.6 Uninstallation

The following fields in the alarm uninstallation document must be completed:

Document status - choose from the following:
o new - after creating a new document,
o accepted - order accepted by the Service Console user,
o rejected -  order rejected by the Service Console user, selecting this  status  moves  the

order to closed documents,
o assigned - order has been assigned to service personnel,
o completed - order has been completed by the service personnel,
o checked - order checked by the Service Console user,
o finished - selecting this status moves the order to closed documents,

Client  and Account  -  after  typing  '...'  and  selecting  the  account  the  document  will  be
assigned to, the system automatically completes this field,
Priority and Progress - the priority and the status of the work in progress, 

Created by - the full user name of the person who added the new document, and the time it
was created,
Service personnel - the person carrying out the service at the account, chosen from a list of
account technicians and include in the technician dictionary  (documents  assigned to a
technician can be made available on PDA),
Begin after,

Finish before,

Reason,

Completion time - uninstallation completion time. These fields can be filled in manually or
automatically: after clicking on the icon the program automatically calculates the time from
when the document was created to the end of the last activity,
Completed - the full name of the person who completed or rejected the document and the
time it was carried out,
Events - events connected to a given document. By clicking the relevant icon, events  can
be added, edited and removed,
Equipment - By clicking the relevant icon, equipment can be added, edited and removed,

Additional costs,

Tax,

Total cost - on the basis of the costs an invoice can be generated in the Billing Console,

Locked - editing changes to an open order has been locked.
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9.4 Closed

The Closed tab provides access to archived orders placed on a given day. Closed
documents cannot be edited or deleted.

There are several options for closed documents:

print

save to file

send by email

hide document

list of people associated with the account the order is assigned to
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9.4.1 Finding documents

To find a document:

find a closed document using the magnifying glass search function

A search window opens to enable us to narrow down the search. Enter the
required characters into the appropriate fields:

Document number,

Client,

Account,

Created between,

Document type.

 Accept search criteria

9.5 Accounts

This tab provides access to account and client  information without the option of  editing the
data. We can also use this tab to generate additional payments for a given client.
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The tab has the following areas:
client list - displays a list of clients in the system,

account list - displays a list of a selected client's accounts, or by choosing:
o 'all accounts' - this displays all accounts in the system,
o 'unassigned accounts'   -  this  displays  a list  of  accounts  that  are  not  assigned  to  any

client,
working area - the area in which we have access to client or account data.

9.5.1 General

This option contains information about the account: account name,
address, time zone, contacts, and information about the client.
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9.5.2 Persons

This lists the people who are associated with an account. The list can
be divided into signal groups/subsystems. Double-clicking on a person
from the list displays detailed information about them.
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9.5.3 Equipment

A list of devices installed at an account. Clicking on a device displays
the name, number of devices, installation data and description.
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9.5.4 Agreements

A list of contracts related to an account. Double-clicking the name of a
particular contract in the window below opens the document. If the
contract is saved as an image file, selecting the Fit to window size
option adjusts it to the size of the window.
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9.5.5 Schemes

A list of account scheme. Double-clicking on the name of a particular
scheme opens the image. Use the slide bar to adjust the image to the
window size.

9.5.6 Devices

Devices added to a particular account including groups, signals from a
given device and connection verification settings.

9.5.7 Signals history

A list of archived signals for a given account. The signal history can be
narrowed down by specifying the time period when the signals
occurred. The list can also be reduced in size using the filters , as
well as specifying what time the signals were based on (source time,
received time, account time).

9.5.8 Events history

A list of archived events for a given account. The event history can be
narrowed down by specifying the time period when the signals
occurred. The list can also be reduced in size using the filters , as
well as searching according to source time.

9.5.9 Reports history

A list of service reports for a given account issued on release of the
account from service by the operator (Service  chapter in the
Monitoring Console). The report history can be narrowed down by
specifying the time when the reports were generated. The list can also
be reduced in size using the filters , as well as specifying what time
the search should be based on (source time, received time).

9.5.10 Maintenance frequency and issued orders

Information about maintenance  defined in the Data Edit Console,
including information on the frequency maintenance documents should
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be generated and the last document generated. Below the
maintenance calendar is a list of orders issued for a given account.
The order history can be narrowed down by specifying the time the
reports were generated, or by using filters .

9.5.11 Payments

A list of payments generated for a given account.

If event payments are linked to the account contract, these can be
generated in the Service Console.

40
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9.6 Summaries

This tab contains a summary of orders completed. Each document has the following options:

print

export to html or csv file

send by email

9.6.1 Completed maintenance summary

A summary of completed maintenance containing:
The service personnel,

The number of services carried out,

The average service completion time,

The shortest and longest service time.

The list of completed maintenance can be narrowed down by
specifying the time period in which the reports were generated, and by
using filters (filters  chapter).40
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The list can be sorted by any column, just click on the head of the
column.

9.6.2 Completed service summary

A summary of completed service containing:
The service personnel,

The number of services carried out,

The average service completion time,

The shortest and longest service time.

The list of completed service can be narrowed down by specifying the
time period in which the reports were generated, and by using filters
(filters  chapter).

The list can be sorted by any column, just click on the head of the
column.

9.6.3 Completed installation, modernization and uninstallation summary

A summary of completed installation, modernization and uninstallation
containing:

The service personnel,

The number of services carried out,

The average service completion time,

The shortest and longest service time.

The list of completed maintenance can be narrowed down by
specifying the time period in which the reports were generated, and by
using filters (filters  chapter).

The list can be sorted by any column, just click on the head of the
column.

9.6.4 Detailed maintenance summary

A detailed maintenance report summary, including data available in the
orders:

Priority,

Status,

Identifier - order number,

Owner - the customer,

40
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Address - customer address,

Account - account synonym,

Account name,

Advanced,

Number of days - the number of days for which the order was open,

Completion time - the time of completion as entered in the order,

Open - when the order was created,

Closed - when the order was closed,

The statement list can be narrowed down by specifying the time period
in which the reports were generated, and by using filters (filters
chapter), or by selecting open or closed (archived) orders.

The list can be sorted by any column, just click on the head of the
column.

9.6.5 Detailed service summary

A detailed service report summary, including data available in the
orders:

Priority,

Status,

Identifier - order number,

Owner - the customer,

Address - customer address,

Account - account synonym,

Account name,

Advanced,

Number of days - the number of days for which the order was open,

Completion time - the time of completion as entered in the order,

Open - when the order was created,

Closed - when the order was closed.

The statement list can be narrowed down by specifying the time period
in which the reports were generated, and by using filters (filters
chapter), or by selecting open or closed (archived) orders.

The list can be sorted by any column, just click on the head of the
column.

9.6.6 Detailed installation, modernization and uninstallation summary

A detailed installation, modernization and uninstallation report

40
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summary, including data available in the orders:
Priority,

Status,

Identifier - order number,

Owner - the customer,

Address - customer address,

Account - account synonym,

Account name,

Advanced,

Number of days - the number of days for which the order was open,

Completion time - the time of completion as entered in the order,

Open - when the order was created,

Closed - when the order was closed.

The statement list can be narrowed down by specifying the time period
in which the reports were generated, and by using filters (filters
chapter), or by selecting open or closed (archived) orders.

The list can be sorted by any column, just click on the head of the
column.

9.6.7 Daily completed orders summary

A summary presented as a time graph showing the total number of
orders completed.
The graph can be narrowed down by specifying the time period when
the documents were completed.
The graph can be printed or saved in a jpg file.

9.6.8 No-signals accounts summary

This displays accounts which have sent no signals within a defined
time, together with hardware numbers.

9.6.9 Planned maintenance summary

A calendar showing planned maintenance by month and year.

40
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9.7 Notes

The  'Notes'  tab  displays  general  notes  in  the  system  that  are  not  associated  with  any
account. This tab serves as a noticeboard for employees.

The following options are available for notes in all system consoles:

add

edit

remove

refresh system note list
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10 Billing Console

This console is for billing customers, including manual or automatic generation of invoices on
the basis of data taken from other modules. It also enables you to work with external systems
thanks to the invoice and sales document export function, and the import of payments.

10.1 Access to the Billing Console

To access the Billing Console a user must be given the appropriate KronosNET system
authorization by the administrator using the Tools program (Users  chapter).

The default user with full authorization is next, password next.

10.2 Basics operations

After successfully logging in we have access to the Billing Console, divided into basic tabs:

Invoices  - issued manually or automatically, along with customer invoice editing,

Account data  - view customer and account data related to billing,

Summaries  - view statements related to customer billing,

System notes  - notes entered by system users.

and the icons:

communication between the KronosNET system consoles

Knowledge base

(faces ) clicking on the icon displays a list of most recent errors

Information about the system time, memory use and CPU usage

The top menu contains:
Program:

360
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o Registration,
o Unregistration,
o Close,

Tools:
o Export/import to/from external systems - in order to work with external systems, add the

relevant library in the Billing Console configuration ,
Help:
o About - information about the license and the module version.

The  console  can  generate  and  display  invoices  only  for

accounts  from selected  groups. Configuration details  about

dividing accounts  into  groups  can be  found  in the  Account

group  chapter.

10.3 Invoices

The invoice tab permits the viewing, editing and creation of invoices, correcting invoices and
sales documents (informal invoices).

398
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After selecting and confirming the period, a list of invoices and sales documents is displayed
from the given time period, taking into consideration the optional filters . The list can also be
printed, sent by email, or exported using the icons below:

Print

Send

Export

New documents are created using the icons below:

Create new invoice manually

Invoice wizard using received payments according to the account 
agreement

Correcting invoice for an existing closed invoice

Create new sales document manually

Sales document wizard using received payments according to the
account agreement
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After adding a new document or selecting an open document, we can edit the fields that are
to appear on the invoice:

Salesperson data - default data entered in the Billing Console configuration ,

Customer data - select the customer the document is being issued for,

Date of sale,

Invoice type:
o Standard invoice,
o Correcting invoice,

Means of payment:
o Transfer,
o Cash,

Payment due date - in days:

Closed invoice - once a document is closed it cannot be edited, changes to the documents
can only be made using a correcting invoice ,
Paid invoice - information about invoice paid by the customer,

Invoice item - items on the invoice entered manually, selected from a list (from earlier
defined stock items in the Data Edit Console ), or generated on the basis of payments
according to the account contract,
Total amount due - total amount due on the invoice,

Comments.

10.3.1 Invoice wizard

Invoices can be prepared for payments generated in the system using the invoice wizard.
This automatically generates invoices for customers that have assigned accounts for which
the system generated a payment at a given time on the basis of the account contract
(Agreements  chapter).
Use the invoice wizard to generate invoices.

Invoice wizard icon

To move to the next step, return to the previous step or cancel document creation, use the
icons below:

Next step

Previous step

Cancel document creation

To select or unselect all data displayed, use the functions available using the icons below:

Select all data
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Unselect all data

10.3.1.1 Choosing clients and invoices period

Invoice period - the period from which payments will be taken for invoicing, choose
between:
o From the last closed invoice period - payments for a given customer will be taken from

the last finished period (period settings in the customer invoicing  chapter in the  Data
Edit Console),
o From (date) to (date) - payments will be taken from a given period,

Payment types:
o Subscription payments only - this selects and creates an invoice only for payments with

the subscription payment option selected (Details in Payments ),
o Standard payments only - this selects and creates an invoice only for payments with the 

subscription payment option unselected (Details in Payments ),
o All payments - this selects and creates an invoice for all payments,

Show all previously invoiced payments,

Customer list - documents will only be generated for selected customers, the customer list
can be filtered .
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10.3.1.2 Choosing accounts and payments

On the basis of the period and customers selected, a list of accounts and payments is
displayed for which invoices will be generated.

We can filter the account list, or select accounts and payments that will be invoiced.

10.3.1.3 Invoices list wizard

Based on the previous steps, invoices will be generated and highlighted on the invoice list.
The default settings for each invoice are:
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The invoice wizard automatically adds invoice data based on the information entered in the
Data Edit Console (Details in Editing customer data ).
The data that can be changed manually is:

Date of sale,

Method of Payment - cash or transfer,

Payment due date [in days].

Selecting the options:
Account name,

Contract number,

Payment month,
adds detailed descriptions to the invoice fields generated.

10.3.1.4 Wizards summary

This window provides a summary of documents generated.

157
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10.3.2 Correcting invoice

Correcting invoices can only be issued for closed documents. To issue a correcting invoice,
select the document the correcting invoice is to be issued for and click on the icon below:

Correcting invoice icon
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Once you have selected correcting invoice, you can edit the invoice details and enter
changes. A correcting invoice referring to the source document will then be created on the
basis of these changes.

10.4 Account data

This tab contains the following data:
customer list - displays a list of customers in the system,

account list - displays the selected customer's accounts, if all accounts is selected, all
accounts in the system will be displayed,
unassigned accounts - displays a list of accounts that are not assigned to any customer.

Account searching is possible after clicking search icon

Search icon
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After selecting an account or customer the following data can be viewed:

Detailed information - the name, address and contact details for the
account or customer

Contracts - view contracts for the account, or all the contracts for the
customer

Payments - a list of payments for a given period associated with a
given customer or account

After selecting customer, additional data is available:

Customer billing for given period - a list of customer invoices
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10.5 Summaries

The Summaries tab contains the following statements:

Summary of unpaid invoices - unpaid customer invoices for a given
period, with the option to filter the documents by due date exceeded.

Summary of customers with overdue payments - customers behind
with payments, together with the total due

Summary of total sales - total sales for a given period presented in a
table or graph

Summary of income - a customer list with information on paid and
unpaid invoices for a given period

Summary of invoices generated - a list of invoices generated using
the invoice wizard in a given period

Summary of tax register - sales register taking tax into consideration

Summaries can be printed, sent by email or saved to file using the icons below:

Print

Send

Export

10.6 System notes

The 'System Notes' tab is for entering general notes into the system that are not associated
with any account and serve as a noticeboard. Notes can be added, edited or removed from
any console using the icons below:

Add

Edit

Remove

The icon is used to refresh the list of notes in the system (this may
be necessary when notes  are  entered  simultaneously  on several
Consoles)
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To add a note, enter the period for which it will be valid and the text (future and expired notes
will not be displayed).

10.7 Export/import to external systems

Once import/export libraries for external systems have been added to the Billing Console
configuration , the Billing Console can work with other accounting and financial systems.
The export/import function is available in the top menu under tools. This permits the
correlation of lists of customers, invoices and amounts due.

After selecting libraries (export and import format) we can export the following data:
correlate customer list,

update amounts due,

update invoices,

or import the following data:
correlate customer list:

398
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o only update existing customer data,
o full correlation (add, modify, remove).

The list of export and import formats is constantly being expanded. Please contact your
Kronos program distributor or the producer for information on integration with individual
accounting and financial software programs.
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11 Alarm Console

This console allows the user to view basic information about defined accounts in the system.
It also serves to receive selected alarm from the system, or directly from the KronosNET2
system driver.
The console also enables  information on alarms  to be sent to other monitoring institutions
(the  police, fire  brigade, doormen), and  through the  use  of  additional  libraries, allows  the
relaying of alarms to external systems.

11.1 Basics operations

The Alarm Console screen can be divided into different areas:
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A Account list - a list of accounts available in the console

B Alarm list - a list of account that have alarm status at any given moment
(see Alarm Handling )

C Selected account data area

D Current console events

348
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E System date and time, as well as information about the console status
(faces )

F Top menu

The top menu has three options:
About - information about the license,

Configuration ,

End.

11.2 Alarm handling

When an alarm is received the alarm list is highlighted in red and the audio signal selected
earlier is played until the alarm is confirmed (see Program  configuration).

39
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After  selecting  the  account  from  which  an  alarm  signal  has  been
received, you must confirm the alarm by clicking on the confirm icon,
and the alarm signal will stop sounding.

 

After an alarm has been handled it must be removed by clicking on the
trash icon.

Alarm handling events are relayed to the KronosNET2 system, where Monitoring Console
users can view the current alarm status in the Alarm Console.

11.3 Configuration

Alarm Console configuration available in the top menu:
Program ,

240
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Driver ,

Retransmission ,

Password .

11.3.1 Program

Alarm Console configuration:
working mode:
o Alarm Console - signals from the Driver  configured in the Alarm Console are received

locally,
o Alarm Console with signal retransmission - signals from the Driver  configured in the

Alarm Console are sent to the KronosNET 2.1 (Kernel) system. Select the 'Use Named
Pipe Connection' option in the Alarm Console driver configuration,

Working catalogue path - file saving path for module data,

Sound file - alarm sound,

Retransmit  to  external  system  -  alarms  are  retransmitted  to  an  external  system  and
handled there (relay configuration is available in the Retransmiton  menu:
o Library path - external system relay library,

Screensaver - switch on the module screensaver,

Automatically open the most recent alarm,

Minimalize to tray,

Alarm Console driver address  list  -  the  console  can connect  to  several  Alarm  Console
drivers working in various KronosNET 2.1 system installations.
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To configure the connection with the Alarm Console driver , specify the following:
Name - any name, which will be displayed on the account list,

IP address - the Alarm Console driver IP address,

Port - Alarm Console listening port,

Identifier - the console number defined in the Alarm Console driver configuration,

Use encrypted communication -  switches  on frame encryption between the console and
the driver,
o Encryption key -  the encryption password used.

417
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11.3.2 Driver

Any one KronosNET2 driver of  your choice can be run with the  console. This  will  receive
signals from stations connected directly.
Alarms will only be interpreted for accounts that have a correctly defined device such as  an
Alarm Console (Data Edit Console - Devices ).

Add the selected driver and add the relevant configuration plug-in:
Name of the driver that from this level you can:

add or remove

pause or start

switch to manual or automatic mode (automatically run the driver
on operating system restart)

Driver status - information about the driver's current status,

Plug-in name - driver configuration plug-in, this will display relevant option for the selected
driver.

 In the configuration of  your chosen driver, select  the option

'Use Named Pipe Connection'.

191
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11.3.3 Retransmission

Configuration of alarm relaying from the Alarm Console to external systems is only available
after selecting the relevant plug-in for the chosen relay library (Program  Configuration).350
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11.3.4 Password

To increase Alarm Console access security you can define passwords which, depending on
the settings, can be required for:

opening,

closing,

access to configuration.

11.4 Account handling

Adding and updating account data in the Alarm Console is done automatically using the Alarm
Console driver. Visible in the module are accounts  available in the Data Edit  Console, with
added devices  such as  an Alarm Console (Data Edit  Console -  devices ), as  well  as  a
selected driver corresponding to  the  Alarm  Console  driver  name. Add  the  'Alarm  console
identifier' parameter with the Alarm Console number to the device parameter list.

The  Alarm  Console  number  is  defined  in  the  driver
configuration on the List of authorized consoles (No.)

After  an  account  is  added  to  the  Alarm  Console  only  selected  account  alarms  are

191
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transmitted. To set this define the account alarm relay to module via the Alarm Console driver
(Data Edit Console - Actions ).

It is also possible to relay service mode - during servicing alarms  from a given account will
not be generated in the Alarm Console.

208
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12 Tools program

The distribution package includes the KronosTools program. This is for diagnosis, system
management and configuration of individual modules.

Configuration always refers to modules installed on a computer on which the Tools program
is running. This must be remembered when making changes to the configuration in
dispersed installations.

This module should only be made available to experienced
users as misuse may cause system failure and irreparable
damage.

12.1 Basics operations

After starting up the module we have the following options:

System  - register modules in Kernel, user accounts and system events,

Services  - a local list of installed KronosNET2 system services,

Configuration  - local configuration of KronosNET2 system modules.
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12.2 System

Using this group of options requires registration in Kernel. This can be done by selecting the
appropriate option in the Program menu, or the program does this automatically, displaying
the 'Registration' window.

12.2.1 Modules

This function gives access to information about all KronosNET system modules registered in
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a given Kernel, including information such as:

IP - module IP address,

Name - module name,

Type - module type (Kernel, console, driver),

Status - active or inactive (sleep mode),

Error - information about an error signaled by a given module,

Present/Absent - information about registration or lack of registration in Kernel.

Active modules are modules working within the system, whereas inactive modules are those
in sleep mode that are not functioning, e.g. an inactive driver is connected to Kernel, but does
not receive signal from the base station.

Refresh button is used to refreshing modules list.

Refresh

The on/off buttons are used to changed the module status to active or inactive. To do this,
select the relevant module from the list and click the appropriate button.
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On

Off

It is only possible to control modules if the appropriate options

are activated in the Kernel configuration. The default mode is

automatic, which does not allow the user to change the

module status (Kernel Configuration )

In automatic mode Kernel automatically tries to activate all modules when they are registered
in Kernel. In manual mode, however, all are in sleep mode until they are activated by the user
(General  Kernel Configuration).

In automatic mode, the moment a module is placed in sleep mode or stops working another
of the same name is immediately activated, as long as it is in the system and is registered in
Kernel. For this reason it is absolutely essential that modules are given different names in the
system so that some of them do not simply become backup copies.

12.2.2 Users

The Users button opens the user management section.

Removing all users or denying all users administrator

authorization blocks access to the system!
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On the left is a list of system users. Clicking on a particular user displays a list of his
authorizations on the right.

Changes made to the user list must be saved in the database by accepting them using the
button:
 

The system distinguishes between upper and lower case

characters for user passwords.
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12.2.2.1 Adding user

To add a user to the system, click the add button and then enter the user login and password.

Add

The user uses the login to register in the system. The name is used for better user
identification by the operator (it could be for example the person first and last name, company
name etc.).

12.2.2.2 Giving users password

After creating a user we must create a password for them by selecting the user on the list
and clicking the give password button.

Give password

  
The password can be text:

or simple (for the Monitoring Touch Console ):391
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Users can only have one password: text or simple.
Defining a new password deletes the previous one.

12.2.2.3 Giving users rights

After a new user has been created, they must be given authorization to use the system.

Select the relevant authorizations from the list on the right of the window.
Authorizations are divided into modules:

Monitoring Console,

Service Console,

Billing Console,

Data Edit Console,

Tools,

All Consoles.
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12.2.2.4 Deleting user

To delete a user, select them on the list, click the delete button, and confirm using the
window below:

Delete
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12.2.2.5 Restoration of default user

If for some reason it becomes necessary to remove all system users, follow the procedure
below:
1. Stop Kernel,
2. Delete the 'security.dat'  file from the KronosNET2 catalogue,
3. Restart Kernel.

As a result the system re-creates the user next, password next, with full authorization.

12.2.3 Events

Here you will find a list of information events and errors registered in a given Kernel.

An error is the name for an incorrect program operation caused, for example, by incorrect
configuration, lack of connection to the Kernel, lack of connection to a device etc. An event
meanwhile is any action carried out in the system, for example, logging in, starting up a
module, starting alarm handling etc.
The list above shows the last 64 open errors that appeared in the system. Use the button to
refresh the list. The delete all button deactivates information about current errors, while the
control point button allows us to enter a control point on the list (information events). This is
used to mark on the system events list that the administrator carried out a check of the
system.

Below is a list of events that can be displayed by entering:
range,

status,
o all - a list of all events,
o information - information events (e.g. receiving an alarm),
o error - a list of events with information about an error.

In addition, events can be filtered by entering the appropriate values into the filter fields.
The list can also be saved using the export button. If the service system fails, a list of
exported event lists for the failure period must be sent to the producer.

Refresh

Remove all

Checkpoint

Export
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12.3 Services

Here you will find a list of KronosNET program system services, or database engine services
together with their current status and run options
The list include only those modules that are installed on a computer with the Tools program
running.

The KronosNET program services are:
the Kernel, responsible for analysing signals, providing data, and logging system activity,

the driver, responsible for receiving device signals,

other system services, responsible for sending statement to customers (MailGate), relaying
signals to the Alarm Console, and sending text messages to customers (GSMGate).

12.3.1 Running/Stopping services

To run or stop a service, select it from the list and click the run / stop button. This can also be
done by right-clicking the service and selecting Run or Stop.

Run

Stop

Stopping and restarting is required in order to download
new module configuration. It is also recommended that
Kernel should be the last module switched off.
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12.3.2 Manual/Automatic mode of starting services

To change the service run mode, select it from the list and click the mode button. This can
also be done by right-clicking on the service and selecting Automatic Mode.
Automatic mode runs the service every time Windows is run, whereas manual mode
requires the service to be run using the Tools program. The recommended run mode is
automatic as this ensures correct system operation after the computer is started up.

Manual/Automatic mode

12.3.3 Adding services

To add a service, right-click the service on the list and select the option Add or click the add
button.

Add

Then select the appropriate file from the KronosNET2 catalogue and click the Open button.

A message will appear on successful installation of the service.

12.3.4 Deleting services

To deleted a service, right-click on it and select the Delete option, or select the service from
the list and click the delete button. A window will appear asking for confirmation that the 
service is to be deleted. Once this is confirmed the service is uninstalled.

Delete

Deleting a service from the list does not delete the related
execution file.

12.3.5 Upadating services

To update a service, right-click the service you wish to update and select the update option,
or select the service from the list and click update. Next select the file to be updated and click
open. A message will appear on successful updating.

Update

The automatic update function stops the service, changes the file indicated and restarts the
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service.

12.3.6 Refresh

To refresh the service list, click the refresh button or right-click on the service list and select
the Refresh option.

Refresh

12.4 Configuration

This section allows you to modify the settings of individual system modules installed on a

given computer.

The configuration of a given module/driver is called a configuration plug-in.

To change the settings select the appropriate configuration, make the necessary changes

and then click one of the icons below:

accept changes

cancel changes 

 

The list of available plug-ins can be edited. Details can be found in the Plug-ins  chapter. All

settings are saved in the local system registry.

A module must be restarted for changes in configuration to

take effect.

12.4.1 General

General configuration relates to settings connected with all system modules installed on a
given computer.
The following information must be given:

Kern List - Kernel or Kernels IP address and port, with which modules will attempt to
connect,
The maximum waiting time for a response from the Kernel [s] - the time after which the
module will report an error in communicating with the Kernel (default is 60 seconds),
Program catalog - the location of the program files, and in the case of a server, the
databases,
Apply encryption key - enabling encryption and key setting, when you turn on this feature,
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data transfer between modules will be encrypted. The key should be in hexadecimal format,
that is a combination of the numbers 0-9 and the letters A-F,
Font size - size of font in each module,

The maximum validity period of notes - validity period of a note created in the console,

Method of recording configuration - specify the place where you want to save the console
and controller configurations:
o Global - the same configuration for all users (HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE registry branch),
o For the user - individual configuration for each system user (HKEY_CURRENT_USER

registry branch).

Remember to install the same encryption key everywhere,
otherwise the modules will not communicate with each
other.

These are the options for the Kernel list:
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Add

Remove

Edit

When adding a Kernel you must provide:
Name - the Kernel name (for information purposes),

IP or host - the IP address or server name,

Port  -  the  Kernel  services  listening  port  (defined  for  the  Kernel  in  General  Kernel
configuration ).

If there is more than one Kernel on the list, the module will keep trying until it  successfully
checks the connection with each Kernel in turn. If  there is  no connection it  will start  a new
session, beginning with the first Kernel.

Kernel priorities can be set using the icons below:

up arrow

down arrow

12.4.2 Kernel

Configuration of the central system module responsible for:
signal analysis,

providing data from the database,

checking the functioning of the other modules.
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12.4.2.1 General

In the general configuration we must provide basic data for Kernel services such as:
Kernel name - the name of the Kernel service,

Kernel static IP address - an address that the Kernel gives as its IP address, ignoring the
computer settings,
Kernel Port - access port for communicating with other modules,

Database connection string - access data for Kernel for the SQL database engine in order
to configure the connection, click the search icon and  enter  the  access  data  (details  in
Database connection string ).

search

Clear database from outdated entries - enables  the automatic  database cleaning function
which removes  outdated  database  entries, such as  the  end  of  a  lock or  outdated  time
functions,
Keep  unassigned  persons  -  selecting  this  option  will  cause  the  people  who  are  not
assigned to any of the accounts not to be removed from the Definitions tab > List of people
in the Data Edit Console,
License verification performed by driver - after activating this option, software license data
is  not  directly taken from the HASP key connected to the computer with the  Kernel,  but
from  a  different  position  running  the  RemoteHASP  remote  key  service  (option  for
installations working on virtual servers),
Automatic  activation  mode  for  all  modules  -  all  modules  are  in  active  mode  when
connected  to  the  Kernel,  with  the  possibility  of  controlling  their  operation  manually.
Otherwise, each module must be started up manually from Tools (Modules  tab),
Remote  Management  -  enables  /  disables  remote  management.  The  Kernel  collects
system data but does not make it available, nor is it possible to connect from Tools,
Retransmission timeout [s] - the period during which the signal must be sent to an external
installation or output module. If the time is exceeded, the signal is not relayed by the Kernel,
and the system will generate an error,
Correct  time difference between modules when greater than [s] - the maximum divergence
times, which the system allows  between computers. All computers  should download the
time from the Kronos  NET server (Kernel module), and not the Internet, so therefore the
Windows time synchronization option must be disabled and the Kronos NET mechanisms
used instead. It is not recommended setting a time difference of less than 15 seconds,
Ignore locked signals - enables  /  disables  the option of  writing in the database of  signals
from blocked accounts (it is recommended leaving the option active),
Enable Monitoring Console support - activates the Monitoring Console service function,

Enable Service Console support - activates the Service Console service function,

Enable Data Edit Console support - activates the Data Edit Console service,

Start the Billing Console support - activates the Billing Console service,

Enable  transmission of current system events - activates the updating of current events on
the status tab,
Enable transmission of synoptic table data - activates the synoptic table data update (it is
recommended that this is turned off to minimize unnecessary load on the system),
Normalize only delayed alarms - this function enables automatic removal of delayed alarms
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only when an opposite priority alarm is received (details on normalization of alarms in the 
Global alarms  chapter).

Report Monitoring Console connection loss
as error
Report Data Edit Console connection loss
as error
Report Service Console connection loss as
error
Report Administration Module connection
loss as error
Report Video Console connection loss as
error
Report Billing Console connection loss as
error
Report Monitoring Touch Console
connection loss as error 

Selecting this option will result in every lack of
connection between a console and the Kernel
being reported as an error. Otherwise it will be
reported as an information event.

We must also define the days of the weekend in the general configuration, as this is essential
for setting account functions.
The default days are Saturday - Sunday.

12.4.2.1.1  Database connection string

Kernel uses a Microsoft SQL database engine, which is started up by entering:
Host name -  computer name or IP address and the database instance,

Integrated logging on - this depends on the type of database engine installation. If integrated
logging on is disabled, you must also give:
o User name - the database engine user,
o Password - the database engine access password.

If the database is on the same computer, the integrated logging on option does not need to be
enabled. Kronos then uses the inbuilt Windows NT security. To enable the option, enter:

Host name: localhost,

Integrated logging on: yes.

If the database engine was installed from a NEXT! installation package, the password and
user for database connection is: sa

If you have a non-standard SQL server installation (e.g. MS SQL Express 2005), you should
follow the example below:

Host name: 127.0.0.1\sqlexpress,

Integrated logging on: no,

User name: sa,

Password : sa.
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User that  connects  to database engine must have access
privileges to KronosNET database.

The configuration of  any  driver  must  have  the  Use  Named

Pipe Connection option selected.

12.4.2.2 Foreign installations

A list of external installations (e.g. other security agencies) used in the Kronos system. An
external installation is a separate installation from KronosNET, to which alarms can be
relayed and from which alarm handling information can be received.

The  same  version Kernel  must  be  used  in  the  main  and
external installations.
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To relay alarms to other installations, both installations must be authenticated with each other
by entering:

Name - external Kernel name,

Installation number - external installation number,

IP or host - the IP address to which alarms should be relayed,

Port - an agreed port for exchanging information between installations,

Security key - an agreed encryption key for outgoing data between the systems.

When giving an external installation, we must also define the alarm response time for the
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external installation. Once this time expires the relayed data will no longer be available in the
external Kernel.

Actions for external installations on the list:

add

edit

remove

12.4.2.3 Text message notification

This function is used to automatically send text messages about errors. When enabled, all
system errors are sent to the numbers given. Text messages are sent via a modem
configured to be used exclusively for this purpose. It is also possible to cancel an error if the
modem receives a ringing signal from the authorized number.
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Text message notification - enables the automatic sending of text messages about system
errors,
Maximum number of  text  messages  per hour -  the maximum number of  text  messages
that can be sent per hour,
Modem type - the type of modem connected to the computer,

PIN - the modem card PIN code,

Modem com port  - the com port the modem is connected to,

Speed - modem speed,

Clear errors by CLIP within [time in seconds] - automatic disabling of  system errors  for a
given period of time,
Use character conversion - conversion of national characters (typical characters for a given
country) to a universal format,
Phone numbers - numbers to which messages about errors will be sent.

12.4.2.4 Module groups

On this tab we define the account groups available and assign them to specific modules
(consoles) with the possibility of determining which alarms will be handled by the designated
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Monitoring Console.

One group may include several accounts. When you assign the group to the console, it
displays only the account data from the selected groups.
We assign accounts to account groups in the Data Edit Console (Account tab, basic account
data - General ).

After defining account groups they can be linked to selected modules. To do this, enter the
name of the module, and select the account group.
One module can be linked with several groups. In this case, the console will have access to
all accounts in the selected groups.
If you select the All Groups option, the module will have access to all accounts, including
those without an assigned group.
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If the console handles alarms, we can assign the priority for alarms  that will be sent to it by
the Kernel. Entering a '*' will send all alarms to the specified console.

1. All  changes  will  be  available  after  restarting  the  Kernel
services.

2. It  is  recommended  that  you  leave  one  console  in  the
system  that  handles  all  account  groups  and  alarm
priorities.

3. If there is no *, *, *  entry the consoles  not mentioned by
name will not be able to register in the system.

12.4.2.5 Modules passwords

This tab is for defining module passwords which can be used as additional security alongside

user authorization. This can limit access for unauthorized consoles and drivers in the

system.

Enter the module name and the module password as defined in the local configuration.

If the list is empty, module authorization is disabled.
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12.4.2.6 Time functions

Settings relating to the system generating alarms via the time function allows you to disable
the time function or delay the function being generated:

Generate alarms from routes in the last [hours] -  defines  the time in the past  from which
any lack of point registrations will be generated,
Activate time function after Kernel start-up [min] - activates the time function after a given
time following Kernel start-up:
o if the option is disabled, Kernel does not check the time function,
o if the time is set as '0' the functions are automatically checked after Kernel start-up.

12.4.2.7 New signals

This option allows you to automatically add signals unrecognized by the Kernel to a selected
account type, if there is a matching device at the account.
The following new signal types can be added to accounts:

building,

person,

guard,

vehicle,

vending machine.

This  option is  often used to automatically add registration point  signals  to  an active  guard
control system. Such signal descriptions include the date and time the signal is received by
the Kernel.
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12.4.2.8 Backup Kernels

On this tab, you can set the Kernel working mode:

Self-installation mode - for systems with a single Kernel,

Back-up centre mode - for systems with backup Kernels.

Details  of  system  operation with backup Kernels  can be  found  in the  Backup centres
chapter.

In the case of  systems  with backup centers, we  must  specify  a  list  of  master  and  slave
Kernels for the Kernel configured.
For slave Kernels give the Slave Kernel connection port, and their name and IP address.

In order to connect to the master Kernel specify its IP address and port via which the master
Kernel is expecting the Kernel slave to connect.
If there are no master Kernels on the list, or none of them were able to successfully establish
a connection, such Kernels switch to working mode, otherwise it will be in sleep mode, while
all the time checking the connection.

25
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12.4.2.9 Advanced

In the advanced options you can select the options:
To connect to the database use - define database operations library. The choices are:
o Default Library - recommended library for database operations (dbxmss30.dll),
o Alternative library  -  in the event of  a malfunction of  the  default  library,  an alternative

library can be used (dbexpsda30.dll), in which loggin on can be run by selecting Login
communication with the database server, using DBMonitor,

Special Kernel options:
o Possibility to add tables and execute queries received from the modules  -  this  option

adds additional tables to the database that  are required for specific  module versions.
Before selecting the options, please contact the system manufacturer.
o

12.4.3 Monitoring Console

Local Monitoring Console settings.

12.4.3.1 General

General settings for the Monitoring Console:

Console name - the name of  the Monitoring Console -  Console names  must be  unique,
otherwise they will be switched into sleep mode,
Password  -  A  console  password  defined  in the  system  (Kernel  configuration  -  Module
passwords),
Console static IP address - the IP address displayed next to the name in tools,

Auto logout after time (min) - logout user after a period of inactivity,

Default operator's work time [min],

Require  password  on application exit  -  setting  the  requirement  of  entering  a  password
when you close the Console.

Managing groups:
Use the intervention group management module - selecting this option will allow the use of
Response team Management  in the Monitoring Console,
Draw arrows on the maps - enable arrows  informing that  an intervention group has  been
assigned to an account with an alarm,
Display intervention group management module only when clicked  -  after  turning  off  the
module will automatically open when you hold the mouse over it,
Show  group  management  module  in  a  separate  window  -  the  module  will  open  in  a
separate window, so you can determine the size and display it on a separate monitor,
Cache memory validity period - the period for which the account data will be stored in the
console memory, which accelerates the re-display of the account data without referring to
the database,
Show  information about new  messages  -  activates  the function of  displaying  information
about new messages,
Show  information  about  a  new  error  -  an  error  in  the  system  is  indicated  using  an
appropriate window,
Show news bar - activates the bar with alarm information when an alarm occurs,
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Alarm handling panel management - activates the alarm handling panel display function:
o Show alarm handling panel in a new window,
o Show alarm handling panel only on click - disabling this option will display the panel when

you move the mouse to a specific area in the upper right corner of the console,
Refresh account position on the map every [seconds] - the period after which account map
positions are updated, this is not applicable to Google maps,
Permit alarm and service removal - a choice between the possibility of removing alarms or
services, and the need to end each event with a report,
Disable sorting people -  this  option disables  the option of  sorting  people. People  will  be
sorted by priority. This  option applies  to  alarm  handling  and  maintenance  windows, and
account data,
Disable sorting signals and events - this enables / disables the possibility of sorting signals
and account events. The list  will be sorted  by  time. This  option applies  to  the  windows
during alarm handling and maintenance, and account data.
Disable sorting alarms - enables / disables the option to sort alarms. The lists will be sorted
by the selected column,
Disable sorting services - enables / disables the options to sort services. The lists  will be
sorted by the selected column,
Display a lot  of  data -  applies  to windows  that  have a submenu, this  allows  you to open
multiple windows,
Allow  for locks  of  longer than 24 hours  -  the lock function can be set  for longer than 24
hours,
Allow change of temporary lock start time - enables the start  time of  a temporary lock on
the console. Disabling this option will set the start of a lock as the time it was added,
Display full signal group lists - turning off  this  option will display only the groups  to which
specific  functions  are assigned. This  concerns  the time function tab and temporary  lock
settings,
Display information about exceeding of intervention group response time,

Position on the page - determines the maximum number of items that appear on the map
when generating history,
Tab visibility - enables / disables the visibility of tabs in the Monitoring Console.

12.4.3.2 Alarms

Alarm handling personalization settings:

Default alarm window - select default data on receiving an alarm,

Force window viewing - after an alarm is received, the selected tab is displayed if it contains
any data,
Block event time change in the comic - blocks the ability to change the time for an event
selected from the comic,
Show menu in the comic - shows the list of choices after clicking the comic, otherwise the
window opens immediately with a list,
Ask about action for a new alarm - a new alarm notification via a pop-up window with a
choice of action,
Show remote alarms - shows a list of remote alarms,

Show delayed alarms - shows a list of delayed alarms,
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Enable the option "Delete all alarms of this type" - choice or option is available by clicking
the right mouse button alarm,
Enable the option "Delete all alarms from the group" - choice or option is available by
clicking the right mouse button alarm,
Default alarm colour - the alarm colour can be changed by clicking on the alarm colour bar,
choosing the colour and clicking ok,
By default go to the received alarm tab - automatic opening of the received alarm,

Display next alarm data - after the alarm handling, this automatically opens data for the
next alarm being handled,
Ask before taking over the alarm or service - activating the function of displaying the
confirmation window before the receiving of an alarm or service,
A flashing icon on the taskbar for a new alarm,

Permit creation of automated reports

Permit creation of manual reports

Permit end of alarm handling without
report creation

this option allows you to turn on / off the visibility of
the buttons in the alarm handling completion
window, opened by clicking the trash icon on the
Alarms tab

Signals and events before the alarm [in mins] - this option allows you to add historical
signals (from a specific time period) to the new alarm from a given account.

In addition, the following lists can also be completed:
List of operation types from the alarm comic - other events to be defined from the alarm
comic ,
Alarm list columns - available in the tabs: new , active , remote  and delayed .

12.4.3.3 Services

Settings for service personalization:

The default service window - select the default information frame after receiving of service
for handling,
The default service duration [min] - time spent on the service in minutes. After this time, any
new alarm event generates  an alarm (service is  not  closed, however, to the need for an
alarm report) - the service time can be increased in the service console when creating a
service- this parameter is only default,
Show end of service message - after the service time a message appears that the account
has been removed from service,
Completion of service message warning time[min] - time of reminder of service completion,

Add all account people to list of available technicians - account people will be added to the
list of technicians who can service the given object,
Show remote services - the list of accounts serviced on other consoles will be displayed,

Default service colour - the service colour change can be made by clicking on the service
colour bar, then selecting the colour and clicking OK.

Suffixes:
o Show suffix - enables showing suffixes in the names of service documents,
o Show installation numbers,
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o Show year,
o Show month,
o Show day,

Permit creation of automated
reports
Permit creation of manual reports

Permit service completion without
report creation

this option allows you to turn on / off the visibility of the
buttons in the service handling completion window,
opened by clicking the trash icon on the Service tab

For each document, we can define several print profiles with different sections of the
document with the option to add signature fields to the selected section. You can also add
empty fields to the print profile.
Document print profiles refer to service documents, namely:

Service documents,

Maintenance documents, 

Installation documents,

Modernization documents,

Uninstallation documents.

12.4.3.4 Reports

Settings for personalizing reports:
Add signals from before an alarm [min] - set the default time window for attaching signals
when the 'with previous signals' option is selected while creating a report,
Add events from before an alarm [min] - set the default time window for attaching events
when the 'with previous events' option is selected while creating a report,
Report number:
o Suffix - the suffix added to the end of the report name,
o Show suffix - show suffixes in report names,
o Show installation number,
o Show year,
o Show month,
o Show day,

Notify about automatic report number - displays the report number when saving the report
automatically.

Report Types - defined types when creating reports:
Information,

Alarm,

Service,

Daily.

For  each  report,  you  can  define  several  print  profiles  covering  different  sections  of  the
document, with the option to add signature fields  to the selected section and printing blank
sections. Print profiles refer to the following reports:

Information,

Alarm,
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Service,

Daily.

Alarm, service and response teams sent columns in the report - this defines which columns
are to be shown in printed alarm, service and response teams  sent reports, along with the
width of the selected column.

Signal columns  for report  -  this  defines  which columns  are to be shown in printed signals
reports, along the width of the selected column.

12.4.3.5 Summaries

Settings for personalizing statements:

Add column with ordinal number - add an additional column to the statement,

Email address list - this defines the email addresses to be chosen from when sending an
email.

12.4.3.6 Signals and events

Personalization settings for displaying signals and events:

Signal display - selection of signals and events displayed after the receiving of an alarm,

Signals from top to bottom - setting the direction of the signal display,

Show signals and events on separate lists,

Automatically  refresh  alarm  and  service  signals  -  enabling  this  option  automatically
refreshes the signal lists during alarm and service handling,
Automatically  refresh required  signals  -  automatic  refresh of  the  required  signal  list  for
accounts under service,
Global filter - signal filter  added to the status, alarm, service, and statement tabs,

Back to the last signal after [seconds] - the cursor in the status window returns to the most
recent position after a defined number of seconds of inactivity,
Signal  columns  -  definition  of  signal  columns  and  the  order  in  which  they  are  to  be
displayed,
Account event columns - definition of account event columns and the order in which they
are to be displayed,
System Event column - definition of system event column, and the order in which they are
to be displayed,
Event and signals  columns  for alarm tab -  definition of  columns  on the group signal and
event list and the order in which they are to be displayed,
Event and signal columns for statements and account data - definition of event and signal
statement columns and the order in which they are to appear.

12.4.3.7 Tools

The plus button allows you to define the tools, that is external programs run from the top
menu (Basic Use ).
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When defining tools you must give:
Type - OCX plug-in, application, website,

Label - any defined tool name,

Name - tool name (filename, website address).

12.4.3.8 Communications

Control settings for phone calls, sending text messages and e-mails.

Voice messages:
Active - including the possibility to receive and make calls from the Monitoring Console,

Type of equipment:
oWavecom - GSM modem that supports voice calls:

COM port parameters,
Mobile phone pin number,

o TAPI - a device that supports  the Telephony Application Programming Interface version
1.4:

Device - select a device,
Use  your  phone  -  selecting  this  option  will  show  the  status  of  the  handset  in  the
dialogue window (only available for selected phone models),
Amount of digits indicating a number - number of digits of a phone number, which will
be compared with contacts in order to identify them,
Add prefix - determine what numbers are to appear before each phone number,
Do not add system events with TAPI information - if you select this option, TAPI events
will not be added to system events,

o SIM - Modrec-Lpv1 device with the possibility of conducting and recording telephone voice
calls:

COM port parameters,
Amount of digits indicating a number,
The maximum number of recordings in the buffer,
Automatic call recording,
Audio compression,

o Call Center - telephone switchboard:
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IP,
Port,
ID - Internal console phone number,

Automatically show voice message window:
o Always,
o Only for incoming calls,
o Never.

Text messaging (SMS):
GSM Gate - a defined GSMGate driver  used to send text messages,

WAVECOM - a GSM modem connected to the computer and used exclusively for sending
text messages:
o COM port parameters,
oMobile phone pin number,

WAVECOM voice messaging module.

Text messaging:
Direct - an email account configured individually for the console,

MailGate - a defined MailGate driver  used to send text messages.

12.4.3.9 Messages templates

Default  templates  used  when  sending  text  messages  from  the  Monitoring  Console  to  a
person.
We can define different templates depending on the type of news and the tab:

Alarm text message template,

Alarm email template,

Service text message template,

Service email template,

Account data text message template,

Account data email template.

In the template we can include symbols that depending on the account will be replaced with
the relevant data:

$ AN - alarm name,

$ AP - alarm priority,

$ AT - alarm time,

$ ON - account name,

$ OS - account synonym,

$ OA - account address,

$ OG - account group name.

12.4.3.10 Filters

After filters have been defined in the Monitoring Console, filter suggestions will appear.
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To add a new filter click on the plus button and in the window:

give the filter a name and enter the search criteria.

After defining the filters suggestions will appear in the Console.

12.4.3.11Sounds

Definitions of the types of sounds played when there is an alarm, a new  message or error.
Audio files must be in .wav format:
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The default alarm sound - the default sound that an alarm has been received,

Alarm sounds - list of sounds for individual alarm priorities,

Audio notification of new message- if this option is selected, the system will sound when a
new message arrives,
New message sound - new message sound selection,

Audio notification of error - if this option is  selected, the system will sound when an error
occurs,
Error sound - error in the system sound selection,

Repeat error sound every [seconds] - the interval at which the system will repeat the error
sound,
Play  a  sound  when ringing  -  if  this  option  is  selected,  the  system  will  sound  for  new
telephone connections,
Ringtone - telephone ringtone selection.
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12.4.3.12 Informing about alarm

Here you can specify how the sound for new incoming alarms will sound. You can choose:
simple configuration where you can set:
o The audio alarm notification,
o Play alarm only once,
o Flashing remote alarm panel,

advanced configuration - the possibility to define detailed settings of incoming alarm sound.
Configuration is available for each tab individually:
o New, Delayed:

Alarm sounds - determine when and how  many times  the new  alarm sound is  to be
played,
Flashing alarms  (counting only applies  to active groups) -  determine  when and  how
many times the new alarm bar is to flash. For new alarms The flashing only applies
to the tab (not the alarm list),
         For these two options the following configurations are possible:

For a new alarm - event occurs when an alarm is received from an account that  is
not yet on the alarm list,
For a stored alarm of lower priority (more important) - event occurs when an alarm is
received with a more important priority from an account that is already on the list  of
alarms,
For a stored alarm of higher priority (less important) - event occurs when an alarm is
received with a less important priority from an account that  is  already on the list  of
alarms,
For an existing alarm - event occurs when an alarm is received of the same priority
from an account that is already on the list of alarms,

o Active, Remote:
Alarm sounds - determine when and how many times the new alarm sound is to be
played,
Flashing alarms (counting only applies to active groups) - determine when and how
many times the new alarm bar is to flash,

                  For these two options the following configurations are possible:
For a stored alarm of lower priority (more important) - event occurs when an alarm is
received with a more important priority from an account that is already on the list  of
alarms,
For a stored alarm of higher priority (less important) - event occurs when an alarm is
received with a less important priority from an account that  is  already on the list  of
alarms,
For an existing alarm - event occurs when an alarm is received of the same priority
from an account that is already on the list of alarms.

12.4.3.13 Data access

Here you can define what data is available on the following tabs:

Alarms ,

Services ,

Account data ,

Summaries .
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Access to data is limited by hiding chosen icons.

12.4.3.14 Logging out

Configuration of automatic logging out of a user from the Monitoring Console at a given time.

12.4.3.15 Recording

12.4.4 Monitoring Touch Console

Touch Console local settings.
This includes the following tabs:

General ,

Alarm Events ,

Service Events ,

Account Events , 

Communication .

12.4.4.1 General

General Monitoring Touch Console settings:

Console name - the name with which the console logs into the system - Console names
can not be repeated in the system,
Password - a console password defined in the system (Kernel configuration - Module
passwords ),
Play sound on new alarm - audio notification of new alarm event,

Default alarm tone - the selected wav format file for playback when an alarm is generated.

Service-related settings:
The default service time [min] - the default duration of a new service,

Show message about service completion - information about service completion,

Message about upcoming service completion [min] - a reminder of the scheduled service
completion.

12.4.4.2 Alarm events

Definition of the list of events possible during alarm handling.

12.4.4.3 Service events

Definition of the list of events possible during service handling.
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12.4.4.4 Account events

Definition of the list of events possible during account handling.

12.4.4.5 Communications

Settings related to sending text messages and emails.

Device name - the name of the module to be used for sending text messages and emails
(MailGate or GSMGate driver ).

12.4.5 Data Edit Console

Data Edit Console local settings
This includes the following tabs:

General ,

Communication ,

Tools .

12.4.5.1 General

On the general tab we provide:

Console name - the name of the console that the module uses to log on to the Kernel. If
there are two consoles with the same name in the system, one is in sleep mode,
Password - a console password defined in the system (Kernel configuration - Module
passwords ),
Console static IP address - the IP address that will be associated with the console in the
list of modules after logging on to the Kernel. If the IP address displayed is to be the default
one, do not fill in this field,
Tabs available after registration (Accounts , Definitions , Notes , Summaries ,
Messages ).

We can also enable the generation of synonyms when adding new accounts, to do so
specify:

Prefix - a fixed part before the generated account number,

Amount of digits in the number - the amount of digits, including characters and the prefix for
a synonym must not exceed 20 characters,
Fill in missing numbers during generation - this option allows you to generate a synonym
number using the first free number.
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12.4.5.2 Communications

If you will be sending data via email from the Data Edit Console, you must configure your
email account:

Smtp server - the name of the outgoing mail server (SMTP),

User - the username you use to log in to your account on the mail server,

Password - the password you use to log in to the SMTP server,

Authorization - the type of authentication on the mail server, details of this option, should be
consulted with your mail account provider,
The sender name - the name of the email sender,

Return address - the sender's address which is also the return address,

Port - the mail server port.
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If you use a mail gateway driver for sending e-mails, select the option and enter the MailGate
driver  name.

12.4.5.3 Tools

In tools we add extra ocx plug-ins, websites or applications that are run from the Data Edit
Console in the Tools menu (Data Edit Console - basic use ).
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12.4.6 Service Console

Service Console local settings
This includes the following tabs:

General ,

Communication ,

Costs ,

Document names ,

Documents .

12.4.6.1 General

Service Console General Configuration:

Console name - the name of the Service Console - Console names can not be repeated in
the system,
Password - a console password defined in the system (Kernel configuration - Module
passwords ),
Console static IP address - the IP address that will be associated with the console in the
list of modules after logging into the Kernel. If the displayed IP address is to be the default
one, do not fill in this field,
Open documents tab - select the visibility of the open documents tab,

Completed documents tab - select the visibility of the completed documents tab,

Accounts tab - select the visibility of the accounts tab,

Statements tab - select the visibility of the statements tab,

Notes tab - select the visibility of the notes tab,

Notify of the arrival of a new document - if you create a new document, an audio signal
sounds,
Automatic logout after (min) - after a defined period of inactivity a user is automatically
logged out of the console,
Signal columns - define the columns visible in the signal list,

Event columns - define the columns visible in the event list.
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12.4.6.2 Communication

If you will be sending data via email from the Service Console, you must configure your email
account:

Smtp server - the name of the outgoing mail server (SMTP),

User - the username you use to log in to your account on the mail server,

Password - the password you use to log in to the SMTP server,

Authorization - the type of authentication on the mail server, details of this option, should be
consulted with your mail account provider,
The sender name - the name of the email sender,

Return address - the sender's address which is also the return address,

Port - the mail server port.

If you use a mail gateway driver for sending e-mails, select the option and enter the MailGate
driver  name.412
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12.4.6.3 Costs

Library definitions of the tax rates for service orders.

12.4.6.4 Document names

Definition of service document and report names in the Service Console.
The name can also contain:

Suffix - 5 characters added to the end of the name,

Installation number,

Year,

Month,

Day.

12.4.6.5 Documents

These profiles serve to define the sections visible on printed documents:
Service documents - available sections are described in the Service  chapter,

Maintenance documents - available sections are described in the Maintenance  chapter,

Installation documents - available sections are described in the Installation  chapter,

Modernization documents - available sections are described in the Modernization
chapter,
Uninstallation documents - available sections are described in the Uninstallation  chapter.
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12.4.7 Billing Console

Billing Console local settings
This includes the following tabs:

General ,

Communication ,

Costs ,

Invoice data ,

Export to/Import from external systems .

12.4.7.1 General

Billing Console General Configuration:
Console name - the name of the Service Console - Console names can not be repeated in
the system,
Password - a console password defined in the system (Kernel configuration - Module
passwords ),
Console static IP address - the IP address that will be associated with the console in the
list of modules after logging into the Kernel. If the displayed IP address is to be the default
one, do not fill in this field,
Invoices tab - visibility of the invoice tab,

Accounts tab - visibility of the accounts tab,

Statements tab - visibility of the statements tab,

Notes tab - visibility of the notes tab,

Automatic logout after time (min) - after a period of inactivity a user is automatically logged
out of the console,
Show information about new messages - enable informing of new Chat  messages,

Show information about new errors - enable informing of new system error,

Show system status information panel - activates the visibility of the system status bar,

Currency - the currency used in printed invoices.
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12.4.7.2 Communication

If you will be sending data via email from the Billing Console, you must configure your email
account:

Smtp server - the name of the outgoing mail server (SMTP),

User - the username you use to log in to your account on the mail server,

Password - the password you use to log in to the SMTP server,

Authorization - the type of authentication on the mail server, details of this option, should be
consulted with your mail account provider,
The sender name - the name of the email sender,

Return address - the sender's address which is also the return address,
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Port - the mail server port.

If you use a mail gateway driver for sending e-mails, select the option and enter the MailGate
driver  name.

12.4.7.3 Costs

Definition of possible tax rates.

412
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12.4.7.4 Documents names

Definition of sales document  and invoice names in the Billing Console.
The name can contain:

Suffix - 5 characters added to the end of the name,

Invoice number,

Year,

Month.

12.4.7.5 Invoices data

Data of the party issuing an invoice in the Billing Console, as well as available templates in
XSL format for printing invoices. (deatils http://www.w3.org/Style/XSL)

12.4.7.6 Export/import to external systems

A list of libraries enabling the export and import of Billing Console data (details in Export to/
Import from external systems  in the Billing Console).

12.4.7.7 Default addresses

A list of default email addresses used in the Billing Console.

12.4.8 Video Console

Video Console local settings
This includes the following tabs:

General ,

Recording .
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12.4.8.1 General

General configuration:

Console name - the name of the Service Console - Console names can not be repeated in
the system,
Password - a console password defined in the system (Kernel configuration - Module
passwords ),
Console static IP address - the IP address that will be associated with the console in the
list of modules after logging into the Kernel. If the displayed IP address is to be the default
one, do not fill in this field,
Show information about new messages - enable the displaying of information about new
messages,
Show information about new errors - new system errors are indicated by an appropriate
window,
Allow operations on alarms - allows you to remove an alarm from handling,

Columns for signal summaries.

12.4.8.2 Recording

Definition of the method of video camera recording. In configuration the following settings can
be defined:

Codec name,

Compression quality,

Depth of colour,

Repeat key frame every [frames],

Maximum video recording length [seconds].

12.4.9 Multiplexer

Multiplexer  module configuration:

Module Name - the unique name of the module in the system,

Password - a console password defined in the system (Kernel configuration - Module
passwords ),
Activate logging - a detailed log of the module operations saved to a text file,

Modem  - GSM / GPRS modem configuration,

Backup connection  - backup connection configuration.
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12.4.9.1 Modem

Configuration of the modem used as a backup communication link with the Kernel:
PIN - SIM card pin number,

APN - the name of the access point for packet data transmission,

User name - user name for access to APN,

Password - user password for access to APN,

COM port configuration - GSM / GPRS modem connection parameters, you must provide:
o COM port number,
o Speed,
o Data bits,
o Parity,
o Stop bits,

Modem type:
oWavecom,
o SimCom.

The APN data, username and password should be obtained
from your GSM network provider.

12.4.9.2 Backup connection

In the absence of a basic connection to a Kernel defined in the list of Kernels (General
Configuration ), the multiplexer will communicate with the Kernel via a connected modem
using the following data:

368
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IP address or name of the Kernel,

Kernel Port,

Start backup connection after [seconds] - backup data transmission circuit will start after a
defined time,
Maintain backup connection - if the basic connection is being used, the backup connection
will be maintained by periodically sending blank frames.

12.4.10 Drivers

Configuration of drivers  available in the KronosNET2 system.

12.4.10.1UniversalInOut Driver

The UniversalInOut driver receives signals, alarms and signal group status according to the 
UniversalInOut driver protocol . It also allows for the retransmission of alarms and signal
group status external monitoring systems.

In the module configuration include:

Module Name - the name of the module visible in the system, unique to the whole system,

Password - a console password defined in the system (Kernel configuration - Module
passwords ),
Use Named Pipe Connection - this option is used for indirect connections with the Kernel,
when the multiplexer module serves as an intermediary. This option allows you to
communicate only when the multiplexer  is running on the same computer,
Manual mode - a mode designed to work with TELNET, which returns an echo of input
characters to the terminal,
Connection activity time - idle time, after which the driver automatically terminates the TCP
connection,
Enable logging - a detailed log of driver operation saved to a text file,

Notify of connection errors.
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On the active ports tab we set the type of connection:
TCP (input), you must provide:
o TCP - TCP port on which the driver will receive frames according to the driver protocol,

Reading from files (input):
o Signal folder - the path to the folder that contains the signals in the form of XML files, the

files downloaded by the driver will be deleted from the source folder,
o Read every [seconds] - read a folder for new files,

TCP (out) - we provide:
o TCP port - connection port,
o IP address - the address to which the data will be retransmitted,

For the connection, we also provide:
The maximum time of silence [seconds] - if during the defined time the driver does not
receive any event, an error is signalled and "0"  disables the functionality,
The maximum number of signals per minute - if the number of events received by the
controller per minute exceeds the entered value, the driver reports an error, "0" disables the
functionality,
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12.4.10.2 GSMGate Driver

The GSMGate driver allows you to send text messages:
automatically - with information about an alarm or change of account status (see Actions

),
manually - sent by console users,

in response - after receiving a text message command on the account status (see Sending
text messages ).

The driver can also receive signals from transmitters in the form of text messages or CLIP
signals using a computer connected to a GSM modem (see General Configuration ).

12.4.10.2.1  General configuration

When configuring the driver you should include:
Module name - the name of the module visible in the system, unique to the system,

Password - a console password defined in the system (Kernel configuration - Module
passwords ),
Use Named Pipe Connection - this option is used for indirect connections with the Kernel,
when the Multiplexer module serves as an intermediary. This option allows you to
communicate only when the multiplexer  is running on the same computer,
Read-only mode - switchable driver eavesdropping mode, does not send any information to
devices,
Receive signals - enables reception of signals in the form of text messages and CLIP by
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the driver:
o Signal length - the maximum length of a text message which is released into the system

as a signal (code 1), longer text messages are divided, the '0' setting disables this
function,
o Length of phone number - the maximum length of the phone number, interpreted by the

system as the hardware number, longer phone numbers are shortened to the specified
length from the left, the '0' setting disables this function,

Enable logging - a detailed log of driver operation, saved to a text file,

Swap characters - an option used to convert national characters, allowing text messages
of 160 characters to be sent,
Active listening ports - a list of com port parameters which the driver opens to
communicate with the modem connected to the computer.
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When you add or edit an Active listening port, you should include:
Port, speed, data bits, stop bits, parity - COM port parameters, depending on the type and
model of the modem connected,
PIN - GSM modem SIM card PIN number,

Modem type - from:
oWavecom,
o Nokia,
o Pulson,

The maximum time of silence [seconds] - if during the defined time the driver does not
receive any new signals, an error is signalled, "0"  disables the functionality,
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The maximum number of signals per minute - if the number of signals received by the
controller per minute exceeds the entered value, the driver reports an error, "0" disables the
functionality.

12.4.10.2.2  Sending text messages

For the driver to send text messages, you must configure:
Send alarm information - enabling functionality of sending alarm notification in text message
form,
Send information about signal group status - enabling functionality of sending notification on
signal group status in text message form,
Accept message receipt acknowledgment using - enable confirmation of message receipt
by the customer in the form of:
o CLIP,
o text message,

Notification of error when account contact list is empty - if the account is set to
retransmission, but there are no phone numbers to which notifications are to be sent, the
driver generates an error.

Default alarm notification message content - the content of a notification text message,
special characters can be used:
o $ AN - alarm name,
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o $ AP - alarm priority,
o $ AT - alarm time,
o $ ON - account name,
o $ OS - account synonym,
o $ OA - account address,
o $ OG - account group name,

Default signal group status notification message content, the content of a notification text
message, special characters can be used:
o $ GN - signal group name,
o $ GS - signal group status,
o $ GV - value,
o $ GT - time of last signal,
o $ ON - account name,
o $ OS - account synonym,
o $ OA - account address,
o $ OG - account group name,

Send user text messages - selecting this option allows you to send text messages from the
system consoles available.
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12.4.10.2.3  Receiving commands

To enable the driver to receive commands that cause a message to be sent to the client, you
must provide:

Most recent account signals - after sending a text message with the command entered, the
customer will receive in response the most recent signals from accounts to which his
contact details are added, or from the contact list of people associated with the account,
max. amount - the maximum number of text message signals the client receives after
sending the command,
Account signal group status - after sending a text message with the command entered, the
customer will receive in response the current status of account groups, to which his
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contact details are added, or from the contact list of people associated with the account.

12.4.10.2.4  Calling

Parameters for CLIP command execution by the driver (see Device parameters ):
Connection test time - the maximum time for modem or network response in order to make
a connection,
Connection validity time expiry - if a connection is not sent within the specified time it is
removed and the driver generates an error.

12.4.10.3 MailGate Driver

A MailGate driver is used to automatically send summaries (sending summaries schedule
) or notifications (details  Sending e-mails  and automatic e-mails ) to customers in the
form of e-mail messages, as well as send e-mails generated manually by KronosNET
system users  via the consoles available in the system.
It also allows you to generate signals based on incoming e-mail.

12.4.10.3.1  General configuration

General driver configuration:
Module name - the name of the module visible in the system, unique to the system,

Password - a console password defined in the system (Kernel configuration - Module
passwords ),
Use Named Pipe Connection - this option is used for indirect connections with the Kernel,
when the Multiplexer module serves as an intermediary. This option allows you to
communicate only when the multiplexer  is running on the same computer,
Enable logging - a detailed log of driver operation, saved to a text file,

Generate alarms from emails - signals are generated based on incoming e-mails:
o Hardware number - the sender's address (without the domain),
o Signal code - "MAIL",
o Extension 1 - email subject,

Mailbox query time [min] - the frequency of querying the mail server for the presence of new
messages.

To receive mail, you must configure:
Incoming mail server, either:
o POP3,
o IMAP,

Server - server name,

Port number.

In order to send a message you need to configure your outgoing mail server:
Smtp server - the name of the mail server,

SMTP port number - the listening port for the outgoing mail server,

Connection encryption - the type of authentication on the mail server, details of this option
should be consulted with your email account provider.
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Authentication on the mail server should include:
User - the user's account on the mail server,

Password - the user's password for the SMTP server,

The sender's name - the name of the email sender,

Return address - the sender's address which is also the return address,

Number of attempts to send a message,

Enable logging - a detailed log of driver operation, saved to a text file.
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12.4.10.3.2  Sending email messages

For the driver to send text messages, you must configure:
Send alarm information - enabling functionality of automatically sending alarm notification in
email form,
Send information about signal group status - enabling functionality of sending notification on
signal group status in email form,
Notification of error when account contact list is empty - if the account is set to
retransmission, but there are no emails to which notifications are to be sent, the driver
generates an error.

Default alarm notification message content - the content of a notification email, special
characters can be used:
o $ AN - alarm name
o $ AP - alarm priority
o $ AT - alarm time
o $ ON - account name
o $ OS - account synonym
o $ OA - account address
o $ OG - account group name

Default signal group status notification message content, the content of a notification email,
special characters can be used:
o $ GN - signal group name
o $ GS - signal group status
o $ GV - value
o $ GT - time of last signal
o $ ON - account name
o $ OS - account synonym
o $ OA - account address
o $ OG - account group name

Send emails from console - selecting this option allows you to send emails from the
system consoles available
Send summaries according to a schedule - enable sending messages according to a
defined schedule
Add your logo - Adds a logo from a specified path to each email sent

Define message header - the header sent with an e-mail

Sent message footer - sent email footer

Summary sending time according to the schedule - the time summaries are to be sent
according to a defined schedule
Summary sending schedule - a list of defined summaries sent

Message validation expiry time - if the message is not sent within a specified time, the
driver will generate an error and the message is deleted from the memory, entering '0'
leaves messages in the memory until they are sent - the user may not know if they have
not been sent (not recommended).
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12.4.10.3.2.1  Sending summaries schedule

The driver can send regular e-mails with summaries to defined addresses containing
selected account data.
To do this, define an appropriate schedule, which should include:

Type of summaries:
o Signal history,
o Quantitative alarm summary,
o Summary of missing tests,
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o List of documents - issued Open service orders ,
o Signal and event history,

Summary cycle:
o Daily,
oWeekly,
o Monthly.

Search range - the selected filter account search range:
o All - all of the following,
o Synonym,
o Name,
o Hardware number,
o ID,
o Person,
o Person's password,
o Account or person's phone number,
o Contract,

Filter accounts - account filter with the chosen search range,

Signal filter,

E-mail address:
o A specified address - the summary will be sent to the address entered,
o Email Notification List - the summary will be sent to the addresses listed in account

notifications.
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12.4.10.3.3  Summaries templates

Editing of columns available as well as column names sent according to a schedule . We
can define columns for:

Signal history summaries,

Quantative alarm summaries,

Missing test summaries,

Document list summaries,

Signal and event summaries.

12.4.10.3.4  Message topics summaries

Message topics for statements:
Signal history,

Alarm history,

Missing tests,

Service documents,

Signals and events.

12.4.10.4 Alarm Console Driver

The Alarm Console driver allows the retransmission of alarms to the Alarm Console .

12.4.10.4.1  General

In the general driver configuration define:
Module name - the driver name,

Password - a console password defined in the system (Kernel configuration - Module
passwords ),
Use Named Pipe Connection - this option is used for indirect connections with the Kernel,
when the Multiplexer module  serves as an intermediary. This option allows you to
communicate only when the multiplexer is running on the same computer,
Active ports - a list of ports the driver uses to listen for Alarm Console connections.

12.4.10.4.2  Consoles

In the configuration, you must specify:

Send contacts - enables the send account contacts function, as well as authorized
persons together with the basic data,
Send plans - enables the send account plans function together with basic data,

Use encrypted connections - enables encrypted communication between the driver and the
console,
Encryption key - the encryption key used for communication between the driver and the
console,
Synchronize module time [seconds] - enables system time update function on a computer
with a running AC console, according to the time on the computer running the console
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driver.

And a list of consoles authorized in the driver:
Console ID,

Console name,

Check connection to console - in the absence a connection, the driver signals an error.

12.4.10.5 Client Console Driver

This driver makes the Client Console  available. Account data is available after correct
authorization in the system, depending on the account remote access  settings.

12.4.10.5.1  General

In the general driver configuration define:
Module name - the unique module name visible in the system,

Password - a console password defined in the system (Kernel configuration - Module
passwords ),
Use Named Pipe Connection - this option is used for indirect connections with the Kernel,
when the Multiplexer module  serves as an intermediary. This option allows you to
communicate only when the multiplexer is running on the same computer,
Enable logging - this option activates a detailed log of driver operation. Next to this specify
the path to which the driver logs will be saved,
Use encrypted connections - Enables the encrypted communication between the driver and
the consoles,
Encryption key - the encryption key used to communicate between the driver and the
consoles,
Do not send signals older than,

Signal Filter - the string of characters entered in this field (according to the Filters ) will be
used to search for signals, making it possible to define signals that are to be displayed in
the client console,
Active ports - a list of active ports the driver uses to listen for Client Console
communication.
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12.4.10.5.2  One-time passw ords

Settings governing remote password for users added in the Data Edit Console - Remote
Access .

Using One-time passwords and single-use passwords is
optional.

Use One-time passwords - Enables the random selection of letters required during user
registration. The letters not selected are hidden,

181
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Number of letters required - Specifies how many letters will be required (1 to 20 letters).
The position of the letters is random,
Employ single-use text message passwords - Enabling this option will send single-use
passwords via text message every time a client logs on, in order to use this functionality
you must configure the GSM modem, stating:
o Type of Modem,
o Pin number,
o COM port parameters,

text message password length - length of text message password which will be sent to the
client (5 to 15 characters), the password is sent to the number of the person  configured
in contacts, as an automatic text message,
Text message validity expiry time (min) - the expiry time of the text message password
which will be sent to the client (from 1 to 60 minutes). If this time is exceeded, you will need
to re-login. The value 0 disables this functionality.

171
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12.4.10.5.3  Advertisement

Configuration of advertising data displayed on the Client Console after login. You should
provide:

Company name - the name of the firm will be displayed on the client console,

Type of advertising file - a text or image file,

Advertising file - indicate the file on disc.
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12.4.10.5.4  Events filter

Filter by types of events sent to the Client Console.
Events from the selected groups will be sent to the client console:

Alarm - Events associated with alarm handling,

Comic operations list - Alarm comic events,

Service - events related to service,

Report - events related to service,

Retransmission - events associated with retransmissions,

Communication - events related to communication (email, text message, phone calls),

Intervention group - events related to the handling of intervention groups,

Other - Other events.
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12.4.10.6 Mobile Service Console Driver

This driver is used to communicate with active Mobile Service Consoles .

12.4.10.6.1  General

In the general driver configuration define:
Module name - the unique module name visible in the whole system,

Password - a console password defined in the system (Kernel configuration - Module
passwords ),
Use Named Pipe Connection - this option is used for indirect connections with the Kernel,
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when the Multiplexer module  is used for communication,
Enable logging - this option activates a detailed log of driver operation, saved to a text file,

Use encrypted connections - Enables the encrypted communication between the driver and
the mobile consoles, via a key defined for both sides (General Mobile Service Console
configuration),
Active ports - TCP ports the driver uses to listen for mobile console communication.

12.4.10.6.2  Object visibility

Configuration of data made available to the Mobile Service Console by the driver.
The driver can transfer data from accounts that are:

in service mode - the account is moved to service (Monitoring Console - Services ),

assigned to a serviceman - a person such as a technician is assigned to an account, and
linked with the login and password of a technician (Data Edit Console - Bindings ),
issued with service documents - a technician is assigned to the order, linked with the login
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and password of a technician (Service Console - Open orders ).

Unchecking all the options causes the transfer of data from all accounts.
Sending accounts with service documents issued takes into consideration the status of
documents assigned and executed.

12.4.10.7 Mobile Patrol Console Driver

The driver is used to communicate with active Mobile Patrol Consoles . In the driver you
must define:

Module name - the unique module name for the whole system,

Password - a console password defined in the system (Kernel configuration - Module
passwords ),
Use Named Pipe Connection - this option is used for indirect connections with the Kernel,
when the Multiplexer module is used for communication,
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Enable logging - this option activates a detailed log of driver operation; the data is saved to
a text file,
Use encrypted connections - Enables the encrypted communication between the driver and
the mobile consoles, via a key defined for both sides (General Mobile Patrol Console
configuration),
Active ports - TCP ports the driver uses to listen for mobile console communication.

12.4.10.8 ProcessControl Driver

The driver saves information about local system processes running as KronosNET2 system
events. It enables the checking of locally running applications and system load.
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In the driver configuration you must provide:
Module name - the unique module name visible in the whole system,

Password - a console password defined in the system (Kernel configuration - Module
passwords ),
Use Named Pipe Connection - this option is used for indirect connections with the Kernel,
when the Multiplexer module is used for communication. This option allows you to
communicate only when the multiplexer  is running on the same computer,
Enable logging - this option activates a detailed log of driver operation, saved to a text file,

Check processes every [seconds] - at regular defined time intervals the driver checks the
processes currently running,
Signal error if process exceeds processor use - define the value above which the driver
generates an error,
Show a list of all processes at start-up - after start-up the driver provides a list of all
processes,
Inform about processes running - the driver informs that a new process has appeared,

Inform about process completion - the driver informs about completed processes,

Signal an error if the process exceeds the RAM memory.

12.4.10.9 SaveSignal Driver

The driver is used to save incoming signals to text files. In the configuration you must define:
Module name - the unique module name visible in the whole system,

Password - a console password defined in the system (Kernel configuration - Module
passwords ),
Use Named Pipe Connection - this option is used for indirect connections with the Kernel,
when the Multiplexer  module is used for communication,
Filter - a filter of signals saved (Filters ),

Saved catalogue - a catalogue of saved files with signals,

Signals saved every [mins] - the period signal are saved.
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12.4.11 WWW Client Console configuration

This configuration covers the driver and Client Web Console  access application.
The configuration has the tabs:

Web Service - WEB driver ,

Web Site - Client Application .

12.4.11.1WEB Driver

The WEB driver provides selected client data from the MS SQL database and makes it
available to the client application.
Therefore, please provide:

The configuration file - driver configuration file, which contains data including:
o The connection string - a string connected to the MS SQL engine, where the

KronosNET21 database is available ,
o Page catalogue - a driver catalogue in which temporary multimedia files are stored.

During a call, use only authentication options using a
specific user name and password, and select the database
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on the KronosNET21 server.

For correct operation an MS SQL version 9.x or higher is
required.

12.4.11.2 Client Application

The client application provides an interface and data for remote users.
The configuration options available are:

The configuration file,

WEB driver address - the WEB driver  html address (defaulthttp://localhost/
KronosWebService/KronosWebService.asmx),
The default latitude and longitude - for positions on maps,

Default zoom - for positions on maps,

Google key - required for displaying positions on Google maps,

Default language - the default interface language,

Items per page - pagination of the number of account positions on the map.

For  the  client  application  it  is  necessary  to  generate  a
Google Maps API version 2 key.

To modify the appearance of the interface give:
The main logo,

The agency logo,

Interface colours,

The background colour,

Text Colour,

Menu colour,

Selected menu colour,

Submenu colour,

Modal window colour.

12.5 Plugins

Use this option for adding so-called plug-ins, that is ActiveX (OCX) to configure a specific
module. The function is accessible from the module top Tools menu (Configuration ->
Plugins).
A plug-in is a configuration window for a specific driver / module. Each driver / module has its
own plug-in configuration, which allows for its configuration.
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12.5.1 Adding plugins

To add a plug-in, click on the add button and then in the window:

Add

enter the plug-in name, that is the name that will be displayed on the list in Configuration
options, and then use the search button to indicate the ocx file.

search
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12.5.2 Editing plugins

To edit a plug-in, or its name, select it from the list and then click on the edit button.

edit

12.5.3 Removing plugins

To remove a plug-in, select it from the list and then click on the remove button.

remove

12.6 Camera libraries

This option is used to add libraries to control specific video recorders via a local console
(details in Cameras  in the  Data Edit Console)

Please contact your distributor or the KronosNET system
producer for a list of available camera libraries.
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13 Drivers

Drivers refer to running system service modules, serving as intermediaries in communication
with the Kernel,  which can perform the following functions:

Input Drivers (Driver In) - modules receiving signals and changing them to KronosNET2
system format:
o Driver In PSTN - a family of drivers receiving signals via telephone,
o Driver In Radio - a family of drivers receiving signals via radio,
o Driver In GSM / GPRS - a family of drivers receiving signals from channels based on the

GSM network,
o In WAN Driver - a family of drivers receiving signals from IT networks,

Output drivers (Driver Out) - drivers sharing data:
o Client Console Driver - the driver provides data for the Client Console ; for driver

configuration details see Client Console driver configuration ,
oMobile Patrol Console Driver- the driver provides data Mobile Patrol Console  for driver

configuration details, refer to the chapter on Mobile Patrol Console Driver Configuration
,

oMobile Service Console Driver - provides data for the Mobile Service Console ; for
driver configuration details, refer to the Mobile Service Console Driver Configuration
chapter,
o Alarm Console Driver - provides data for the Alarm Console ; driver configuration

details can be found in the chapter on Alarm Console Driver Configuration ,
Input and output drivers (Driver In / Out) - drivers sending and receiving information:
o GSMGate driver - the driver sends and receives information in the form of text message

and CLIP events; for driver configuration details see the GSMGate Driver  chapter,
oMailGate Driver - the driver sends and receives information via e-mail, it can also send

statements at a specified time; for driver configuration details, refer to the MailGate Driver
 Configuration chapter,

o UniversalInOut Driver - the driver sends and receives data in a format compatible with
the UniversalInOut driver protocol ; for driver configuration details, see the chapter on
the UniversalInOut Driver ,

Other:
o ProcessControl - driver saves information about running system processes as

KronosNET2 system events; for configuration details see the chapter on the 
ProcessControl Driver ,
o SaveSignal - the driver saves signals received in the system to a text file on the local

disc; for driver configuration details, see SaveSignal driver  chapter.
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14 Multiplexer

The Multiplexer Module is used in distant locations, and allows for control of  communication
between the drivers and the Kernel.
The service receives signals from the drivers  and sends  them directly to the Kernel via an
established LAN/WAN connection. If the principal connection is  unavailable, communication
is guaranteed via a GPRS session on a GSM/GPRS modem connected to a COM port.

If a driver is to communicate with the Kernel via a Multiplexer
module, select the configuration option: Communicate using
streams.

Detailed module configuration is available in the chapter on Multiplexer module configuration
.402
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15 Modules work status

This module allows you to view module operation status for modules registered in Kernel.
After logging on the following information is available:

IP - The module IP address,

Name - the module name,

Type - the module type (Kernel, console, driver),

Status - active or inactive (in sleep mode),

Error - information about an error signalled by a given module,

Present/Absent - information about registration or non-registration in the Kernel.

If a given module has connected to the Kernel even once only, it will appear on the list.
Modules currently not connected are marked as absent.

Active modules are modules running in the system, while an inactive module is a module in
sleep mode that is not working, for example: a driver that is not working is connected to the
Kernel, but does not receive signals from the base station.

Control  of  the  operation  status  is  possible  from  the  Modules  tab  in  the  Tools  utility
program.
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Controlling modules is only possible when the
corresponding option in the Kernel configuration is activated.
The default mode is Automatic, which prevents the user
from changing the module status (Kernel Configuration ).

In automatic mode, the Kernel automatically tries to start up all the modules immediately after
their registration in the Kernel, while in manual mode, all are in sleep mode  until  the  user
gives the relevant command to start them up (General Kernel Configuration ).

In automatic  mode, when one  of  the  modules  is  put  into  sleep mode, or  stops  working,
another  module  of  the  same  name  automatically  starts  operation, as  long  as  it  is  in  the
system and is registered with the Kernel. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to set different
module names in the system if we do not want some of them to only serve as backup copies.
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16 Database Manager

The DBM program is used to work with the KronosNET 2.1 database.

On the right side of the window we can see data from the current database.

16.1 Adding database server

The default database server is selected according to the Kernel configuration (Connection
string to the database ).

To add another database server, click the plus button, and then in the window:
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give the host name or IP address of the computer on which the database server is
running. In the Host Name field you must also specify the name of the server
instance, if at the address provided there is more than one instance running.

Then select whether logging is integrated (i.e. whether Kronos is to use built-in
Windows security). If you choose the No option you must give the user and database
password.

In order to verify the correctness of the data entered, click the Test connection button.

16.2 Backups

This option is for database operations such as:

open database backup copy

create database backup copy

In addition, in the Scheduled Tasks window you can set up cyclical or scheduled
backup. For this use the plus button. When clicked, the following window opens:
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Here you should determine the name of the task to be performed (e.g. "Monthly
copy"), select the folder in which the copy will be created and determine whether
each new copy of the database is to overwrite the old one by checking/unchecking
the Overwrite the backup file option. You should also specify the nature of the backup.
Possible types are:

  Once - give a specific date for the backup

  Periodic - specify the frequency and time of the backup in the following window:

To perform automatic backups, you must run the system service SQL
Server Agent (e.g. using Kronos Tools).
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16.3 Temporary data

All signals  are recorded in daily tables. After  some  time  the  database  begins  to  reach its
maximum  size. The  program  can give  an alert  before  the  limit  is  reached,  however  the
administrator must take the appropriate action.

You can import  and export  tables  with daily and monthly events, which frees  up space for
new events, as well as restore the old events if necessary.

16.3.1 Import daily tables

To import database tables, you must specify the path to the data files. Then you have
to select which data is to be imported.

Import takes place FROM files TO the database.

16.3.2 Export daily tables

Tables can be exported from a specific date, for a given period, or older than a certain
period of time.

Selecting remove exported tables deletes the tables from the database.

In the Path field you must also specify the path to the directory in which the exported
data will be saved.

The option Number of lines in one allows you to specify the number of rows in a
single file.
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16.3.3 Delete daily tables

You can remove tables from a specific day, for a given period or older than a certain
period of time. Removed tables will disappear permanently from the database.

16.3.4 Export monthly tables

You can export tables from a particular month, from a range of months, or older than
a certain period of time.

Selecting Remove exported tables deletes the tables from the database.

In the Path field you must also specify the path to the directory in which the exported
data will be saved.
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16.3.5 Delete monthly tables

This option removes monthly tables for a specific month, for a given period of
months, or older than a certain period of time. Removed tables will disappear
permanently from the database.

16.3.6 Daily and monthly tables view

You can view the exported daily and monthly tables without having to import them
into the database (in this case the database does not change size).
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16.4 Database files

It  is  possible  to  connect  a  particular  database, as  well  as  disconnect  and  compress  the
database.

-
connect database

-
 disconnect database

-

compress - compression removes empty space from the database,
but this process is dependent on the database server, and may not
produce  the  desired  effects  immediately  (the  file  containing  the
database may reduce in size only after some time).

The information is stored in a KronosNet2.mdf file,

however the KronosNet2.ldf file contains the transaction log, which records information about
operations currently being performed
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16.5 Server administration

Here you can set the authentication method which the SQL Server will require:

 - Windows and SQL Server authentication - the server will require a valid login both to

Windows and to the database. When you select this option, the User field is activated.

 - Windows Authentication - only operating system authentication is required.

The first method is recommended for a separate PC used as a data server where you have

to enter the database username and password. The second option is used when running the

server on the same computer where the Kernel service is running.

In the memory management field you define the amount of RAM that the system will allocate

to operate the database.

There are two configuration options:

-  dynamic amount of memory - the memory will be depending on your needs, the amount

will not exceed the limits set,

We recommend the dynamic setting from 4MB up to half the

RAM memory.

- constant amount of memory - the memory allocation is permanent.

Improper allocation of permanent memory area can result in

reduced system performance or even its instability!
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16.6 Replication

Replication uses the built-in MS SQL engine mechanisms for copying and distributing data
objects and databases from one to another, and then synchronizing data between databases
to maintain its consistency. Replication is used in the system to provide current data for the
backup kernel using Backup Centers .

Used merge replication allows to make changes in both databases: the main (publisher) and
backup (subscriber).
As a result of synchronization, any changes in the databases are merged together.

To configure replication in the DBM module, two servers of MS SQL engine (see Adding a
database server ) must be added

For main server enable the publication option and configure:
Occurs once at/every  - runs the Merge Agent in a specified time or at periodic intervals
o Starting at/ending at

Data folder - the folder with the data publication, which backup server has access

For a backup server, enable subscriptions, and then choose from a list a pre-configured
publication server.

Replication is set up in the database engine by KronosNET Replication Manager  service,
therefore all changes in configuration will require service restart.
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The mechanism of replication requires the full version of MS

SQL  Server  2005  or  higher  and  running  MS  SQL  Agent

service.

SQL Server requires authentication using the specified user

and password with appropriate permissions.

SQL engine versions  for publisher and subscriber must be

the same.

16.6.1 Replication manager

Tab is used to manage Manager replication service. Service in accordance with the 
replication  configuration, sets tables for Merge Replication  in publisher and subscriber 
MS SQL database engines, controls them and adds new tables to replicatation (so-called
daily tables in Temporary data ).

Managing replication manager:

Service start
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Service stop

Manual/automatic mode

Installing service

Uninstalling service

Replication manager configuration:
Module name - the name of the module visible in the system, unique to the whole system,

Password - a console password defined in the system (Kernel configuration - Module
passwords ),
Logging on -  a detailed log of driver operation saved to a text file.
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Removing or stopping the replication manager, will not  stop

the  execution of  replication -  Replication  is  configured  on

database  engines  level,  therefore,  its  stop  or  removal

operation should be performed directly on the MS SQL.
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17 Client Console

The console allows you to view data for accounts that are assigned to a user who identifies
themselves in the system via login and password. It also allows the client to propose
amendments to certain data, which must be confirmed in the Data Edit Console (Change
history ).
The client also has the option to send and receive messages from Data Edit Console users.

At first start-up the Client Console configuration  window appears, in which you configure
access to the Client Console driver.

To run the Client Console, the client console driver must be
running in the system.

17.1 Access to Client Console

After start-up the console displays a prompt window for entering the user name and
password. The user is the remote user name defined for the account in the Data Edit
Console (Remote access  chapter).

The type of password required is dependent on the driver configuration (Client Console Driver
configuration ).
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17.2 First run

When you first run the Client Console you must provide:
the IP address and port via which the Client Console driver  is available,

a password of your choice used to encrypt communication between the console and the
driver.

The driver provides the data from selected accounts (for driver configuration details see 
Client Console driver ).

17.3 Basics operations

The Client Console window has the following tabs:
Messages  - internal KronosNET2 system mail used for exchanging messages between
Client Console and Data Edit Console users,
Accounts  - data about accounts for registered clients,

Signal summaries  - signal statements for accounts of registered clients.

The top menu has the following options
Program:
o Register,
o Unregister,
o Configuration - Client Console configuration ,
o End,

Help:
o About - contact details and program license.

17.4 Messages

The mail tab allows Client Console and Data Edit Console users to exchange messages
(Messages Tab  chapter).
Allows you to view, reply to and send text and image messages.
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Display messages - allows you to filter messages by type:
all,

received,

sent.
To refresh the message list, click the refresh icon.

Refresh

To add a new message click to add icon and fill in the message field.
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Add

Validity period:
o Permanent,
o Temporary,

Message type:
o Text,
o Image,

Topic,

Content.

17.5 Accounts

On the accounts tab remote users can view data from selected accounts to which they have
access.
After selecting an account the user can edit specific account data using the edit icon.

Edit
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Visible data may vary depending on the remote user's
authorization (Data Edit Console - Remote Access).

17.5.1 General

General account information, i.e.:

Account type and address,

Region,
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Area,

Arrival time,

Type,

Contacts,

Description,

Comments

and 

edit account contacts:

Contact name,

Priority,

Times,

Type,

Description.

17.5.2 Persons

People associated with the account, together with their data, and the
option to edit the data.

Edit

17.5.3 Signal groups

Account signal groups together with information about group status
and the time of the last status change together with the option to print
or export to an external file.

Print

Export

17.5.4 Signals

This tab provides access to data and allows for printing and export of
data:

Print
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Export

Signals - a list of archived signals from a given account,

Graphs - a graph of the signal strength (for radio devices or those giving analogue status)
that has been received from a given account. The graph can present signal strength,
temperature, humidity or voltage.

The signals can be narrowed down by filling in the time period in which the signals appeared.
You can also use filters  to limit the list length.

Positions - the current position of an account and the position history for a given time
period.

The position is displayed on Google maps only after you have accepted the license. The
default map type can be defined in the Client Console  configuration.
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17.5.5 Work time summary

 This option provides a summary of employee working time, which
can be printed or exported.

Print

Export

Summaries are created for a given month of the year.

The option Daily working hour limit [hours] displays the items on the list that exceeded the
daily work limit in red, and any working time over this amount is not be counted in the
summaries.
The option Base on event source time causes the working time to be based on the source
signal working time start and end, rather than on the time of receipt.

17.5.6 Events history

A list of archived events with account data which can be printed or
exported. The event history can be narrowed down by entering the
time period when the events occurred. Filters  can also be used for
limiting the list length.

Print

Export

17.5.7 Alarms quantitative summary

This summary provides a summarized list of alarms from a given
time and of a specified type, which can be printed or exported.

Print

Export

17.5.8 Reports summary

This enables you to view selected report types (alarm, service, daily,
and information) for a given period, with the option of using filters

40
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as well as printing and exporting.

Print

Export

17.5.9 Service documents summary

This window is for viewing issued service orders associated with an
account for a given time period, with the option to use filters , and
to print or export.

Print

Export

17.5.10 Multimedia files summary

This option is for generating lists of multimedia files (images or video)
for a given time period, with the option to use a filter  as well as
print and export.

Print

Export

17.5.11 Cameras

Viewing of account cameras.

You can view cameras and recorders whose images are available via Web server.
The use of libraries for specific camera manufacturers extends the functionality of the
cameras.
Camera control features are dependent on the device used and the camera library, therefore
not all features may be available.

Please contact your distributor or the KronosNET system
producer for a list of available camera libraries.

40
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17.5.12 Payments history

A list of payments generated for a given account for a set time period,
with the option of using a filter  as well as printing and exporting.

     

Print

Export

17.5.13 Locks

A list of account locks with the option of editing.

 
A remote user can propose the following locks:

Permanent,

Temporary - for a fixed time period,

Lock types:
o All - the whole account, or a defined function:
o Status functions ,
o Status change functions ,
o Connection checking ,
o Periodic functions ,
o Range functions ,
o Task functions ,

Devices,

Group (signals),

Description.

17.5.14 Functions

Viewing of account functions with the option to edit them.

Task functions ,

Periodic functions ,

Status functions ,

Status change functions ,

Connection checking ,

Range functions .
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17.5.15 Routes

Viewing and editing of the routes function  defined for a given
account device, with the option of editing.

17.5.16 Object changes

A list of proposed changes waiting for acceptance by the Data Edit
Console user.

 

17.6 Signals summary

This tab provides access to data of all accounts::

Statement of signals from all remote user accounts

Current position of all remote user accounts

17.6.1 Signals

This statement contains signal history for remote user accounts. The signals can be
generated for a specified time period, as well as filtered  and printed.

261
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17.6.2 Positions

A statement of current client account positions.

17.7 Configuration

On the configuration tab we must define:

General
o IP address - the address to which the Client Console will attempt to connect to the Client

Console driver,
o Port - TCP port to which the Client Console sends frames (Client Console driver listening

port),
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o Use encryption - enables encryption of frames between the console and the driver,
o Password - the password used for encryption between the console and the driver,

Maps
o The default map type - the type of Google map used to display the position of the

account:
Normal,
Satellite,
Hybrid,

o Items per page - pagination of account positions on the map (Signals tab),

Cameras - libraries for advanced camera and recorder functions (for details see Camera
Library  chapter),
Codec name - the choice of locally installed codec used for video compression using
camera libraries, as well as for compression quality setting:
o Compression quality,
o Colour depth,
o Repeat frames,
o Saving path for multimedia files - for recorded images and videos from the Cameras

tab.
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18 Web Client Console

The console allows you to view data for accounts that are assigned to a user who identifies
themselves in the system via login and password. It also allows the client to propose
amendments to certain data, which must be confirmed in the Data Edit Console (Change
history ).
The client also has the option to send and receive messages from Data Edit Console users.

Access is possible via any web browser, after connecting to the Microsoft IIS website server,
where the KronosWebApplication application is running .

18.1 Access to a data

After typing into the browser the IIS server address on which the KronosWebApplication
application is running, a login screen is displayed:

Enter the user login and password. The login is the name of the remote user defined for an
account in the Data Edit Console (Remote access  chapter). After successful login, we get
access to the main page, where we have access to the tabs:

Accounts ,

Summaries ,

News .

An example link for logging into the system if IIS is running on the same computer is as
follows:
  http://localhost/KronosWebApplication/MainSite.aspx.
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18.2 Accounts

From the accounts tab remote users can select accounts to which they have access, and
then check the details.

Visible data may vary depending on remote user
authorization (Data Edit Console - Remote Access ).

18.2.1 General account information

General account information, i.e.:

Account type and address,

Region,

Area,

Response time,

Type,

Contacts,

Description,

Comments.

181
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18.2.2 Persons

People associated with a selected account, with the option to view their details, add new
people and edit or remove existing people.
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18.2.3 Signal groups

Signal groups for a chosen account, together with information about the group status and the
time of the last status change.

18.2.4 Signals history

This tab provides access to the data of a selected account:

Signals - a list of archived signals,

Graphs - a signal level graph (for radio devices or those providing analogue status), which
has been received from a given object. The graph may represent signal strength,
temperature, humidity or voltage,
Positions - position history for a given period or the current position.

You can narrow down the signals, by entering the time period in which the signals appeared.

18.2.5 Events history

A list of archived events from a selected account. The event history can be narrowed down
by entering the time period when the events occurred.

18.2.6 Raports summary

This enables you to view reports (alarm, service, daily, and information) from selected
accounts for a given period, with the option of viewing report details.
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18.2.7 Service documents summary

This window is for viewing issued service orders associated with an account for a given time
period, with the option to view order details.

18.2.8 Payments summary

A list of payments generated for a given account for a set time period with the option to view
details of payments generated.

18.2.9 Multimedia files summary

A list of multimedia files for a selected account (images or video) for a given time period.

18.2.10 Cameras

Viewing camera images for a selected account. It is possible to view cameras and recorders
which make their images available via a Web server.

18.2.11 Alarms quantitative summary

This statements presents a summarized list of alarms for a given account, which occurred at
a given time, with a division by type.

18.2.12 Work time summary

This option provides a statement of employee working time for a given account.

Statements are created for a given month of the year.

The option Daily working hour limit [hours] displays the items on the list that exceeded the
daily work limit in red, and any working time over this amount is not be counted in the
statements.
The option Base on event source time causes the working time to be based on the source
signal working time start and end, rather than on the time of receipt.

18.2.13 Locks

A list of account locks with the option of editing.
A remote user can propose a new lock or edit existing locks:

Permanent,

Temporary - for a fixed time period,

Lock types:
o All - the whole account, or a defined function:
o Status functions 204
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o Status change functions ,
o Connection checking ,
o Periodic functions ,
o Range functions ,
o Task functions ,

Devices,

Group (signals),

Description.

18.2.14 Contacts

Viewing and editing account contacts, i.e.:
Contact name,

Priority,

Times,

Type,

Description.

18.2.15 Functions

Viewing and editing.

Task functions ,

Periodic functions ,

Status functions ,

Status change functions ,

Range functions .

18.2.16 Routes

Viewing and editing of routes  function for a given device.

18.3 Summaries

18.3.1 Signal groups state summary

Signal groups from all a client's accounts, together with information about the group status
and time of the last status change.

18.3.2 Signals summary

This tab provides access to a client's account data:
Signals - a list of archived signals

Graphs - a graph of signal strength (for radio devices or those providing analogue status)
that has been received for a given account. The graph can present signal strength,
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temperature, humidity or voltage.
Positions - position history for a given period

The signals can be narrowed down by entering the time period within which the signals
appeared.

18.3.3 Events summary

A list of archived client account events. The event history can be narrowed down by entering
the time period within which the signals appeared.

18.3.4 Reports summary

Viewing client account reports (alarm, service, daily, or information) for a given period with the
option of viewing report details.

18.3.5 Service documents summary

This window is for viewing issued service orders for client accounts for a given period with
the option to view order details.

18.3.6 Payments summary

A list of payments generated for client accounts for a given time period, with the option to
view generated payment details.

18.3.7 Invoices summary

A statement of client account invoices issued with the option to view issued invoice details.

18.3.8 Alarms quantitative summary

A statement of summarized client account alarms that occurred within a given time, with a
division by type.

18.4 Messages

The mail tab allows receiving of Data Edit Console user messages (Mail Tab chapter).
Allows you to view and remove text and image messages.
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18.5 Installation

The client WWW service access application is installed on the IIS server. Within the

application provide the access to the KronosWebService driver that takes data directly from

the database.

The WEB Client Console requires an MS SQL database

engine, version 9.x or newer.

18.5.1 IIS server installation

The server is a standard Windows component. The computer on which IIS is installed must
be made available to outside traffic via port 80:
o For Windows Vista and Windows 7:

Click on Control Panel -> Programs and Functions -> Enable or disable Windows
system functions. In the window that opens, look on the list of components for the
option described as Internet Information Services, and open it. Select the component
IIS Services Management Console in the Web Management Tools subtree. Then click
on the Web Services component, open it, and then select Asp and ASP.NET in the
Application creation services subtree.

o For Windows XP:
Click on Control Panel -> Add or Remove Programs -> Add / Remove Windows
Components. In the window that opens, look on the list of components for the option
described as Internet Information Services (IIS), select it and click on details. In the next
window, select the following options from the list for installation: World Wide Web
Service and Internet Information Services starter.
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o For Windows 2003 Server:
Click on Control Panel -> Add or Remove Programs -> Add / Remove Windows
Components. In the window that opens, look on the list of components for the option
described as Application Server, select it and click on details. In the next window, select
the following options from the list for installation: Internet Information Services (IIS),
ASP.NET, and the application server console.

If, despite proper installation, the page does not work correctly (in particular a situation where
ASP.NET or similar was not an option on the list of components to install), try executing the
following command from the command console:
C: \ WINDOWS \ Microsoft.NET \ Framework \ v2.0.50727 \ aspnet regiis.exe - i.

The IIS server is not included in MS Windows Home
editions.

After proper installation on your c disc you should have the following directory: C: \ inetpub \
wwwroot.
After typing this address in the browser: http://localhost you should see a welcome page. If
this does not happen, you should first check the permissions and authentication methods.
This can be done through the device available in:

(for Windows XP) - Control Panel -> Administrative Tools -> Internet Information Services

(Windows 2003 Server) - Control Panel -> Administrative Tools -> Internet Information
Services (IIS),
(for Windows Vista and Windows 7).; - Control Panel -> Administrative Tools -> Internet
Information Services (IIS).

It is also necessary to install Microsoft. NET Framework 3.5
SP1 for the application to function.

18.5.2 Web Clinet Console installation

In order to install the Client Application (KronosWebApplication) and data driver
(KronosWebService), run the Web Client  Console installer.

Depending on the type, the files will be installed in the specified directory as will the
KronosWebApplication applications and KronosWebService for the IIS server.

Before you install the Web Client Console you must install
the IIS server  components.

After correctly installing the Client Console in the Tools  utility program, the console and
driver configuration appears in the tab Configuration > KronosWebApplication (configuration
details in the chapter Configuring Web Client Console ).
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In the driver configuration indicate the correct access path to the database (see the chapter
on WEB Driver  Configuration).
In order for the application to communicate properly with the driver you must specify the
appropriate path to the driver (For details see the Client Application  chapter).

You can check the installation is correct by running local links from a browser:
IIS server:

http://localhost/
Web Client Console:

http://localhost/KronosWebService/KronosWebService.asmx
Client application:

http://localhost/KronosWebApplication/MainSite.aspx

For remote Client access, the producer suggests using a
separate WWW services server.
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19 Mobile Consoles

Mobile Consoles are KronosNET system application run on mobile devices.
In KronosNET2.2 following mobile consoles are avaible:

Mobile Client Console

Mobile Service Console

Mobile Patrol Console

Consoles communicate with dedicated KronosNET system driver, which share certain data
to mobile user.

19.1 Mobile Client Console

The console allows to view data for accounts that are assigned to a user who identifies
themselves in the system via login and password. 

To run the Client Console, the Mobile Client Console driver
must be running in the system.

The module is designed to run on mobile devices with Android 2.3.3 or newer

19.1.1 Access

After start-up the console displays a prompt window for entering the user name and
password. The user is the remote user name defined for the account in the Data Edit
Console (Remote access  chapter).
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From menu button in main window user has access to:
Configuration

Log in

Close

Or user can select phone call from mobile device to number defined in driver configuriaton

488
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When you first start up the console Configuration  menu
will open, in which you set up access to the system 

19.1.2 Operations

After successful login to the Mobile Client Console it will display customer account with
options:

488
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Options display data of currently selected account

Holding up a menu will display details of the currently selected account and allows to
change current account

Signals

Events

Signals group states

Alarms  handling

Contact with the security agency (the number is defined in driver)

Map  with account position

Cameras

Commands

Messages
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19.1.2.1 Signals

Archive signals list from account, with time period filter:
day

week

mont

any - given time range (from - to)

19.1.2.2 Events

Archive events list from account, with time period filter:
day

week

mont

any - given time range (from - to)
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19.1.2.3 Signals group states

Signals groups on account, with the information on the current group status (i.e. partition
armed/disarmed)
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19.1.2.4 Alarms

Current alarms list from selected account
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Generate new alarm selected from the list for an account

Delete specified alarm (requires to enter person confirmation password)

Entering duress password will remove the specified alarm
from the list, however it will generate new alarm in
KronosNET system, unseen in the mobile console.

19.1.2.5 Map

Google map with the account position and geographical coordinates
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19.1.2.6 Cameras

Preview of the IP cameras on the account

The camera from given address should provide website
available to open on mobile device

19.1.2.7 Commands

The list of the devices and defined for them commands, that can be executed.
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After sending the command follwing statuses are possible:

No information about command execution (timeout)

Command execution failed

Command completed successfully

Command during the execution

19.1.2.8 Messages

Tab allows to send messages to agency (in Messages  in DataEdit Console)
Template of possible messages can be defined in Mobile Customer Console driver
configuration, also user can send own message.

236
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19.1.3 Configuration

The Mobile Customer Console configuration is available from the Options menu.
To set up the connection with the driver configuration should include:

Server address -  the IP address where the Mobile Patrol driver is available,

Port - the driver listening port

Encryption - communication between the console and the driver is encrypted using the key

Encryption key
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19.2 Mobile Service Console

This  module  assists  the  work of  account  technicians  and  service  personnel.  It  provides
access to account signals as well as to open service documents .

To run the Mobile Service Console it is necessary to run the
Mobile Service Console driver .

 The module is designed for use on mobile device with Android 2.3.3 or newer

19.2.1 Access

After starting up the console select from settings connection, which will be used for console
registering (details Configuration)

After successful connection login screen will display, where you enter authorized user login
and password (details in Adding of Mobile Service Console user)
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When you first start up the console you must configure
access to the Mobile Service Console driver.

After successful login, select account - service team account assigned to specific user on
duty.

498
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After successful registration screen will display with access to:
Accounts  - accounts list avaible for registered user

Documents  - open documents avaible for registered user

493
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When access is granted, there are possible steps:

Moving between tabs

Manually refresh the current screen

Context menu, depending on the selected tab (account or document)

Menu options, after log in allows to:
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User Logout

Work pause report

Work end report

Work start report

Access to the configuration

About the program

Displayed data depends on the Mobile Service Console
driver configuration (details Object Visibility )

Longer hold on any icon in console will display its description

19.2.1.1 Adding of Mobile Service Console user

For the system to correctly linked the logged-in user with an account such as an service
vehicle, do the following:

Create a Service Vehicle type account (Data Edit Console - accounts, General  tab),

Add a person such as a service associated with the system user to the account (Data Edit
Console - accounts, Persons  tab),
Verify system user rights assigned to account person (Tools - Giving users rights)

19.2.2 Accounts

Account tab provides a list of accounts avaible to logged user with the account status:

Account in alarm state

Account in service state
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Single account select will display its details, including:
Customer name and address

Account address and contacts

Longer hold on an account will result in it's selection. That will allow to select additional
options from context menu:
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The context menu, when an account is selected it allows you to:

Add a new document for the selected account

Generate or delete alarm for the selected account

Generate or finished service state for the selected account

Edit basics account data, including account position based on the current
device position
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Notification about start or completion work on account

19.2.3 Documents

Documents tab provides a list of documents avaible to logged user, including document
numer, type, date of creation and account name.

Longer hold on an document will result in it's selection. That will allow to select additional
options from context menu:

Context menu

Creating new document for the same account

Deleting selected document
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When you single select a document, additional details af document will be avaible, including:
Document view and details edit

Person associated with document account

Events for the associated account (with possibility to select a time range)

Signals for the associated account (with possibility to select a time range)

Position map for associated account
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When document is selected from context menu you can

Save your changes in the document

Cancel the changes in the document

19.2.4 Configuration

Configuration for Mobile Service Console is avaible from the menu

To add a new connection, press menu button on configuration and select add.
Editing defined connection is possible after longer holding connection name.
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To set up the connection with the driver configuration should include:

Name - connection name

IP -  the IP address where the Mobile Patrol driver is available,

Port - the driver listening port

Encryption - communication between the console and the driver is encrypted using the key
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19.3 Mobile Patrol Console

The module is used to manage response teams. It allows you to send the messages and
alarm events to be handled from the Monitoring Console (Response teams management
chapter). It also allows you to verify the position of the response team. 

To run the Mobile Patrol Console it is necessary to run the
Mobile Patrol Console driver.

The module is designed to run on mobile devices with Android 2.3.3 or newer.

19.3.1 Access

After starting up the console the login screen is displayed.

284
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After successful login, select account - response team object assigned to specific user on
duty.
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Console switches to standby mode, while the response team associated with the logged in
user changes status to 'connected' in the Monitoring Console Response Teams Management

 module.284
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Option menu allows you to:

User login in Mobile Console

Access to Mobile Console configuration

Information about the program

After logging following funcions are also available

Log off frm Mobile Console

Report a work break

Start work after a braek

507
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Report breakdown (it will generate alarm from response team account)

In order to login a person binded with KronosNET system
with username and password has to be added to the
response team type account (see Adding a Response Team
Console  user).
When you first start up the console you must configure
access to the Mobile Patrol Console driver.

For function description please hold longer any icon in Mobile

Console display

19.3.1.1 Adding of Mobile Patrol Console user

For the system to correctly linked the logged-in user with an account such as an intervention
group, do the following:

Create a Response Team Vehicle type account (Data Edit Console - accounts, General
tab),
Add a person such as a security associated with the system user to the account (Data Edit
Console - accounts, Persons  tab),
Add a device such as a mobile patrol console device associated with the Mobile Patrol
driver to the account,
Activate the response team added from the list of response team (Monitoring Console - 
Response teams management ).

19.3.2 Alarm handling

From the Mobile Patrol Management module you can send an alarm to be handled to a
connected Console.
After receiveing the alarm in the Mobile Patrol Console it will display object data (synonym,
name and address) and position of the object in the google map.
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Icons allow you to change the range of the displayed object data

Map Position and route directions to the account

Persons
Persons assosciated with the account with details (photo, description,
identifiers)

Signal and
events

Signal and events from the account

Signal group Account signal groups (with object state)

Remarks Account remarks with details

Displaying  directions  route  for  response  team  requires
enabling GPS in mobile device to determine current location.

During the alarm handling on the Mobile Console you can report following steps:

Events for alarm
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Alarm confirmation

Alarm rejection

Response team on its way

Response team arrived at place

False alarm

True alarm

Alarm end

Contact please

Support request

19.3.3 Messages

Messages can be sent from the Mobile Patrol Management Module, which will be displayed
on a connected Console.
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19.3.4 Installation

Steps for installing and starting up the module on a PDA:
Run and configure the Mobile Patrol Console driver (Driver  Configuration),

Share Mobile Patrol Console driver listening port,

Copy onto the PDA, and then run the Mobile Patrol Console application,

Configure the module, including access to the driver (Mobile Patrol Console configuration),

Add console user, according to the instructions Adding Mobile Patrol Console user .

19.3.5 Configuration

The Mobile Patrol Console configuration is available from the Options menu.
To set up the connection with the driver configuration should include:

Server address -  the IP address where the Mobile Patrol driver is available,

Port - the driver listening port

Encryption - communication between the console  and the driver is encrypted using the
key
Encryption key
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20 HASP key

KronosNET system bases its licensing model on HASP keys. The key associated with the
license must be obtained from the software manufacturer. The key must be plugged into a
computer on which Kernel is installed.

The key contains information about the installation number, user name, number of accounts
handled, the maximum number of devices that can be connected, and the date until which
the system remains fully functional. After any of these values contained in the key are
exceeded, the system ceases to work. The Data Edit Console can still be used however for
managing accounts: the user has the possibility to remove accounts that violate the
conditions of the license purchased.

A correctly functioning key lights up red. If the LED in the key is off, this may mean that the
driver has not been installed in Windows or that the USB port on your computer is damaged.
Drivers can be found on the installation CD, or can be downloaded from the Internet.

The values recorded on the key can be checked in the Tools module: from the Options menu,
select Program information.

The obligation to  update  the  key  for  subscription versions
remains the responsibility of the system user.

Violation  of  restrictions  on  the  number  of  monitored
accounts and/or the product validity period contained in the
key, results  in immediate shutdown of  the  system, and  is
regarded  by  the  manufacturer  as  a  violation  of  their
copyright and property rights.

The program works without the key for up to 5 accounts, but
this option is only for testing and a program running in this
mode cannot be used for commercial purposes.

20.1 Key update

When it becomes necessary to change the values contained in the security key, this requires
connection to the software manufacturer.

This step is necessary only if you are working with a fixed period license. Update is not
required for open licenses with no time limit.

http://www.aladdin.com/support/hasp.aspx
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Key update requires a connection to the NEXT! server using the HaspClient.exe program,
which is located in the main KronosNET2 installation directory.

The key must be plugged into the  computer  on which the
key  drivers  are  installed  -  these  can  be  found  on  the
installation CD or on the key manufacturer's website.

To update the key, open the program HaspClient.exe, and then in the program - configuration
menu enter the IP license server and the port via which the connection will be made.

The IP address and port can be obtained from the system manufacturer; the default data for
connection must be entered when you first start the program.

Next click Update and wait until the new values are saved on the key. The status will change
to Key set correctly.

You can also view the data stored on the key using the program:

Installation name - the name of the installation,

Installation number - the number of the installation,

Application name - the name of the application,

Number of accounts - maximum possible number of devices that can be entered,

License expiration time - the key expiration time.

Most common problems:

If the Update icon is in grey, there is no HASP key plugged in to the system, or the HASP key
drivers have not been installed.
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No connected HASP Key - no connection to the distributor's or software manufacturer's
HASP server, make sure you have entered the IP address and the port correctly, and that
your computer is connected to the Internet.

No new key values - the console has connected correctly with the HASP server, but the
server does not have new values for the key..

20.2 Update the key automatic

It is possible to update the key automatically by running the AutoHasp service, which updates
the key either daily or on start-up.

This service interface is located on the task bar next to the clock, and gives the current key
values and date of latest key update, and allows you to change the configuration, pause and
run the service.

To start the service, run the interface from the file AutoHASPInterface.exe, if there are no
services installed the user will be asked to provide the service file.
After start-up, the interface is accessible from the tray bar. When you right-click on the
interface icon, the following menu is available:

Status - information about connected keys,

Settings - service configuration,

Operation Mode:
o Start the service,
o Stop the service,

Management:
o Install the service,
o Uninstall the service,

About the program,

Exit - close the interface.

After selecting the settings, you can configure:
Activate login - activation of detailed driver operation logging to text files,

The log file directory,

Server IP,

Server Port,

Update at (time),

Update at service start-up.

The IP address and port can be obtained from the system
manufacturer; the default data for connection must be
entered when you first start the program.
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20.3 Remote Key

If the Kernel is unable to directly read the license terms from the HASP key, for example if the
server is not equipped with a USB port, you can send license data from a computer equipped
with such a port. To do this, start the remote key RemoteHASP, which reads the HASP key
values and sends them to the Kernel.

To  use  the  remote  key  you  must  select  the  License
verification  via  driver  option  in  the  General  Kernel
configuration .

This service interface is located on the task bar next to the clock, and gives the current key
values, and allows you to change the configuration, pause and run the service.

To start the service, run the interface from the file RemoteHASPDriverInterface.exe, if there
are no services installed the user will be asked to provide the service file.
After start-up, the interface is accessible from the tray bar. When you right-click on the
interface icon, the following menu is available:

Status - information about connected keys,

Settings - service configuration,

Operation Mode:
o Start the service,
o Stop the service,

Management:
o Install the service,
o Uninstall the service,

About the program,

Exit - close the interface.

Selecting Settings displays the RemoteHASP license driver configuration window:
Name - the name of the module in the system,

Kernel IP - data for connection to the Kernel,
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Kernel Port - Kernel listening port,

Communicate using pipes - this option is used for indirect connections with the Kernel
when the Multiplexer module  is acting as intermediary. This option allows you to
communicate only when the multiplexer is running on the same computer,
Activate logging - activation of detailed driver operation logging to text files,

The log file directory.

435
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21 Attachments

21.1 Special characters in the signal description

In the signal description you can use special characters which insert the appropriate value in
the signal description in the Monitoring Console, e.g.:

  $ C - the value added to the signal description is the value which is in the signal code,

  $ E1 - the value added to the signal description is the value which is in signal extension 1,

  $ E2 - the value added to the signal description is the value which is in signal extension 2,

  $ E3 - the value added to the signal description is the value which is in signal extension 3.

You can also substitute a value with a name:
To add a line (zone) name to the signal description, add the line number and name to the
account libraries, while at the same time adding the appropriate special character to the
signal description, e.g.:

$E1L - adds to the signal description the line (zone) name entered in the account
dictionaries, whose number comes in extension 1,
$E2L - adds to the signal description the line (zone) name entered in the account
dictionaries, whose number comes in extension 2,
$E3L - adds to the signal description the line (zone) name entered in the account
dictionaries, whose number comes in extension 3.

To add a subsystem (partition) name to the signal description, add the zone number and
name to the account libraries, while at the same time adding the appropriate special
character to the signal description, e.g.:

$E1Z - adds to the signal description the subsystem (partition) name entered in the account
dictionaries, whose number comes in extension 1,
$E2Z - adds to the signal description the subsystem (partition) name entered in the account
dictionaries, whose number comes in extension 2,
$E3Z - adds to the signal description the subsystem (partition) name entered in the account
dictionaries, whose number comes in extension 3.

To add a user name to the signal description, add the user number and name to the account
libraries, while at the same time adding the appropriate special character to the signal
description, e.g.:

$E1U - adds to the signal description the user name entered in the account dictionaries,
whose number comes in extension 1,
$E2U - adds to the signal description the user name entered in the account dictionaries,
whose number comes in extension 2,
$E3U - adds to the signal description the user name entered in the account dictionaries,
whose number comes in extension 3.

To add the name of an authorized person assigned to an account to the signal description,
add the arming and disarming code to the person's details, while at the same time adding the
appropriate special character to the signal description, e.g.:

$E1P - adds to the signal description the user name entered in the account dictionaries,
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whose number comes in extension 1,
$E2P - adds to the signal description the user name entered in the account dictionaries,
whose number comes in extension 2,
$E3P - adds to the signal description the user name entered in the account dictionaries,
whose number comes in extension 3.

To add the name of a point to the signal description, add the name and number of the point to
the account dictionaries, while at the same time adding the appropriate special character to
the signal description, e.g.:

$E1T - adds to the signal description the point name entered in the account dictionaries,
whose number comes in extension 1,
$E2T - adds to the signal description the point name entered in the account dictionaries,
whose number comes in extension 2,
$E3T - adds to the signal description the point name entered in the account dictionaries,
whose number comes in extension 3.

The signal description can also display the strength of the signal sent by a device using the
special character $V.

21.2 UniversalInOut driver protocol

The UniversalInOut (SU) driver is the standard TCP/IP communication port, and receives
signals and alarms directly into the Kronos system. The active element which makes
connections and sends signals is a different monitoring system or Telnet (M) terminal.

The UniversalInOut driver also allows for retransmissions, using the same standard as for
alarms and group signal status, and can therefore be used as (M).

After making a connection M sends a series of signals in accordance with the driver protocol,
waiting each time for confirmation from the SU. After sending all the signals M sends a call
end marker. In the absence of a call end marker and a long period of inactivity, SU ends the
call itself.

SU operates in two modes:
Manual - designed to work with TELNET. Sends back an echo of the characters entered to
the terminal and uses the codes 0D+0A as a marker for the end of a line <cr>
Automatic - designed to work with M. It is characterized by the absence of an echo and
uses 0D as the end of line marker.

Driver configuration is described in the UniversalInOut driver  chapter.

21.2.1 Diagram of communication

Diagram of communication between the SU and M:

SU direction M

waiting for new connection

404
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making a connection

start waiting for signals

signal frame

confirmation

... ...

end connection empty frame

21.2.2 Variables description

Frames contain ASCII format characters. They consist of variable - value pairs. Individual
pairs are separated by a ";". The variable is separated from the value by the symbol "=". Each
frame carries information about one signal or alarm and ends with the symbol <cr>.
Unrecognized variables and their values are ignored. You do not have to enter all the
variables, the list of those required is below the table. The order of the variables in the frame
is optional. Commands generating signals can not be mixed in the same frame with
commands specific to an alarm, otherwise the frame is rejected by the driver.
Empty frame (ending) contains only the symbol <cr>.

Variables associated with the generation of signals:
TIME_SOURCE - time signal generated in the format YYYY/MM/DD hh:mm:ss,

H_NUMBER - the number of a physical account,

CANAL_TYPE - the signal channel type,

CANAL_SLOT - signal slot,

CODE or code_1 - signal code,

EXTENSION_1 or CODE_2 - first signal extension,

EXTENSION_2 or CODE_3 - second signal extension,

EXTENSION_3 - third signal extension,

LEVEL - signal level (strength or environmental measurement value),

SIGNAL_TYPE - input signal type:
o UNK - unknown.
o EXT - external,
o INT - internal,
o POS - position,
o CHK - registration point,
o TST - test signal,
o SYS - system signal,
o ACC - access control.

Required: H_NUMBER and CODE, EXTENSION_1, EXTENSION_2 or EXTENSION_3.

Example:
A code C1 signal from account 1002 generated 2009/03/16 at 18:01:00 looks as follows:
H_NUMBER = 1002; CODE = C1; TIME_SOURCE = 2009/03/16 18:01:00; <cr>
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Variables associated with the generation of alarms:
TIME_CREATE - time alarm generated in the format YYYY/MM/DD hh:mm:ss,

SYNONYM - account synonym, on which alarm is generated (account must be in
database, otherwise the error is generated) ,
PRIORITY - alarm priority - alarm is not needed in database, but if exists it will be handled
with it's settings (retransmission, delays,etc.) if it not exists it's considered as Default (loud
alarm, without delays, blocked by service and account locks),
ALARM_NAME - optional alarm content; if you omit this parameter or it will be empty then
like above priority will be found in a alarm  database table, alarm description will be
assigned for such priority,
COLOUR - alarm colour - if it's not given then colour for alarm will be used for that priority,
and if that alarm not exists then alarm colour will be default. That parameter can take
hexadecimal value (but opposite , the same as in Delphi  that is in format )  "$BBGGRR"
with dollar on the begging (eg.  $00AB9C), or  fixed text (possible to choose from: white,
black, red, yellow, blue, gray, green, orange).

Required: SYNONYM and PRIORITY.

Example:
Alarm from the account with the synonym 0001, generated 2009/03/16 18:01:00 with priority
100:
TIME_CREATE = 2009/03/16 18:01:00;SYNONYM = 0001;PRIORITY=100;<cr>

Variables related to the retransmission of signal group status changes:
TIME_SOURCE - signal group status change time,

H_NUMBER - device hardware number,

CODE - signal group status ("Hi" - high status, "Lo" - low status),

EXTENSION_1 - signal group name,

EXTENSION_2 - signal group status name,

EXTENSION_3 - account synonym.

21.2.3 Confirmations

Confirmation description (transmission SU-> M).

SU generates three possible signals, each ending in <cr>. These signals are generated only
when a connection is made by M. Two signals relate to the correct receipt of frames sent
("OK", "ERROR"), one relates to the idle connection timeout ("TIMEOUT").

21.3 Device parameters

A list of parameters and controllable lines which can be defined on a given account
parameters tab for specific drivers. Adding parameters to an account device is described in
the Data Edit Console - Devices  chapter.120
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21.3.1 Alarm Console

Parameters:

Alarm console identifier - console number to which fire alarms are to be sent. The number
is defined in the Alarm Console driver configuration.

21.3.2 Alarmtech Direct

Line control - command:

Command:
o  On/Off output - output status change,

Parameters:
o Output number - number of the output that is to be controlled,
o Output state - the status the output is to be changed to,
oModule Address - ASR (Agentowy System Roju) system cell address.

 

21.3.3 DataSystemGPSServer

Line control - command:

Command:
o Service mode,
o Ignition - blocking ignition,

Parameters:
o Set state - the status the output is to be changed to.

21.3.4 DyskamDGG16K

Parameter:

Retransmit to GPRS - IP address for GPRS/Ethernet relay,

Retransmit to radio - the number of radio base for two-way radio relay,

Retransmit to GSM - phone number without spaces for GSM relay,

Retransmit code - code that is to be retransmitted; there can be more of these parameters
- the driver will search the entire list,
Phone number in GSM canal - a phone number.

Command:

Command:
o Reset - reset the device,
o Input state - setting input status,
o All output off - disables all output,
o All output on - enables all output,
o Test (Radio, GSM-SMS) - test request (GSM-SMS, old radio channel),
o Test (new Radio) - test request (new radio channel),
o On / Off output 1 - enable / disable output 1,
o On / Off output 2 - enable / disable output 2,
o Pay test off - block paid tests,

Parameters:
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o Driver port - port number from the driver configuration (No.),
o Canal type - type of channel,

Choose from: 2Way Radio, GSM, GPRS,
o Phone number in GSM canal - the phone number of the device for which the command is

to be executed,
o IP address in GPRS canal - the IP address of the device for which the command is to be

executed.

Command:

Command:
o GPRS renewal - ring test (command restarting GPRS transmitter),

Parameters:
o Driver port - port number of the driver configuration (No.),
o Phone number in GSM canal - a phone number.

Command:

Command:
o Line locking - blocking the line,
o Line unlocking - unblocking line,

Parameters:
o Driver port - port number of the driver configuration (No.),
o Canal type - type of channel,

Choose from: 2Way Radio, GSM, GPRS,
o Phone number in GSM canal - the phone number of the device for which the command is

to be executed,
o IP address in GPRS canal - the IP address of the device for which the command is to be

executed,
o Line number - line number.

21.3.5 DyskamDGG16ZMulti

Parameter:

Retransmit to GPRS - IP address for GPRS/Ethernet relay,

Retransmit to radio - the number of radio base for two-way radio relay,

Retransmit to GSM - phone number without spaces for GSM relay,

Retransmit code - code that is to be retransmitted; there can be more of these parameters
- the driver will search the entire list,
Phone number in GSM canal - a phone number.

Command:

Command:
o Reset - reset the device,
o On/Off output 1 - enabling/disabling output 1,
o On/Off output 2 - enabling/disabling output 2,
o Pay test off - block paid tests,

Parameters:
o Driver port - port number of the driver configuration (No.),
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o Canal type - type of channel,
Choose from: 2Way Radio, GSM, GPRS,

o Phone number in GSM canal - the phone number of the device for which the command is
to be executed,
o IP address in GPRS canal - the IP address of the device for which the command is to be

executed.

Command:

Command:
o GPRS renewal - ring test (command restarting GPRS transmitter),

Parameters:
o Driver port - port number of the driver configuration (No.),
o Phone number in GSM canal - a phone number.

Command:

Command:
o Line locking - blocking the line,
o Line unlocking - unblocking line,

Parameters:
o Driver port - port number of the driver configuration (No.),
o Canal type - type of channel,

Choose from: 2Way Radio, GSM, GPRS,
o Phone number in GSM canal - the phone number of the device for which the command is

to be executed,
o IP address in GPRS canal - the IP address of the device for which the command is to be

executed,
o Line number - line number.

21.3.6 DyskamDGG16ZE

Parameter:

Retransmit to GPRS - IP address for GPRS/Ethernet relay,

Retransmit to radio - the number of radio base for two-way radio relay,

Retransmit to GSM - phone number without spaces for GSM relay,

Retransmit code - code that is to be retransmitted; there can be more of these parameters
- the driver will search the entire list,
Phone number in GSM canal - a phone number.

Command:

Command:
o Reset - reset the device,
o On/Off output 1 - enabling/disabling output 1,
o On/Off output 2 - enabling/disabling output 2,
o Pay test off - block paid tests,
o GPRS renewal - ring test (command restarting GPRS transmitter),

Parameters:
o Driver port - port number of the driver configuration (No.),
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o Canal type - type of channel,
Choose from: 2Way Radio, GSM, GPRS,

o Phone number in GSM canal - the phone number of the device for which the command is
to be executed,
o IP address in GPRS canal - the IP address of the device for which the command is to be

executed.

Command:

Command:
o Line locking - blocking the line,
o Line unlocking - unblocking line,

Parameters:
o Driver port - port number of the driver configuration (No.),
o Canal type - type of channel,

Choose from: 2Way Radio, GSM, GPRS,
o Phone number in GSM canal - the phone number of the device for which the command is

to be executed,
o IP address in GPRS canal - the IP address of the device for which the command is to be

executed,
o Line number - line number (only for the Line locking command).

21.3.7 DyskamGSM

Parameter:

Phone number - a parameter changing the phone number to a hardware number.

21.3.8 EBS Direct

Parameter:

Phone number - a SIM card phone number associated with a transmitter.

Line control - command:

Command:
o 1 - additional AUX output,
o 2 - TMP tamper output,

Parameters:
o State - the status the output is to be changed to,
o Access code - the device access code (default is 1111) used in the case of output

control.

21.3.9 EBSOSM

Parameter:

Driver port - the port number from the driver configuration (No.).

Line control - command:

Command:
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o 1 - additional AUX output,
o 2 - SAB tamper output,

Parameters:
o State - the status the output is to be changed to,
o Driver port - the port number from the driver configuration (No.), so that the driver knows

to which analyzer it is to send output control signals,
o Device type - the type of device for which the control is to be executed.

Command - audio command:

Command:
o BEEP - audio command sent to a device in order to start a path,

Parameters:
o Frequency - the audio signal frequency (recommended value 600-1200),
o Duration - the length of individual BEEP commands,
o Repetitions - number of repetitions,
o Driver port - the port number from the driver configuration (No.).

21.3.10 EBSGPSServer

Parameters:

Password.

21.3.11 EsomMS301

Parameters:
Long ACK - the option of a long audio signal confirmation, either: 
o No - short confirmation,
o Yes - long confirmation.

21.3.12 GSMExpert

Parameters:

Phone number - a parameter changing a phone number to a hardware number.

21.3.13 GSM

Parameters:

Phone number - a parameter changing a phone number to a hardware number.

21.3.14 GSMGate

Command - send a CLIP command:

Command:
o CLIP - send a CLIP command to a device,

Parameters:
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o Phone number - device phone number,
o Driver port - port number from driver configuration (No.).

Parameters:
Normalize alarm after confirmation - possibility to define if an alarm is to be normalized
after confirmation by a client,
Time between sending messages to next contact [min.] - the time period in minutes
between alarm text messages sent to specified account contact people.

The parameters only appear in the case of alarm
retransmission actions, signals, signal group status changes,
account events, and service.

21.3.15 GSTraqGPS Direct

Parameters:
Phone number - the SIM card phone number in the device.

In order  to  properly  configure  the  device  to  work  with  the
driver,  use  the  TR-203  Config  Tool  to  set  the  following
parameters:

04 - appropriate working mode (depending on this  mode,
select other parameters on the tracking tab),
B0 - SIM card PIN,

B1 - SIM card phone number,

03 - enter the value: SPBA61GI * U!,

D8 and E8 - value: TCP,

H0, P2, Q2, R2, T2, U2, 0L, K3 and K4 - value: 02.

The driver only works  with devices  with such parameters.
The rest of the device settings can be defined as required.

21.3.16 Heitel

Parameters:

DVR address - recorder address,

DVR port number - recorder port,

User name - user name (if necessary),

Password - user password (if there is a user name).

Command - a command that allows taking of single images from cameras:
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Command:
oMake camera screenshot - the possibility of capturing images from cameras,

Parameters:
o Camera number.

Command - a command that allows you to record video:

Command:
oMake camera video record - the possibility to record video,

Parameters:
o Camera number,
o Record length [s] - the length of the video (in seconds).

Command - a command retrieving historical video footage:

Command:
o Get historical camera video record - download historical recordings of a given length from

the hard drive,
Parameters:
o Camera number,
o Record length [s] - the length of the video (in seconds),
o Start time offset [s] - determine the point at which you want to start the history download.

You can enter positive and negative values:
positive value - define a time in the past (e.g. the value -10 defines the start of video
download as 10 seconds before the start of execution of the command by the driver),
negative value - define a time in the future (e.g. the value 10 defines the start of video
download as 10 seconds after the start of execution of the command by the driver).

To operate correctly, the driver requires the Heitel_Lib.dll
library.

21.3.17 IDEiBeaconGPS Direct

Parameters:

Password - password for a given device.

21.3.18 Jablotron Direct

Parameters:

Phone number - SIM card phone number in the device.

21.3.19 KorinInformer Direct

Parameters:
Phone number - SIM card phone number associated with a transmitter.
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Line control - command:

Command:
o 1 - output 1,
o 2 - output 2,

Parameters:
o State - the status the output is to be changed to.

21.3.20 Nokton Radio

Parameters:
Transmitter type - from between:
o NR4K3 - NR refers to NR2K3 i NR4K3,
o DSC - considered the same as NR, used only to ensure account data consistency,
oMULTI,
o FIRE,
Zone count - number of zones (numeric type),
Retransmitter number  - (numeric type - from 1 to 16).

21.3.21 PronalGSM

Parameters:

Phone number - a parameter changing a phone number to a hardware number.

21.3.22 PronalProxy

Parameters:

Phone number - a parameter changing a phone number to a hardware number.

21.3.23 PulsonDirect

Line control - command:

Command:
o 1 - output 1,
o 2 - output 2,

Parameters:
o Driver port number - port number from driver configuration (No.),
o Phone number - SIM card phone number associated with a transmitter,
o State - the status to which the output is to be changed to.

21.3.24 RiscoDirect

Parameters:
SIM phone number - number of SIM card in the device,
Installer code - the installer code, required for connecting with the device,
Remote ID code - the remote code for connecting with the device.
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The first configuration must be done using the original Risco
system configurator, in which the above parameters must
be defined.

21.3.25 Satel Phone

Parameters:
Long ACK - the option of a long audio signal confirmation, either: 
o No - short confirmation,
o Yes - long confirmation.

21.3.26 TMLabDirect

Parameter:

Phone number - SIM card phone number associated with a transmitter.

Line control - command:

Command:
o 1 - output 1,
o 2 - output 2,

Parameters:
o Phone number - SIM card phone number associated with a transmitter,
o Driver port - the port number from the driver configuration (No.),
o State - the status which the output is to be changed to.

21.3.27 UniversalInOut

Parameters:

Driver port - the driver port to which the data will be retransmitted.

The parameters only appear in the case of alarm
retransmission actions, signals, signal group status changes,
account events, and service.

21.4 StepUp 2.0 tool

StepUp 2.0 is a database tool which enabling:
Conversion ,

Update ,

Merge .
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21.4.1 Conversion

Conversion allows you to adjust the source database structure to the target database. There
are the following conversions:

KronosNET 2.0 to KronosNET 2.1,

KronosGuardNET 1.4. to KronosNET 2.1,

MasterMind to KronosNET 2.0.

As  the  list  of  conversions  available  often  changes,  please

contact the manufacturer to make sure whether the specified

conversion is available.

To convert from KronosNET 2.0 to KronosNET 2.1 you must configure:
1. Set  up  the  connection  string  to  the  KronosNET  2.0  database,  and  if  open  service

documents and reports are to be transferred, also indicate the location of the folder where
they can be found. To move system users  together  with their  privileges  you must  also
indicate the directory location where they can be found (Security.dat file).

2. Set up the connection string to the server where you want  to  have  the  KronosNET  2.1
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database, as  well as  the path to the folder in which the database is  to be  created. You
should also specify the location of the folder which will contain the authorizations file. You
can also specify whether you want daily/monthly tables to be exported.

The "Merge remote persons" option combines information about remote access via the client
console with the existing people on the account.

When setting up the connection string to the KronosNET 2.1

server database, do not enter a name because the converter

will create and enter a name for the database.

21.4.2 Update

To update the system you must perform the following steps:
1.Make a backup copy of the database and files used.
2.Stop all services running in the system (Kernel and device drivers).
3.Close the  KronosNET 2.1 system modules (Consoles and Tools).
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4.Execute conversion using the StepUp2.0 program.

This option gives you the possibility to update the database structure within the KronosNET
2.1 system.
To do this, enter the following:

the connection string to the updated database,

the source and target versions of Kernel.

5.Exchange all files (modules, services, ocx plugins).
6.Register the plugin (associate the ocx's with the plugin registration program - C :/ Windows/
System32/regsvr32.exe, then double-click on each plugin separately).
7.Run the services in the order given, and then the consoles.

21.4.3 Merge

This option allows you to combine two databases from the same system into one.
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The  structure  of  the  databases  that  are  to  be  combined
must be the same.

To conduct an update, you must configure:
the connection string to the source database,

the connection string to the target database,

the  account  synonym  prefix  from  the  source  database,  used  to  avoid  repetition  of
synonyms in the target database.

21.5 Abakus library

The library is used for retransmission of fire alarms to the SWD Abakus system.

Data about accounts in alarm mode are retransmitted to the fire services. This account data

includes:

the account name and synonym
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the address (street and number)

town or municipality

contact details

In order to send to the Abakus system, enter the municipality

in the  region field,  and  in the  Abakus  configuration  (*  ocx)

select "Identification via municipality."

In order to activate retransmission from the menu in the Alarm Console do the following:

in Configuration->Program select the option Retransmit to external system and specify the

path to the Abakus_lib.dll directory
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in Configuration->Retransmission add the configuration plug-in (* ocx) and enter the fire

service server details.

Fire service server details can be obtained from the firm

Abakus Systemy Teleinformatyczne.
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